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Preface

This book was developed as part of the Mission, Role, and Scope Procedures
project, conducted from 1977 through 1979 by the National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) with funding provided by the
National Institute of Education. The project initially was designed to respond to
the expressed needs of state-level executives in higher education. The initial
concept was that institutional mission statements were an essential part of a state
master plan, explicating the state's expectations about how individual institu-
tions should develop. Shortly after the NCHEMS project began, however, its
emphasis was redirected. It became obvious that if a mission statement was to
have the intended impact, then the institution itself must play a significant role in
the definition of its mission. Thus the goal of the project became not only to
identify what topics should be covered in determining an institution's mission,
but also to consider how such a determination could be achieved through tradi-
tional, campus-based, .aue.nic decisionmaking processes. The need for an insti-
tutional perspective was confirmed by other developmental work at NCHEMS,
particularly the preparation of A Handbook for Institutional Academic and Program
Planning (Kieft, Armijo, and Bucklew 1978;.

Opinions and ideas expressed in the present document were developed
through a combination of case-study observations, advice from other researchers
and practitioners, and experiences of the authors. Project staff conducted case
studies of mission-review practices in a number of institutions and state agencies.
These site visits were the source of many of the examples cited in this book. The
development of the book also was influenced by the authors' participation in



a number of forums and workshops involving institutional and state-agency
planners. Finally, both authors have firsthand experience with mission review.

J Kent Caruthers, who as a Senior Associai.e at NCHEMS directed he project,

has held administrative-planning responsibilities at Oklahoma State Uhiversity,
the State Univesity System of Florida, and NCHEMS Gary B Lott has held
various administrative responsibilities at St. John's River Community College,
Florida Junior College at Jacksonville, and the Florida Board of Regents

[he authors are particularly indebted to Douglas Collier of NCHEMS, Robert

C Shirley of Central College, and Robert Cope of the University of Washington
for their assistance in developing the first three chapters of this clOcument. The
authors assume full responsibility, of course, for the content of the publication

As the manuscript took shape, a number of persons took time to review
and comment o , various drafts. Thanks go to Paul Biggers, Chattanooga State
Technical Community College, Grady Bogue, then with he Tennessee Higher
Education Commission, Richard Clark, State University of New York at Albany;

Lee Henderson, Florida Division of Community Colleges, Roy Lassiter, State
University and Community College of Tennessee; Robert Lawton, Florida State

University, Willard Lewis, Austin Peay State University; Maurice Litton, Florida
State University, John Moseley, Austin College, Melvin D Orwig, Higher Educa-

tion Assistance Foundatioc.: William B Phillips, Ar 'ona Board of Regents,
Joseph H Stafford, State University System oi Florida Benjamin Wygal, Florida

Junior College at Jacksonville, Frank Armijo, Maryann K Brown, Douglas Collier,
William Johnston, and Der "is Jones of NCHEMS, and Robert Shirley

Finally, the authors a, grateful to several members of the NCrIEMS staff
NA, ho worked hard to get t}-le book into print, to Lorraine Hori, Paula Dressler,
Carol Weber and Eileen V cstern for typing numerous drafts and the final copy,
to David Wetz,1 and Susan Horne for editorial assistance, and to Lynn Phillips
and Clara Roberts for design, typesetting, and production
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Introduction

Understanding an institution's mission has always been important, and it will be
even more important in the decade ab zad. It is difficult, if not impossible, to
develop sound strategies for creating a ,:ew identity for an institution if its current
identity is not understood. Planned change requires clear understanding of one's
current status. Acquiring a better understanding and acceptance of the institu-
tion's mission is a vital first step in resolving many of the issues and difficulties
confronting an institution. In fact, it provides the foundation for many types of
planningespecially strategic planning, which is gaining increasing acceptanceand use in higher education.

The retrenchment era now confronting higher education brings demands forplanners to use strategic planning as a tool for integrating curricular financial,
and personnel planning more carefully. In some instances, planners are even
being asked to determine how to close down facilities and programs and with-
draw from employment obligations. If such retrenchment questions were to be
approached as independent planning tasks, different criteria might be employed
and different results might be reached. For example, current position vacancies
might be used to reduce staffing in a growth area. An understanding of the insti-
tution's mission provides a framework for achieving the needed integration in
addressing these issues by causing decisionm2kers to focus on basic institutional
purposes as the most fundamental criteria.

The need to understand organizational mission in order to integrate what are
sometimes divergent activities has-a basis in organizational theory. Indeed, the
assumption that an organization understands its mission is embedded in the
management-by-objectives (MBO) and systems approaches to planning' and

,...,



2 managenteht For instance, Peter Drucker maintains in Management. Tasks,

Responsib.lities, Practices (1973, p 75)

01.1y a clear definition of the mission and purpose of the business makes

possible clear and realistic business objectives It is the foundation of
priorities, strategies, plans and work assignmen's It is the starting
point fir the desii of managerial jobs and, above all, for the design of

managerial structures. Structure follows strategy Strategy determines
what the key activities are in a given business And strategy requires
knowing "what our business is and what it should be

Similarly, King and Cleland state

It is both meaningful and necessary for an organization to consciously
choose and continually review its mission concept if it is to survive and

prosper This is as true of government as of business, despite the much-
discussed perseverance of some bureaucracies past their time of useful-

ness This is so if only because a mission statement serves as eguide for
the multitude of underlying choices that must be made to guide the
organization into the future. However, it is also important in serving to

(Jenne the scope of acceptable choice, as a symbol around which sc_ nu_

organizational members can gather, and as a statement from which
nonagreeing members can flee [1978, p 491

Forces Creating the Need for Change

Many factors will undoubtedly cause institutions to evaluate whether or not

their current mission can remain viable. The projected downturn in enrollments

of traditionally aged college students will almost certainly be felt by most institu-

tions These colleges and universities must assess whether certain programs can

still be operated at a sufficient scale to justify their continuance. Even those
schools that are able to offset losses in traditionally aged students with increased

numbers of adult learners must carefully evaluate changes in mission- Adult

learners are likely to seek different educational experiences, require alternative
methods of instruction, and need different types of support services than those
the traditio-ial student has utilized in the past

A number of factors other than enrollment will also affect institutional
mission Even disregarding the losses in funds related to dwindling students,



many schools find thernrclves under increasing financial pressure from inflation
and growing competition for public support These schools will consider it fruitful
to compare the relative contribution that each program makes toward fulfilling
the school' , mission with that activity's relative cost Although almost _every
institution might benefit from periodic and careful assessment of is mission,
institutions- in the public sector are likely to come under increasing pressure from
state legislatures or state boards of higher education to undertake such activity as
part of a broader master- Manning effort.

However, not all forces that will produce more frequent or more significant
mission-review activities can be considered negative. The external espvironment
within which higher educatic finds itself is constantly changing, and many
environmental factors can create opportunities for colleges and universities to
develop First, the past decade has seen a considerable integration of women and
minorities into the professional work force. As this integration continues, the
alert college administrator will find opportunities to proviae new services.
Second, the increasing change in traditional work patterns suggests that workers
will not only continue to have more leisure timy. but aiso several different careers
during their lifetimes. Both of these factors present challenges to higher educa-
tion. Finally, the increasing complexity of contemporary life makes planning and
management more difficult not only for higher education but also for other types
of organizations. This situation presents important research and service oppor-
tunities for the university.

In dealing with all of these challenges and opportunities facing colleges and
universities, previous approaches to mission review will be of little help Colleges
cannot be all things to all people. Unless the campus community's understanding
of both its current and planned mission can become broader and clearer, the
mission statement will become little more than a record of long committee
meetings.

Individual mission statements are likely to find even greater acceptance when
it can he demonstrated that they are used to guide day-to-day decisionmakin;
When the mission docurient is seen as an aid to senior institutional executives in
personnel planning, program planning, budgeting, and evaluation, its impact w'll
likely spread to ch -,isionmaking at other levels within the organization. Whenever
a mission statement no longer seems to inform many of the important decisions
facing the institution, it is time to undertake a new assessment and revision of the
statement

3



4 Some Process Considerations

Exerience has shown that a number of important considerations bear upon a
mission review. These include detei mining and developing institutional readiness,
clarif fing potential uses ot the statement, organizing for self-study, encouraging
broad participation, conducting special analyses, maintaining communications,
and developing procedures for the maintenance of the document Each of these
considerations is important for a successful mission review

Perhaps the first question facing the leader of an institution, after it is deter-
mined that the college needs a new statement of mission, is whether or not the
college- it. prepared to undertake a major self-study The college might not he
ready for any number of reasons, ouch as an impending change in administration,
a collective-bargaining election, or a current commitment to some other major
campuswide effort If the institution does not seem ready to commit itself to one
or more of the major tasks involved in the review, remedial steps should be
scheduled or the study design modified

Because the mission statement is the basis for activities throughout the entire
insti' ition, all its potential uses need to be identified before the self-study is ini-
tiatcu These can have an important impact on how the self-study itself is designed.
One primary use of a statement is to guide daily decisionmaking However, with
the significant effort required for the self-study, it is worthwi .e to identify other
uses as well. Many institutions can use the results of their mission review for
participating in statewide master-planning, meeting accreditation requirements,
developing more broad-based support fc,r the institution, or creating strategies to
deal with specific changes posed by the external environment

Once the decision has been reached that an institution is ready to undertake
a mission review and the likely uses have been defined, experience has shown
that time spent on organizing for self study yields high returns The purpose of
the organizing effort is not to create a lock-step plan of action, but rather to provide
a realistic understanding about (1) leadership -Ind staffing requirements for the
effort, CP the decisionmaking framework to be followed, (3) the assumptions and
issues that will guide the effort, (4) the methodology to be followed, and (5) a sense
of how long the effort might take It is important for all involved to have a clear
understanding of the scope of their participation in the missio -eview.

Another key to a'successful mission review is broad participation, which has
at least two types of benefits First, a greater number ot perspectives can inform
and improve the technical quality of the decisions Second, widespread involve-
ment leads to a greater prohability that the document, once it is completed, will
be understood and used Particular issues concerning participation include the
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'groups (students, faculty, staff, board) to be represented and whether to utilize
existing committee structures or specially created task forces.

Earlier mission statements Were frequently criticized foi their blue-sky
cha-acter. They did not seem to reflect institutional reality. If this is to be avoided
in the future, studie:lhould have a major analytical component. Data and analysis
should not dictate an institution's mission; instead, they should help to identify
issues and provide the basis for discussions and policy decisions. Toward this
end, three types of analyses have been found useful. First, a historical analysis
should be conducted to help par'icipants understand ho' ; the institution acquired
its present rnisCion. This understanding of tilt values and events that sl'aped the
institution's current identity may be important in understanding the limits of
potential change. Second, given the rapidly changing conditions in the world
beyond the campus, an environmental assessment is almost mandatory for a
successful mission evaluation. Topics for studies that might be useful in this
regard are enrollment trends, manpower trends, economic development activities,
and competition posed by other higher education institutions in the area. Finally,
the institution's capacity to respond to the needs posed by the external environ-
ment should be reviewed. Capacity considerations include the institution's aca-
demic and financial strength and its physical facilities. Two general questions
need to be asked: Does the institution have the capacity to fulfill its current
mission? Does the institution have the capacity to respond to new demands?

American higher education has a long tradition of -collegial governance and
shared decisionmaking. If the institution is )f sufficient qze to preclude the
direct participation of all fp silty and senior administrative staff in the Mission
assessment, a well-designed program of communication is of extreme importance.
Any serious review of an institution's mission can foster rumor suspicion and
the development of an extensive grapevine. It is important, therefore, that accurate
information about mission deliberations be shared on a regular basis with the
campus com.nunity. It is ,particularly important that a copy of the final mission
statement be, made available to all who are concerned with the institution
including external a well as internal parties.

A mission can have its gr,mtest impact on everyday campus decisionmaking
if it is viewed as a dynamic document. Whenever new conditions appear to have
more influence on a decision than does the previously developed mission state-
ment, it is worthwhile to consider what types of modifications to the statement
are necessary. Many institutions ha, e found it valuable to regularly monitor
those conditions that shaped the current document. This monitoring provides an
early warning system and allows inAitutional leaders to anticipate the need for
general mission revision rather than reacting to particular pressures unique to

I 'N
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6 the single issue at hand Regardless of how the information is gained, it is

valuable to de\,elop procedures for the re7,ular assessment of the institution's

mission
Most of the consideration discussed here also apply to system-levei staff

who intend to use mission statements as part of a master-planning effort (see
State-Level Mission Review Supplement in this document) While many of the
recommendations are directly applicable at the system level, others must be
translated to have practical meaning There are, however, several special concerns

at the system level. An important consideration in preparing for mission review

at the system level is to determine the relative responsibilities, of the institutions

and the central staff. Although this determination will undoubtedly be guided by
statutory provisions and the history of the system, a major role for the institution

is needed if the mission statement is to provide the basis for institutional develop-
ment and decisionmaking. Another major problem in system-level review is
balancing the institutions' needs for a broad array of programs to e" tbi lit y,

on the one hand, with the state's limited educational needs an' on the

other hand.

Intended Readership

This book is intended for several different audiences Senior institutional
administrators may gain from it a better understanding of whether and when a
review and e,raluation of the institution's mission can provide the basis for im-
portant planning activities on the campus. Those charged with long-range planning

or self-study responsibilities should find it valuable, since it addresses many of
the day-to-day concerns of conducting mission analysis. Faculty who serve on
campus self-study committees will also find that mission review provides them
with a broader understanding of the interrelationships among various planning

and budgeting activities. Finally, state master-planners will find a special supple-

ment that speaks to their specific concerns; from the document is a whole, they
also may gain insight into how mission review can be used by state-level planners,

in concert with institutional planners, as a tool for the development of individual
campuses.

The book also attempts to place niission review within the overall context of
higher-education planning, with particular emphasis on its relation to stra4egic

planning. It reviews the need for planning; considers the potential of mission
analysis in particular, and descrbes alternative ways in which mission studies

might be performed

I1.3



Mission Review Foundation for Strategic Planning consists of two parts. In part
one, chapter 1 traces the history of planning in higher education. Planning ap-
proaches, it observes, tend to respond to topical problems. The combined impact
of academic drift and the need to retrenchproblems of the 1980spoint to the
increasing need for mission review and articulation Therefore, a description of the
ways in which mission review can serve as a foundation for strategic long-range
planning at the institutional level is the subject of chapter 2. Chapter 3 focuses on
the substance of a mission statement, describing those elements that would
typically be found in a mission statement so that it could serve as a meaningful
fot...idation for planning and budgeting. Chapter 4 describes the design of an
institution-level mission review; it lists a number of procedural options that
should be evaluated before mission review is undertaken. Chapter 5 offers con-
clusions about the potential for mission review.

Part two is devoted to the text of a mission document published at the State
Unive:sity of New York (SUNY) at Albany, with a brief context-setting introduc-
tion by the author of Mission Review. The SUNY at Albany document is the result
of a formal mission review that was undertaken after a series of program cutbacks
had been more or less forced on the institution by environmental circumstances.
Therefore it serves as an example of how an institution can use an intuitive under-
standing of its mission as a basis for planning decisions, and can subsequently
develop an explicit mission statement Part two has been included to provide the
reader an example of the content of a strategically designed mission statement for
one institution Abstracts of SUNY at Albany's three-year plans have been in-
cluded to illustrate how plans can be developed using a mission statement as
their foundation.

By contrast with the SUNY at Albany approach, Aquinas College in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, conducted a sweeping mission review as a first step in their
planning process to provide a basis for program review and planning. Thc process
by which the college revised its mission was described in judicious detail by its
president, Norbert J. Hruby, in A Survival Kit for Invisible Colleges. A second
edition of this book, containing the text of the first edition and a foreword and
epilogue by the author of Mission Review, also has been published by NCHEMS.
The epilogue assesses the extent to which Aquinas College has achieved "both
its original mission as a Catholic liberal-arts college and its new mission as an
independent, community-based liberal-arts school" (Hruby 1980, p. 69). This
new edition of Survival Ka is intended as a companion piece to Mission Review.

The last section of this document, the supplement for state-level planners,
has not been included in the main body of the text because it does not attempt to
address state -level mission review from a strategic-planning perspective. However,

1 '
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8 it assesses the transferability of the design of institutional mission-review practices

to state-level mission review and focuses on the special requirements of such

reviews.
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PART ONE

Mission Review in

Higher Education
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1

Planning in Higher Education

The Colonial Era

From colonial times through the early twentieth century, American colleges and
universities faced a relatively stable environment. Higher education was reserved
almost exclusively for the cfoldren of the rich or for those seeking to enter the
ministry. Most it stitutions ware small, the public tax investment in colleges was
minimal, and enrollment growth was relatively modest. This state of affairs,
however, did not mean that there was a lack of mission-related issues confronting
higher-education leaders in earlier times. Indeed, sharp debate divided the
academy over the elective curriculum, the academic status of new professional
programs (such as those in business administration and engineering), the emerging
role public-service activity as part of the land-grant movement, and even
whether or not colleges should be coeducational (Brubacher and Rudy 1976).
Nonetheless, these issues were relatively easy to resolve in a less complex and
less interdependent environment. Their resolution did not require elaborate
technical analysis, coordination with off-campus agencies, or highly organized
approaches to planning.

Thus, during the colonial era, the mission definition of the typical institution
was rather narrow and easy to comprehend: to provide a liberal education to a
rather select group of students and to offer training for entry into a few profes-
sior.s (Brubacher and Rudy 1976, pp. 3-11). Even when the curriculum began to
expand to include the developing sciences and technologiesparticularly with
the passage of the land-grant act titutional purposes remained fairly clear.
Many states would establish one institution as a traditional liberal-arts school and

1



12 another as a school for applied sciences and technologies. As the demand for
public school teachers grew in the nineteenth century, a frequent response was
to create yet another type of institution of higher le-minga state normal school

Era of Rapid Growth

The simple life began to change for colleges and universities at the end of
World War II Suddenly, students appeared on campuses in record numbers. Not
only were these nearly double those of prewar levels (from 1.5 to 2.7 million), but
the students were different from those who had preceded them. The new student
body represented a greater heterogeneity of age, career orientation, and economic
background than had its predecessor of only a decade earlier. Perhaps of greater
importance, this surge of students brought with it new levels of federal and state
involvement in higher education. The federal government greatly expanded its
student financial-aid efforts, and state governments began to take a more active
role in supporting and coordinating the affairs of public-sector institutions. Even
after the decline of the initial postwar bulge, American higher education continued
to grow and change. A wave of Korean War veterans replaced those of World
War II, the launching of Sputnik by the Soviet Union generated a greatly increased
interest in science and technology, and a general knowledge explosion began.
The tremendous growth in the size and diversity of American colleges and
universities continued through the 1960s as the postwar generation of babies
reached college age.

Era of Accountability

In the late 1960s, as systems of higher education grew to unprecedented
levels, as student unrest caused the general public to become more skeptical
about the role of mass higher education, as the value of all social institutions was
being questioned, and as the government's role in other social concerns expanded,
American higher education entered an era of accountability (Brubacher and
Rudy 1976, pp. 388-89). Not only did college administrators then have to become
concerned about growth and diversity, they were increasingly held accountable
for the effectiveness and efficiency of the academic enterprise. Although much of
the impetus of the accountability movement arose from financial concerns, the
value of the higher-education product itself was increasingly called into question.

1



As student demand for higher education grew stronger during the 1960s, there
was a move towaru increased and geographically convenient access. Increased
access necessarily resulted in the duplication of programs and services; it also
eliminated much of the uniqueness in purpose among institutions. Since one of the
few available success models in public higher education was the major research
university and since most faculty received their trainingat this type of institution,
many colleges emulated them. This led to what Harman (1977) and Clark (1978)
have termed "academic drift," or, as Harman defines it, "a process whereby non-
university institutions aspire to become more like universities usually involving
the upgrading of courses, and the development of research and publication

functions" (pp 321-33). Academic drift is not unique to the United States. Harman
and Clark have also found it in a number of European countries and in Australia

During an era of sustained growth and overriding concern for access, acadent,:
drift was of little concern. Few questioned the horizontal and vertical expansi-n
of programs in research and public service, the attempt to serve an increasingly
diverse student body, or even he creation of new types of institutions. The era of
accountability, however, renewed the recognition of the importance of a well-
understood mission for institutional planning. As agencies external to the campus
became convinced that extensive and unnecessary program duplication in public
institutions did exist and should be reduced, the need grew for a template to
measure the unique contribution of each institution to society and of each program
to its host institution. This template, or statement of mission, was necessary to
ensure that program curtailment aid not unintentionally alter the basic character
of the institution (Barak and Berdahi 1977).

End of Retrenchment?

American higher education is probably entering an era of retrenchment now.
The call to retrench originally grew from the sharp declines forecast for the
college-age population, and it intensified with public concern over the level of
taxation Now college admimstiators must not only respond to public demands
for expanded program access, they must plan for such expansion with fewer
students and with fewer dollars that are subject to more controls Against the
backdrop of, those issues that confronted planners in earlier generations, the
planning environment is becoming increasingly complex, consequently, the
planning activity is now more time-consuming.

As institutions enter this new era, a thorough understanding of the mission of

13



14 each institution is essential to determine whether to expand, reduce, or change
the college's programs and policies Without a clear understandinl, of mission
and related competencies, these modifications can easily become misguided and
fail to accomplish their underlying aimthe survival and continuing vitality of
the institution
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2

Mission Review as a Foundation
For Planning and Decisionmaking

What to Expect from Mission Review

The concept of mission as the foundation for strategic planning is not well under-
stood by many college and university leaders and has received little attention
from researchers. Perhaps the most significant need is to develop a clearer expecta-
tion about what mission review can accomplish. At present, many of these leaders
are distracted by global mission statements that do not draw distinctions among
institutions For instance, Chait (1979, quoted from mission statements appearing
in the catalogs of three quite different institutions and challenged his readers to
match each statement with the appropriate institution. Other higher-education
leaders are concerned by what they consider to he a shortage of success models
for colleges and universities. They fear the, unless an institution can define itself
as a major research university, a selective liberal-arts college, or a commulitty-
based college, there is little worthwhile left for the school to do.

With more realistic expectations for the outcome of a mission review, however,
these concerns vanish. The uniqueness question, in particular, is overemphasized.
No institution of higher education performs a set of activities that is completely
different from those of other institutions. Even such seemingly diverse institutions
as a major state university and a community college offer a number of similar
programsthat is, they both provide general-education and continuing-education

-oppe unities, yet each institution has its own unique features. Phillips (19793
found it useful to describe the similarities and differences among the mission,
role, and scope identities of several institutions in a manner similar to that shown

) 4
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16 in figure 1 Each of the closed curves circumscribes a different institution's role

and scope, yet when these figures are overlaid, there are few pockets of unique

a "tivity that .,.-rve to distinguish one institution from another Although an under-
standing of these unique responsibilities and characteristics is important for both

the institution and its external publics, the recognition that institutions share
many common concerns and responsibilities helps to place the uniqueness issue

in perspective
Perhaps a more important purpose of mission review is to achieve greater

congruence between what the institution claims it is and what it actually is In
Chait's words, 'distinctiveness is a quality far more important than uniqueness

. fit deriv-s] more from what a college does and less from what it purports to
be" (1979, p 36). Congruence between aspirations and reality can be reached, of

course, either by scaling down statements of r iission or by executing plans more

effectively ,-

Using Mission Statements in Decisionmaking

Does a mission review and the resulting mission statement make a difference

in decisionmaking? Perhaps the question is better stated. Can mission review
make a difference? Despite some nonproductive experiences with mission, role,
and scope studies throughout the country, a number of successful efforts suggest

that a properly conceived and conducted mission review can produce under-
standings that provide a valuable cornerstone for campus planning

Most detractors of mission reviews argue that since the time devoted to such

activity sums to have little ultimate influence on campus decisionmaking (Chart

197-91, it is not well spent This, in fact, may have been the experience on some
campuses, but that does not mean it necessarily has to continue Experiences at
our case-study colleges have demonstrated that a well-conceived review process,
a reasonably explicit mission statement, and ongoing, systematic planning greatly
strengthen campus decisionmaking processes

At a minimum, all campus decisionmakerswhether members of governance

committees, administrative staff, or senior executivesshould know of the
existence of the mission statement, be familiar with its substance, and recognize
its function as the cornerstone planning document Although merely looking at
the statement in making other planning and budget ng decisions would represent

an improvement on some campuses, this level of familiarity is not nearly enough.
The current statement should both reflect reality aqd he explicit enough so that

different campus decisionmakers can Interpret institutional mission in the same

4.,,
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18 manner as they seek guidance on daily decisions But they should have more than

just knowledge and understanding of the institution's current mission principal
decisionmakers should also believe in and be committed to implementing the
institution's desired mission, role, and scope As with any major policy, it is

important that all participants have a sense of ownership (Walker 1979). This,

perhaps, can be gained through broad participation in the evaluation and develop-

ment of the institution's mission
A number of major planning and budgeting decisions are made annually by

every college and university These decisions can be reached either as part of a
comprehensive approach, or they can result from separate and decentralized
planning activities In the second instance, it is not uncommon for decisions from

various campus divisions to conflict with or offset one another in their long-range

effect on the institution. For instance, a curriculum committee might recommend

stricter residency requirements at the same time that the admissions office is
stepping up efforts to attract part-time adult learners Having a well-understood

and widely accepted sense of mission helps to ensure that various planning deci-
sionsboth immediate and long-rangecan be focused on achieving the same

overall purposes
A few real-life questions demonstrate how different decisions might be

reached according to the decisionmakers' understanding of the institution's
mission. For instance, should a developing four-year regional university with a

strong reputation for undergraduate instruction select the candidate for a vacant

faculty position who is committed to excellence in teaching and community
service, or the bright young scholar from one of the top research universities
whose first article has just been published? Should the institution's overall 5 per-

cent budget increase be shared equally among all campus units, or should it be

targeted to unique or high-priority programs? Should an undergraduate liberal-arts

institution establish an evening MBA program or try to recruit more undergraduate

libel at -arts majors? Appropriate responses to these issues depend on the decision-

makers' priorities among alternative missions. Unless evaluated against the
campus mission, these choices can frequently lead to aca,Lmic drift and the
erosion of a sense of unifying purpose

Mission analysis is especially important in its ability to inform more subtle

choices For instance, a liberal-arts college might appropriately start an evening

MBA program But its MBA program should probably be substantively different
from that offered across town by a state university if their undergrac date missions

arc dissimilar For instance, the program might profitably draw upon the institu-

tion's teaching strengths (strengths that may not be duplicated at the university)

in philosophy and ethics. Or the communications skills and the. social psychology



aspects of management might become the focus for its program rather than dupli-cating the operations research, marketing research, and finance and accountingorientation of competing programs. Thus, an option that initially seems to lead acollege away from its traditional mission can be structured in ways that reinforcebasic institutional purposes.

Strategic Planning

How can an institution evaluate the need to make changes in its mission?Consideration of any significant change requires an understanding of a number ofcomplex interrelationships, and the failure to anticipate interactions can threatenthe success of a new effort before it begins. Strategic planning, an approach whichhas been developed most fully in the business world, is designed to deal withsuch complexities (Hofer and Schendel 1978; Ansoff 1965). Cope (1978) hasproposed that ,tici,cgic planning may prove valuable for institutions of highereducation that must deal with change in the coming decade.
Figure 2 illustrates a typical framework for strategic planning. hi followingthis framework, an organization will seek an optimum alignment between en-vironmental opportunities, the capacity of the institution, and the mission of theinstitution in order to achieve its goals. A strategic orientation to planning assumesthat the mission of the institution can be redirected or changed, and that newopportunities can be identified or created within the environment.
Strategic planning encompasses not only an assessment of the organization's

current mission and values but also its capacity and the factors in its external
environment (figure 2). For a college or university in particular, internal capacitycan include tangible resources (facilities, financial condition, faculty, and programofferings) and intangible resources (such as morale and reputation). Among themajor factors in a college's external environment are government regulatory
ager.cies, demographic and economic trends, and competing institutions.A clear understanding of a college's current mission is an extremely importantprecursor to strategic planning in higher education; however, an important rc_tsultof strategic planning may well be proposed change in the mission statementitselt. Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of an institution's mission under thestrategic-planning approach. In phase I, the current mission statement is checkedagainst reality. If the current statement does not describe what the institutiondoes (or can reasonably expect to do), a revised statement must be prepared. Inphase II, the strategic planning approach (review figure 2) is employed to deter-mine the future viability of the current mission and to assess the institution's
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ability to z.hange In phase iII, the current statement is reaffirmed or a new state-ment is developed.
Strategic planning is not yet well established as an administrative practice in

most American colleges and universities.' While some of its component analyses(....uch as conducting community needs ,sessment surveys, projecting enroll-meats, and a,se.ising the quality of academic programs) have been practiced with
some success, seldom have these planning and evaluation activities been focusedon creating a strategic plan. Earlier conditions simply did not require as high adegree of integration in decisiontnaking ds do those that are now emerging

Determining Whether Mission Review Is Needed

Not every institution needs to engage immediately in a major effort to re-
articulate its mission. For instance, the school's current sense of purpose may bewell-defined and specific enough to guide actions Or because of some pending
event, such as a change in governance or leadership, the administration mightdetc rmine that the time spent on such an effort would be wasted. This section,
therefore, outlines steps for determining when an institution needs to undergomission review

Some institutions determine the need for mission assessment almost bylooking at the calends: For instance, they might ask if 10 years have elapsed
since the last such effort and if a visit from the regional r,ccrediting team, with its
mission self-study requirement, is imminent Clearly, the passing of time and thecycle of events can be very-practical considerations in detf lining the need for amission study And, if a considerable period has elapsed since the last such effortand a significant number of new faculty have been employed in the interim, areview probably is needed. The mere passing of time, however, is not the most
important reason to undertake a mission assessment

With our concept of the mission statement serving as a foundation for plan-ning and budgeting activity,- perhaps a more important criterion in evaluating the

I Published work on strategic planning in higher education is just beginning to emerge In the pact de-ade,Schendel and Haden published Strategic Planning and Higher Education Some Cony opts, Problems, andOpportunities 11972I More recent coltributions are Cope s Strategic Pota v Plunnt g A Guide for College andUniversal: Administrators 119781 and Horner s "Strategic Planning for Higher Education 11979) Additionalefforts are now under way at individual institutions NCHEMS, and
management-con ulting firms to adaptstrategic planning for higher education

t-4
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need for assessment is whether the current statement actually supports decision-
making. Is there evidence that long-range decisions have been made that conflict
with one another or with the existing mission statement? Is the institution's
mission statement seldom cited as a reason to take, or not to take, some proposed
action? Chances are that if these questions are answered in the affirmative, it is
time to reevaluate the mission statement.

To confirm a preliminary determination that a mission review may be needed,
one can assess the reality of the current statement Does the institution really do
the things that the statement suggests? Does it have any prospect of performing
such activities in the near future? Are there important campus activities that are
not addressed? Could a faculty leader, a member of the governing board, or thy
president of a nearby institution ,identify the statement as describing the institu-
ticil in question? While there is some value in having a statement that is flexible
and optimistic, if it cannot pass a reality check, the time has come to consider a
new statement.

The mission statement can be an important planning cornerstone. But even
more important is the integration of the missi,,ii understanding within institu-
tional planning, budgeting, and day-to-day decisionmaking. An effective, well-
executed review process can go a long way toward ensuring that this lakes place.
Document design and review process are the subjects of the next two chapters
The combination of productive processes and well-designed documents permits
mission development to be one of the most valuable planning and analysis ac-
tivities an institution can undertake

23
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The Content of a
Mission Statement

25

Both Permissive and Restrictive

A statement of missi, should report what the institution has been (its heritage),
what it shall become (its destiny), and what it does not believe itself to be. Only
through addressing both permissive and restrictive elements does a mission state-
ment become most useful as ,. guide for planning and budgeting activity. An
understanding of current actual mission is important as a point of departure for
other efforts, and as Cohen and March (1974) suggest, a good way to understand
the current mission may be to analyze what the institution is actually doing rather
than to read the extant statement. For mission analysis to realize its full potential,
consideration must be given, through a strategic-planning process, to what the
mission of the institution can and should become.

A mission statement usually is developed to communicate with two general
types of audiencesexternal and internal. A statement tha't is designed to speak
primarily to an external audience often relies on a popular institutional categoriza-
tion scheme, such as the Carnegie Classification (Carnegie Council 1976). The
institution might speak of itself, for instance, as a selective liberal-arts college, a
comprehensive university, or a major research university. But even when intended
just for external audiences, a good institutional mission statement will go beyond
mere categorization and begin to describe the subtle character that distinguishes it
from others in its class A rule of thumb is that the institution should try to describe
itself rather than mirror some abstract model.

is) ...)



26 Subtleties are particularly important when the document is intended primarily

to serve internal audiences To know that one's own institution is a comprehensive

college is not nearly as helpful for shaping current decisions about curriculum as it

is to 'Anders' 'id that the college intends to preserve its historic strengths in the

liberal arts and social sciences while it also tries to respond to the identified needs

of its particular geographical area A complete mission statement 'hould tell what

an institution is and what it is not and it should (Address the information needs c)f

both internal and external audiences

Mission Terminology

Thc debate over the utility of mission statements is obscured by the absence of

widely accepted definitions to distinguish among a number of interrelated terms

Mission role, scope, goal, and objective are used almost interchangeably by authors

in the field The higher-education community needs to use these terms more
precisely, since distinguishing among them is almost essential for a successful

mission evaluation Witaout sArch understandings, mission review is likely to
flounder, and the resulting document will have less impact than desired

The terms mission, role, and scope describe an aAin:non along a different

dimension than do goals and objectives (figure 41 In general, mission, role, and

scope describe the static identity of a collegethat is, its philosophy, clientele, and
servicesand how it may differ froia other aistqutions The goals and objectives

dimension, on the other hallo, relates more to actionsthat is, the steps an institu-

tion plans to take in order to achieve certain outcomes that will help it fulfill its

desired mission The former dimension usually focuses 'n what the institution is
and hopes to he, the latter on the means to reach that end Mission and goals
frequently have th,_! most general meaning, whit.' scope and objectives imply the

more specific parts of any overall statement Thus for the most part, the mission of

an institution is relatively unchanging, while the scope, and particularly the

objectives, arc subject to regular revision
An institution's nussion is a broad statement of fundamental purposes; it

embrace- the social and into Ilectual aspirations of the institution Frequently, it is a

philosophical, value oriented declaration than describes the continuing responsi-

bilities of the institution and suggests their relative emphasis. It may specify the

sponsorship of the Institution, such as church-related, and it may espouse an
overarching philosophy, such as the purpose of a land-grant institution or a
community-based community college The mission identifies the clientele that the

institution seeks to serve by addresst,r)g.such characteristics as that group's race,
vy
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28 sex, or geographic origin Recognizing that mission is in part a statement of aspira-

tion. the observation that many institutions constantly struggle tc fulfill their

mission is not surprising
An institution's role, as stipulated in the mission statement, differentiates it

from many other colleges and universities, especially in terms of current program
activity Role characteristics are prominent among the determinants of institu-
tional taxonomies, such as the Carnegie Classification (Carnegie Council 1976)

This classification distinguishes among colleges according to level and range of

program offerings, research activity, and selectivity in admissions. For instance,
the role statement might indicate the level at which degrees are conferred, the
broad academic and professional areas that are offered, and any areas of unique
responsibility The statement of an institutions's role describes what it does

Finally, and again, as set forth in the mission statement, an institution's scope

specifies its current boundaries or range of activities. Typically, a statement of

scope will identify the instruction, research, and public-service programs cur-
rently offered The scope statement, which is basically a more detailed and specific
version of the institution's role, serves to further differentiate collet , and univer-

sities from one another by describing h,,w much of each activity it carries out
Shifting to the action dimension, we find that Romney and Bogen (1978) have

defined a goal as a set of circumstances sought in pursuit of the mission. Goals are
usually stated in broad qualitative terms and serve as guides for institutional

devel,pment in a particular frame of time Objectives are specific ends to be
achieved with regard to a particular goal. An objective is often stated in more
quantitative, outcomes-oriented terms. A frequent purpose of formulating a set of
goals and objectives is to enable an institution to change its role and scope For

instance, a goal to offer a gradual e pi ogram in business (and, thus, change the insti-

tution's role) can be accomplished through fulfilling a series of objectives, such as
employing a program director, designing a curriculum, and recruiting students.
Undoubtedly, in practice these terms have acquired many different meanings
throughout the country When local circumstances suggest that these concepts and
their relationships are well understood by the many participants involved and are
supportive of effective planning, there is little reason to favor the tei minology just
offerred The important point is to develop a language that permits all those who
participate in the planning and evaluation process to understand their contribution
and the interrelationships among the many activities The definitions above were

designed to this end



Elements of Mission Statements 29

Several topics and decision issues should be addressed in specific fashion in a
mission statement. Each of these topical areas is briefly discussed below.

HERITAGE AND FUNDAMENTAL PURPuSES

This section of the mission statement should focus first on the historical roots
of the institution, emphasizing those elements of its past that have particular
significance for the present. The basic purposes of the institution should also be
made explicitwhy the college or university exists, for whose benefit, and under
what particular circum,tances or conditions. For example, a principal feature of
the institution may be its relationship with a particular religious denomination.
This relationship, in turn, would strongly influence decisions on goals for student
development, curriculum, staffing, and student life.

RESPONSIBILITIES TO CONSTITUENCIES

Who are the major constituencies to be served, and what is the nature of the
institution's obligation to each? Appropriate categories for discussion here might
include students, the general public, the local community, various levels of
government, foundations, alumni, and other groups.

COMMUNITY AND CIVIC OBLIGATIONS

This section should focus specifically on the role to be played by the institution
as a corporate citizen in the local community. What services will be provided on a
continuing basis to fulfill the public-service mission of the campus? In what other
ways will the institution contribute to the development of the local area? For
example, the campus might seek to assist the economic development of the local
area by developing and maintaining statistics on key economic indicators.

It may also be important to make note here of activities that the campus will not
pursue in order to clarify the meaning of public service. Many institutions have
fairly informal programs of public service; others consider extension and public
service as a major organizational division. Public-service programs can be distin-
guished in the mission statement according to their target audiences or according
to the nature of the activity (speakers bureau, public broadcasting). Possible target
groups include individuals seeking educational enrichment or upgraded job skills
and business firms or other organizations pursuing specific interests.

' ) .
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30 MAJOR EMPHASES AND DIRECTIONS

A mission statement should be reasonably explicit about the major priorities of the
institution in at least the following areas

Teaching, research, and service. Is the institution's primary focus on teaching,
research, or service? What are the interrelations of these activities and how do we
seek to attain a mutually reinforcing state' What is our philosophy concerning the
roles and relative importance of the three activities? How is our philosophy
manifested in practice'

Graduate and undergraduate instruction How do the fundamental purposes of

education differ across undergraduate, master's, and doctoral levels? Where are
our major emphases at each level? Are there mutually reinforcing attributes across
these levels? How is the institution's philosophy manifested in terms of faculty
responsibilities in research, course assignments, advising of stur:ents, and the like?

Liberal-arts and career-oriented programs This part of the mission statement
should state the institution's relative emphasis on general education versus prepa-
ration for professional or paraprofessional careers. Any perceived conflict between
the two types of goals should be addressed squarely in order to make clear the insti-
tutional commitments

Traditional and nontraditional education. Much has been said of late about the
so-called nontraditional purposes of many institutions, usually meaning a move-
ment toward serving clientele outside the traditional 18-24 age grout The term
can also refer to new and innovative forms of educational Delivery. In either case,
this section of the mission statement should clearly identify any important changes
being contemplated insofar as clientele, programs, delivery systems, and other
activities are concerned.

Range of disciplinary offerings What are the principal types of academic
programs now offered' Are major changes in direction foreseen? What types of
programs will not be offered by the institution? What are the major priorities and
commitments for future development' Note that the typical mission statement
would not include a detailed listing of all programs and the developmental
strategies associated with each. Rather, the material presented here should provide
guidance to later decisions on specific program offerings and priorities.

ti



Research program. The mission statement should describe the general
character, purpose, and sponsorship of research conducted on campus. At many
institutions, this statement may amount to descriptions of research conducted
either to maintain the competency of faculty members in their disciplines or to im-
prove the instructional process. At a major research university, however, the
mission statement might describe basic research that aims to advance the state of
the art and contribute to graduate instruction. Between these extremes are institu-
tions committed to conducting applied research that focuses on local problems.
The statement should identify the relative emphasis placed or. research in various
disciplines or problem areas.

EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

In describing instructional programs, the mission statement should identify
the institution's educational philosophies. Such philosophies may range in subject
matter from curriculum content to educational opportunity to teaching style. For
instance, the typical liberal-arts college affirms the value of liberal learning for
effective participation in society. The typical community college endorses the
merits of open and convenient access. If the institution subscribes to any particular
teaching approach, such as a Great Books program or individually paced instruc-
tion, it should be spelled out in the mission statement. In general, the philosophy of
the institution concerning the most effective approaches to learning should be
spelled out here in order to provide guidance to subsequent decisions on course
content and design Also note here any philosophies concerning learning that may
have been rejected by the institution

ROLE OF SUPPORTING SERVICES

The major emphasis in any mission statement will naturally be on the
academic goals and programs of the institution. However, it is important to give
explicit attention to the programs and services that exist in support of academic
activities. What role is played by the supporting services in the educational
process? How do they contribute to total individual development? What major
changes are anticipated in the organization and administration of these services'
Attention to these and similar questions concerning the role of supporting so . ices
can give much needed direction to administrative planning ol campus.

31



32 ACADEMIC' FREEDOM AND COROLLARY OBLIGATIONS

What is the philosophy held by the institution concerning the role, responsi-
bilities, freedom, and obligation of faculty members? Does the institution endorse
the statement of the American Association of University Professors on this
subject? Are there unusual expectations at our particular institution because of

other aspects oc mission already discussed? It is important to be explicit in this
section particularly in light of increasing public demands for accountability in
higher education.

:_,TY1 E OF GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

Finally, the mission statement should address the question of the basic means
by which the institution will be governed and managed. What is the overall
role of the board of trustees'? The faculty senate? The student association?
The president and other top officers? Individual faculty members? Does the insti-

tution believe strongly in a collegRA decision model? The mission statement should
address not only some fundamental legal or quasi-legal issues here, but also the
intangible issues concerning collegiality and participation in decisionmaking

Priority among Mission Elements

Careful attention in addressing each of the elements of a mission statement can
do much to strengthen its value for planning. One additional step, however, is
required to gain the full benefits of mission review If the mission statement is to
serve as a guide for operational decisions, the institution should define its signifi-
cant elements or driving forces

In most circumstances, one or two features of an institution's mission have
much greater significance than do all others Several examples of how institutions
have changed their mission illustrate this point. One college previously described
itself as a women's liberal-arts college. But when female students became more
interested in pursuing professional careers, the college became a women's compre-
hensive college. Obviously, the clientele aspect of mission (a college for women)
was more important than the liberal-arts role In contrast, a church-related liberal-
arts college chose to deemphasize its church affiliation in order to gain the govern-
mental support necessary for its survival as a liberal -arts institution. Examples can
also be found among state-supported institutions A region-1 comprehensive



university sought authority from state officials to offer programs at the associate-
degree level. Such programs normally ars?. in the domain of a community college
rather than a university. Yet the commitment to its regional service mission over-
rode the institution's interest in restricting itself to a comprehensive university
role. On the other hand, a major state university chose to emphasize its research
role rather than its mission of serving the instructional needs of state residents,
when presenting its budget request to the state legislature.

Thus all elements in a typical mission statement are not of equal importance.
Identifying those that are most significant at the outset should not only illuminate
further mission deliberations but also inform operational decisions when the
mission statement might otherwise seem too ambiguous.

V .../
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4

Conducting Mission Review

There is no one best procedure for conducting a comprehensive reevaluation of an
institution's mission, given the diversity of colleges, universities, and agencies
involved; the different kinds of stimuli for such review; and the various purposes
for and uses of these studies. Factors such as type of governance, size, organiza-
tional complexity, and tradition significantly influence the appropriate study
design for a particular college or university. However, our case-study observations
point to a number of common concerns that even diverse institutions and agencies
should consider as they initiate mission studies. These are listed in table 1. A
review ofithese areas should help an institution avoid many of the problems that
others hak'e experienced. Each of these common design elements is described in
this chapter.

Institutional Readiness

In the pa-A, the most coin' on impetus for comprehensive mission review in
colitt-esr and universities was either to satisfy accreditation requirements or to
launch i3 new era of administrative leadership. More recently, other factors have
also begun to provide the stimulus for such reevaluation. These include malter-
planning mandates of statewide boards and legislative bodies concerned about
unnecessary duplication of services; fluctuating manpower trends that have
resulted in major enrollment shifts or an oversupply of graduates in certain
disciplines; and severe financial problems caused by declining or static enroll-
ments, inflation, or loss of external support. Regardless of the particular set of

2n
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36 TABLE 1

Considerations in Mission Review

u.
Determining and developing institutional readiness

Clarifying specific uses

Organizing for self-study

Determining participation

Providing analytical support

Communicating progress and results

Maintaining viability

factorS providing the impetus for the review, an evaluation of institutional
readiness is an essential first step in obtaining maximum benefits. The primary
reason for assessing the degree of institutional readiness is not to delay the self-
study if circumstances are not conducive, but rather to design specific meabures to
address the problems identified and to increase readiness.

One of the most ihtpertaut prerequisites for self -study is a positive attitude on
the part of faculty, staff, students, and other participants toward the process. This
usually prevails (1) when there is oveiall confidence in both the leadership of the
institution add the review process; (2) when it is perceived that there is a significant
need for the review; and, perhaps most important. (3) when there is confidence
that the results will be used to shape the institution. Without these conditions, the
review will often be considered "busy work" and may result in both a lack of insti-
tutional commitment and a product hardly worth the effort.

A negative attitude can sometimes be traced to a prior experience with similar
activities that were poorly executed. Usually these attitudes can be corrected
when the president or other top-level administrator provides the necessary leader-
ship and resources (such as released time and expenses), communicates the need
for the study and specific uses to be made of it,and identifies the follow-up pro-
cedures that will be used to evaluate progress toward implementation. A positive
attitude can usually be created if institutional leaders convey to the college com-
munity that they believe in the value of the effort and thereafter use the results of
the study. It is especially important that the president show strong, visible support
for the process.



A willingness and an ability to make the necessary commitment of staff time
and other resources fo a mission review is another important factor to be con-
sidered in determining readiness. Although many colleges have experienced
success with less-extensive approache3, a comprehensive review of this type often
requires a tremendous amount of time in organizing the process, identifying
issues, analy7ing data, conducting special studies, discussing issues, developing
alternative solutions to problems, and recommending courses for action. To :luote
from the introductory statement of the report of a planning committee at tre
University of Notre Dame (i973),

Our task proved staggering All of us found full lives at the University
before being called to this service. In many respects the task burdened us
beyond what w- we could carry, the burden being lightened only by
our unanimous oevotion to Notre Dame. [P. 11]

Staff time and other res .rces to support a major mission study must be
obtained in competition with the normal resource requirements for the operation
of the insti.ution.,Thus, a review sho 'd be made of the resource demands of the
mission study and the current r lirements of all other major planning and
operational activities to ensure that adequate resources can be devoted to the
mission review.

Although t. demands of such a comp:ehensive study process will frequently
be a burden, in,titutions have used several techniques to reduce some of the
difficulties. The success of these techniques depends on the specific characteristics
of a given institution. One procedure has been to block out short periods ranging
from a few days to a few weeks in which intense efforts are dii ectr.1 only toward
the study. Some institltions have scheduled such concentrated effort during the
summer when instructional loads are not as heavy as during other terms. Others
have used periods between terms, or just prior to t}- , fall term. Another frequently
employed mechanism has been to reduce the workloads of certain individuals by
temporarily reassigning their responsibilities to other members of the same depart-
ment or division. Whatever the technique used, a major rommitme of time is
necessary, especially for individuals who will play leadership roles in the study.

Any evaludii n of institutional readiness should consider two points First,
there will never ix! a convenient time to conduct such a comprehensive review;
othet demansIs will always compete for time and resource- qut realizing that the
process is time-consuming and likely to place a strain on all participants the insti-
tution can implement procedures and use techniques that help to reduce the
burden when it designs the study. Second, al: decisionmaking cannot await the
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36 results of the study Once such an effort is initiated there is a tendency to delay
major decisions until the study has been completed However, time requirements
may dictate that priorities will have to be established to support budget requests
and allocatit before final recommendations are available In such circum-
stances, it is probably better to attempt to anticipate the forthcoming recommenda-
tions rather than to endure major delays in an important ongoing planning and
budgeting cycle

Clarifying Specific Uses

A number of factors can provide the stimulus for initiating a mission study But
regardless of whether the review derives from a change in competitive position,
administrative_ leac.ership, accreditation requirements, enrollment changes, or
financial is, es, careful considei anon should be given to other potential uses. For
only ca small marginal investment the institution can frequently realize valuable
by-products Clez- identifying these and communicating them to all participants
not only h-:ps create a positive attitude but also enables those desi Jung the
process to deN., elop approaches that will support all intended uses

As has bee n stated, the general reason ft iducting a mission review is
strategic planning that is, to better understa. ne congruence between the
institution's current c phases and services and tl needs and opportunities in its
environment :-however, other more specific uses can also be made of the findings
and the review process These can range from accreditation self-study to retrench-
ment, and from master-planning to renewal Identifying these uses at an early
stage can help to ensure that the process and the results appropriately support each
intended use Reaching agreement on all anticipated uses should occur early in the
process because thtse especially decisions concerning participation and commu-
mcdtionaffect the stud), design A number of typical u s are described below

ACCRED1CACION'

A frequent stimulus for an rise of mission review is meeting accreditation
requirements En th. , case, certain regional and protessional accreditation specifi-

c Awns must be addressed These specifications are typically comprehensive and,
if followed, will promote a thorough review While accreditation is often the
primary stimulus and a major use, .t reed not be considered the sole reason for
comprehensive sell study The emphasis in mission review all too frequently is
directed strictly tward achieving accr. ' f subqequently, further use and
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maintenance of the results do not receive adequate attention. Even wher the effort
necessarily must be directed tcwa obtaining or reaffirming accreditation, special
attention to other possible uses is appropriate and desirable

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Broadly based faculty renewal or staff development is often discussed as a
by-product or benefit of a comprehensive review activity Time spent in rethinking
educational philosophy, values, and alternatives is important for individual
renewal. Yet staff development is seldom identified as a purpose at the outset
When individual development is an intended use of the -view, it should be clearl)
stated and the process should be organized at each level to ensure that it is accom-
modated. For instance, the process should allow for broad participation of the
college community, permit adequate timL or discussion of issues at each organiza-
tional level, and provide financial suppcit for visits to similar institutions and the
advice or opinions of Wernal professionals

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

Although the review process is internally oriented, it can also yield additional
benefits in the information it communicates about institutional strengths and
heeds to the general public. In this case, participation is again a key consideration
Involving prominent citizens through lay acb,isory councils, ad hoc task forces,
and alumni committeesor perhaps as supplemental representatives in other
groups normllly composed of people within the college communitycreates a
group of representatives who can informally convey institutional strengths and
needs. Furthermore, due to the influence that such individuals may exert on
governing bodies or legislators, thei- participation may be especially valuable In a
recent example of this type of citi,,en in olvement, an advisory-board member
made a presentation recommending the establishment of a new program to the
institution's governing bard. Because the citizen had b-en involved in the initial
evaluation of community nc2c1s, the credibility of his presentation to the governing
board was enhanced

REALLOCAMN

Another example of a specific use that might be male of a mission re iew is thr
development of strategy rt lating to enrollment shifts. Many colleges and univer-
sities are experienc;ng significant shifts amorvi, the various disciplines; these shifts
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40 may affect the school's mission They often cause overstaffing in some depart-
ments and understaffing in others. When problems of this type are to he addressed
as part of the self-study, several interrelated issues must he considered Among
these are policies on the use of part-time or adjunct faculty, teaching loads, length
of contracts, tenure, retrenchment, and retraining When these issues are specified
early in the process, it is possible for individuals with expertise in each area to
participate and for all affected groups to be heard

Depending upon financial conditions rr lated to a given institution, numerous
other uses of the mission review may he desired Resolving financial problems is
becoming an increasingly common product of comprehensive mission analysis
In the most extreme cases, the analysis must address a financial crisis. More fre-
quently, however, analysis of financial issues leads to setting budgetary priorities
that can begin to change the direction of the institution Unless based on mission
review, these changes may lead to undesirable results.

Typically, when a financial crisis occurs, the extent of the immediate problem
rs knw,,,n but the long-range consequences may not be visible The crisis may be an
anticipated deficit or, for those colleges and universities that cannot legally

operate with a deficit, an immediate reduction. The immediacy of the decision
required and the size of the deficit or desired cutback determine the extent to
which mission analysis should be employed to obtain a solution Temporary short-
falls of up to 5 percent (or possibly a little greater) are frequently addressed by

relatively simple budgetary changes For instance, a college can make across -the-
hoard reductions, delay certain expenditures, or make a sizable reduction in a
support area such as maintenance. In such cases, these decisions usually can he
made by a few top-level administrators without the need for more comprehensive
efforts But when the financial crisis is too lair for such strategies to work or is
expected to extend over a prolonged period, thoroagh review of the institution's
mission :5 becoming more common in such instances, identification of the
specific purpose of the review will affect certain review procedures Forexample,

if people with financial cxpertise incluocd on each committee, more atten-
tion and value might be placed on cost analysis and co: t-bcnefit faciors. Opinions
of outside consultants am' advisers might also be sought more frequently in a
financial crisis The precise strategies developed are dependent upon the specific

nature and extent of the institution's financial problems Significant benefit from a

mission review in solving these problems however, can only be achieved if this
use of the study is clearly indicated in advance

Addressing financial situation!, that only require priority setting, rather than
crisis-response actions, has also become an important use of many institutional
mission studies Two major factor- contributing to this increased concern for



mission in priority setting are static financial conditions and the broadening base of
higher-education needs. Static financial conditions often mean that new programs
can only be developed at the expense of reducing current programs. Similarly,
broadening the scope of higher education to consider many different consti-
tuencies and needs has resulted in a breadth and diversity of demands among
whit h the institution must rake priority decisions. In these cases, institutions are
retui ning to collective analyses and decisions in order to ensure that all advan-
tages, disadvantages, and needs are heard This use of mission review requires
broad participation, adequate time to assess and analyze a broad range of options,
and opportunities to discuss or debate the relative priority among the various
needs Specifying this use early in the process is essential to allow the implementa-
tion of prom edures rf-cessary for its success

COORDINATION

Occasionally an institution may be involved in two separate mission review
efforts that have similar but not identical uses. One might be, for example, to meet
accreditation requirements, and the other to participate in systemwide master-
planning. If the processes are simultaneous, coordination is essential and complete
integration of the process is desirable. Faced with such a situation, an institution
might choose to appoint the same individual to coordinate both activit'es. What-
ever strategy is used, it is essential not to have duplication of effort or contradicting
:ecommendations

Organizing for Self-Study

After all the specific uses of the mission review are clarified, a number of
important factors need to be considered and decisions reached in organizing the
review process. These concern leadership and staffing, decisionmaking structures,
preliminary ass,amptions and issues, methodology, and scheduling. It should be
noted that these preliminary decisions may be revised at any time. For example,
some additional uses might be identified during the organizational process The
review pi ocess, like the resulting statement, should be considered dynamic, and
modifications should be made as conditions warrant.
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42 .EADERS11111 AND STAFFING REQUIREMENTS

The importance of leadershn and staffing requirements cannot be over-
emphasized Not only clo many of the issues require presidential attention, but

direct involvement by top-level administrators is often perceived by other partici-

pants as an indication of the institution's commitment to the process. A positive

faculty and staff attitude toward the review is essential to obtain maximum results,

and the active involvement of institutional leaders frequently helps to create such

a disposition among all who participate in the review Strong leadership is also

required to keep such a broad effort focused on its intended purposes and uses

It is essential to have leaders who provide an institutionwide perspective on the

comprehensive mission issues. Furthermore, leadership is necessary at each level

of the self-study structure. But although the need to have a strong leader to direct

the entire process is usually recognized, leadership requirements at other levels

are frequently overlooked Careful consideration should be given to selecting

leaders for departmental and service-area committees Satisfactory results fr-m

the overall effort depend as much on leadership at this level a , on the central or

executive task-force level.
Staffing the review effort is a related consideration Several techniques have

been adopted by institutions to meet staffing requirements One is to use released

time to provide full-time or part-time staff to serve on committees with heavy work

loads Another is to require that information requests by the various committees

be submitted to the appropriate administrative offices of the institution. When this

technique is used, It is probably best to have all requests flow through a single

person, such as the overall leader of the review. This coordination prevents dupli-

cation of requests and also places the responsibility with someone who typically

has the authority to get the desired information within a reasonable amount of

time
Staffing requirements are directly affected by specific decisions that increase

th- level of reliance on special studies, such as a community needs assessment,

rather than on existing data When not part of the ongoing institutional research
plan, designing and conducting various types of follow-up studies or assessments

can require a major staff commitment. For example, collecting information about
job opportunities from business leaders and major employers may be a lengthy

process that requires special expertise Special skills may be needed to develop

survey or interview instruments, select an ;opriate sample, and teach inter-

ie techniques to field staff Such special Audies may necessitate a full-time staff

director in addition to a considerable support staff for conducting interviews or ad-

ministering survey instruments. Staffing requirements can he greatly reduced
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when there is an ongoing institutional research program that generates a depen- 43
dency upon current data rather than on special studies

DECISiONMAKING FRAMEWORK

Determining the decisionmaking framework is an important consideration
during the organizational stage. Many adverse feelings about comprehensive
mission review can arise because the participants do not understand the extent of
their responsibility in an assigned area. That is, one task force or committee may
believe it has the primary responsibility for making recommendations to the
president about changes in an operating unit. If those recommendations are
rejected by-another task force or committee without ever reaching the president,
the group may believe that its efforts were futile Explaining the extent of responsi-
bilities and authority to all participants at the beginning of the process can remove
at least some unrealistic expectations.

One commonly used decisionmaking approach is to aggregate the recom-
mendations of the various task forces or committees to form a report that is
submitted to the president. An advantage of this approach is that all recommenda-
tions are reviewed by the chief executive officer. Each committee will know that
its efforts have received some attention from the person responsible for directing
the institution. A significant disadvantage is that it may not afford an opportunity
for interaction among the various segments involved in the review, or for integra-
tion of their recommendations. This disadvantage can be avoided, however, by
establishing a central ask force to review all segments of the report and return
those segments to the originators with proposals for further deliberation.

Another important factor in the decisionmaking framework is to clearly
identify those issues beyond the direct control of the institution. Some desired
changes may require approval by governing boards, legislative bodies, or other
state officials These may include such actions as establishing new degree pro-
grams, terminating degree programs, or developing branch campuses. Specifying
the issues that require approval by an external authority helps to place the status of
such recommendations in perspective; it can also help to reduce frustrations when
the institution cannot immediately implement some desired change.

Regardless of the strategy selected, the responsibility for each level in the
decisionmaking framework should be clearly specified. This prevents the un-
realistic expectation that all recommendations made by a given committee will be
implemented.
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44 PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS AND ISSUES

Identifying preliminary assumptions and issues is another important step in
organizing for self-study. Preliminary assumptions are of two types: (1) those that
limit the issues to be studied and (2) those that provide direction For example, if a
community college has no intention of seeking four-year status, the time required
to analyze and evaluate the community-college concept can be saved simply by

assuming that this part of the institution's mission will continue Another type of
limitation might concern externally imposed restrictions, such as a mandated
range of programs. In this case, one institutional alternative is to assume that no
change will occur and to restrict tho deliberations to current program parameters.
The advantages of the restrictive assumptio, are that no major regulatory change is

necessary to implement recommendations, no time is wasted addressing such
issues, and the risk of disillusioned participants is minimized (For example, if an
institution is restricted to baccalaureate programs by a state master plan, the effort
to identify a neeu for a master's-level program may be time-consuming and the
recommendation difficult or impossible to implement.) The disadvantages of
utilizing a restrictive assumption are that it reduces creativity, prevents examining
all higher-education needs, and curtails opportunity for institutional development.

An alternative approach is to pe:mit the identification of all higher-education
programs and services needed, but with the admonition that it may be difficult
or impossible to implement proposals requiring regulatory change. Advance
recognition of the difficulty involved in imp; .menting recommendations reduces
the danger of disillusioned participants. The benefit in this approach is that all

higher- education needs can be identified and analv7ed even if tne institution
cannot respond directly.

Several approaches might be used to ensure th 3 identified needs ai-e met when
authorization canrot be obtained to provide the services. These include offering
coonerative or joint programs or simply encouraging another institution to provide
the -ices. Thus, the alternative approach to restrictive assumptions offers a
great ance for total response to higher-education needs With proper guide-
lines, keeping the number of restrictive assumptions to a minimum will also allow
a broad and creative analysis of these need

A different type of assumption is used to provide direction to the mission
study It entails a description of anticipated conditions, such as financial or enroll-
ment changes If financial levels are expected to be relatively static, it might be
assumed that new programs and services will be supported only through reallo-

cating resources. In this case, an important charge to participants might be not only

to indicate priorities tor new services hut_also to identify programs that should be
q



deemphasized. Although assumptions that provide direction or restriction may be
changed as a result of later analysis, it is helpful to have these to provide a common
ground for the participants in the review process.

Although the process of identifying assumptions is one in which many issues
are selected, limited, and analyzed, it should not be the only means by which issues
themselves are identified. Instead, issue identification should probably take place
on two levels. First, a central task force or steering committee should identify
broad issues that each component unit might address, such as considering the
needs of adult part-time students. Second, each component unit should be charged
with identifying and addressing issues as it assesses its own area of responsibility.

METBODOLOGY

A topic related to both the decisionmaking framework and preliminary
assumptions and issues is determining methodology. One common approach is to
develop a general framework of policy guidelines. Each component unit is then
charged with the responsibility of developing findings or recommendations con-
sistent with the overall guidelines. For example, the overall guidelines might state
that increased emphasis will be given to programs that serve iegional needs. The
implications of this guideline would then be analyzed by each component unit and
its subsequent recommendations would be consistent with the needs of the
targeted population. This approach, sometimes referreu to as the top-down
method, requires considerable effort and broad input as the general guidelines
are prepared and issues identified. it provides considerable direction for each
component level and thus increases efficiency in the process. By its design,
however, this approach restricts options and does not allow as much freedom in
the review. While there are particular advantages to this approach in mature insti-
tutions, where only moderate change might be anticipated, it may be too restrictive
in a new institution with many options for development o'n an older institution
that must consider drastic change to survive.

An alternative approach, sometimes classified as the bottom-up, is to begin the
review at a decentralized level, such as the instructional department, where needs
can first be assessed and services proposed that respond to those needs. Then, the
preliminary institutional mission statement is developed by aggregating reports
from all of the units. A characteristic of this process is that it allows for a great deal
of freedom. That is, a broad range of needs may be considered and many new
services proposed. However, this approach tends to result in an identification of a
greater number of options than the college can implement. While this may be an
advantage when significant institutional change is anticipated or desired, it

zij
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46 becomes unwieldy for mature institutions that anticipate only minor redirection of
mission. In such cases, it can lead to disenchantment.

Of course, an institution need not elect either the bottom-up or the top-down
approach. Rather, an interactive procedure might be devised whereby a bottom-up
approach would be used to generate issues Then, after consideration of which
issues were of sufficient priority for further analysis, a top-down approach could
be employed. The very nature of the interactive process, which requires that
decisions be made about the extent of interaction needed, would probably lead to
expanded time schedules, but the quality of the analysis might benefit

SCHED,ULING

Schedu" ng is affected by decisions made in many other areas. Time require-
ments increase in direct relationship to the number of participants, their degree of
participation, the complexity of the decisionmaking framework, the number of
issues debated, and divergencies of opinion on various issues. A general truth in
mission review is that each step normally requires considt ably more time than is
anticipated or allocated. Depending on the cumulative impact of a number of
design decisions, Kells and Kirkwood (1979) report that a self-study frequently can
require from 12 to 24 months. Although this time span may seem excessive, it can
extend even longer without emphasis on scheduling.

One of the first considerations in scheduling is to identify any prerequisite or
sequential aspects, such as the need for special studies or basic data collection. If,
for example, a special needs assessment must be conducted for one or more
program-evaluation areas, the necessary resources must be directed toward the
accomplishment of that task very early during the mission-review process.
Without consideration of such seqUential needs, excessive delays can be expected
A second step is to iuentify any necessary deadlines. These may occur in the form
of an external requirement, such as a legislative mandate to complete a master
plan, or they may result from internal decisionmaking needs, such as those that
accompany the budget cycle or the academic calendar

Upon the consideration of various sequential relationships and deadlines, a
schedule can be developed that attempts to satisfy the various requirements. It
should be stressed that a detailed schedule of activities and time requirements is
essential in a comprehensive review ac!ivity. Without considerable attention to
this area, such activities tend to be set aside until all day-to-day operational require-
ments have been met.
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Determining. Participation 47

The benefits derived from participation in mission review may be as important
as the product itself. In the first place, participation is a part of the heritage of
American higher education. Second, it can result in a better product because it
leads to a greater commitment t..-, the mission and thereby establishes a strong
foundation for the mission's use in strategic management by all members of the
campus community. Finally, the deliberation and analysis involved in the review
become methods in and of themselves for inservice development and improved
communication.

Many of the design decisionssuch as those concerning the uses to be made of
the study, the decisionmaking framework, and the methodologyhelp to deter-
mine participation. One required decision concerns the extent to which members
of the campus community are to be involved. Although it has become traditional to
involve students, faculty, staff, and board members in all comprehensive mission-
review activities, the degree of their involvement may vary by issue within an
institution. For example, a proposal to establish a new program within a particular
discipline may not require broad participation by students, by administrators, or
by faculty members from nonrelated disciplines. Similarly, certain institutionwide
issues may be better addressed by administrators with responsibilities for those
functions than by students, faculty, or staff. Generally it is better to address each
issue with a wide range of viewpoints. For one thing, those with less exrer tise on a
given issue can learn rather quickly through discussions and analyses. For another,
the disadvantages of inexperience and unfamiliarity with certain issues Can be
compensated for by increasing the proportion of members who have the most
expertise. For example, on the question of how to complement an institution's
instructional program with curricular activities, a significant number of -com-
mittee members snould probably be students; on the other hand, an issue dealing
with admissions requirements might well include the same proportion of students,
faculty, and administrators.

Another factor to consider in de -ermining participation is the use of people who
are external to the college community, such as consultants, citizens from the service
area, and alumni. In general, consultants are more often asked to help on issues
calling for major changedeleting programs, adding campuses, establishing new
institutions, or increasing the le iel of program offerings. They are also frequently
used as a source of specialized expertise not available on campus. Increased con -

sultan' participation is usually the result of an attempt to have more objectivity and
a broader perspective on major i :sues or to have someone to "take the heat" on
sensitive topics. The secor.el external resource, citizens from the service area,
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48 provides two important benefits. These people can help to identify the particular
needs of the community and assist in formulating recommendations to develop
services responsive to those needs. In addition to providing a strong community
focus, they can be an asset in communicating the strengths and needs of the insti-
tution and, in general, supporting the institution in its fund drives or budget re-
quests Use of the third resource group, college or university alumni, has the added
advantage of 'evolving people whose familiarity with the institution can make
them particularly helpful in assessing its traditional strengths and weaknesses.

As different types and levels of participation are decided, a key issue will often
be whether to use standing committees or special task forces. To a certain extent,
tradition may play an important role in the relative reliance on either type of group.
In some institutions, for example, the faculty senate may be the primary influence
on such policy issues as admissions or curriculum. In these cases, that council
would be expected to play a major role in related deliberations in mission review.
Even in institutions with strong systems of collegiate governance by standing
committees, a broad-based steering committee should be established to provide
overall direction for the review process When standing councils are used as the
primary decisionmaking framework, they should be directed to seek broad-based
input as issues are debated

An alternative approach is to establish topically oriented task forces to address
research programs, student services, administrative services, academic services,
and support services and to serve as bodies for proactive development. As these
specialized task forces analyze issues and develop recommendations, the standing
councils and committees can serve as reactive bodies. While the relative roles of
standing committees and specialized task forces are being considered, however, it
is essential that this deliberation coincide with a review of the decisionmaking
framework to ensure that all participants clearly understand their responsibilities.

Analytical Support

Data and analysis should not dictate an institution's mission. Instead, they
should provide the basis for discussions and proposals. Even with considerable
analytical evidence of an identified need, policy decisions should be a matter of
conscious choice For example, an institution with a selective admissions policy
may identify through data analysis a need for an open admissions program to serve
a large number of local high-school graduates. Rather than responding to that
need, however, it may make a policy decision to retain its selective admissions
requirements and its historical mission. Rather than changing its own mission, it
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may eho,ose tt enlist the help of other colleges, universities, or agencies to respond
to the need identified by its analysis.

Three fundamental areas should be analyzed in conducting mission review.
These may require special studies or incertain cases draw from existing or recur-
ring studies. Based on the strategic-planning framewoh. presented on page 20,
these are: (1) the historical analysis of institutional values, purposes, and services,
(2) an environmental assessment of factors such as community needs, general
trends, and competition with other institutions, and (3) a determination of the
institution's capacity to meet those or other needs. In general, the historical
analysis provides a frame of reference that explains in part the current status of the
institution. This coupled with differences between the needs that the college
might address and the capacity of the institution to respond to those needs, should
become topics for discussing changes in mission.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

The examination of an institution's historical development is generally not
technical, does not necessitate reviews and interpretations of significant amounts
of data, and does not require major time commitments. Rather, it considers the
purposes for which the institution was established, evaluates the services that the
institution has implemented to achieve its purposes, assesses major institutional
changes that have occurred (and their reasons), and determines how well the insti-
tution has met its purposes. This type of historical examination is helpful because
the character of an institution normally develops in response to a valid set of needs
during a givenperiod of Thus, as an institution begins to examine current and
future needs it should also consider whether those historical needs are still viable.

A number of examples might be given of issues that may be raised by this type
of examination. Teachers' colleges, for instance, were established to meet the once
vast demand for elementary and secondary school teachers. As the primary
purpose for which these institutions were established has been reexamined,
however, most of them have determined that while the need to offer these pro-
grams is still sound, many other programs and services can also now be justified.
Thus, most of these institutions have become general-purpose colleges or univer-
sities that maintain considerable emphasis on teacher education. Proposed
changes in admission requirements is another example of the type of issue that
should be examined in a historical analysis. In response to growing student
demand for access to a college education, an institution may have decided to
become less selective in admitting students. On the other hand, a reduction in the
number of students seeking admission toa particular institution may have resulted-
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50 in less-stringent entrance requirements. These policies may all have been made in
response to past changing needs or demands; consideration of future changes
should benefit from a review of why the current policies exist.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Analysis of the college environment refers to activities that identify the needs
of individual students, members of society at large, and business and industry for
educational programs, research, or related servicesin other words, opportunities
for the college. It also refers to an assessment of current trends in higher education
and an examination of the competition posed by other colleges and universities.
This broad type of analysis or assessment is frequently the nicst difficult and
demanding aspect of a mission study. Selections must be made from among vast
amounts of data that relate to higher-education needs on national, state, regional,
and sometimeslocal or institutional levels. These data are available from sources
such as the Bureau of the Census, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, state employment
offices, chambers of commerce, utility companies, institutional and statewide
management-information systems, and recurring district or statewide surveys of
high-school students. Abstracts of many such post.econdapy-education data bases
have been developed by Makowski (1979), and Harris (1978) has prepared a hand-
book for gathering community information. In additi/n, many colleges or univer-
sities determine that special studies, including surveys, are necessary to provide
information responding to specific questions facing the institution. The combina-
tion of existing information and new data collections results in almost limitless
demands for analysis.

In order to ensure that assessment of needs can be accomplished within the
limits of the resources that can be committed to the task, four factors should be
considered: (1). the scope of analysis, j2) the use of expert groups, (3) the availability
of existing institutional data, and (4) the availability of data from external source:.
In the first instance, there are several ways to limit the scope of analysis. One,
discussed in a previous section of this chapter, is to restrict the study by making
preliminary assumptions. For example, a two-year college should probably restrict
its analysis of manpower demands to career fields requiring no More than an
associate degree for entry. Similarly, a university that has no medical school may
very likely decide not to consider manpower needs in the health professions.

Another way in which ,he demand for analysis can be restricted is to use a
group of experts to identify issues to be studied and analyzed rather than reviewing
and collecting large amounts of data. This approach requires that the group have
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the requisite background and ability to anticipate factors that will have a signifi-
carperdlioct on the institution. it third way that many colleges and universities
regtrin the resources required for analytical support is by deciding to use only cur-
rently exist;ng data in most, if not all, instances This may mean, however, that the
precise data desired to answer a particular question might not be available. It could
also mean, in terms of the last alterative, that there must be some leniency with
respect to the accuracy of data used from other sources For instance, the institu-
tion might have to use similar data from another region or district and make
assumptions concerning what the precise data would be if collected. Depending on
the issue at hand, this may or may not create a hardship. But before deciding what
limits to place on the demands for data and analysis, an institution should identify
the kinds, sources, and applicability of existing data, determine what additional
data may be needed, and consider the problems and resources related to obtaining
such informption.

Manpower Trends Many colleges and universities in their mission studies have
analyzed the manpower demand., c Iness and industry, especially for college-trained lanpov,, er. Many sources oi are available on various aspects of this
topic Chambers of commerce usually conduct studies t1 at provide us...ful infor-
mat.i.n on current and anticipated demands National and state agencies, such as
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, state a,ortinents of commerce, and state empioy-
ment offices, also publish reports t tat are helpful. Some colleges and universities
maintain lay advisory councils composed of peop'. 'rem various areas of business
and industry, and these ca" assist in analyzing manpower needs. Professional
org .rozations and labor unions maintain records, conduct studies, and make pro-
jections concerning their professions and occupations. Also, many nationwide
studies are sponsored by various foundations to examine future needL. Perhaps the
most useful general reference is Occupational Outlook for College Graduates,
published annually by the U.S. Department of Labor.

Although a vast amount of such data exists, much of it may be difficult to ad ipt
to a given institution's needs. For example a good deal of this data as a whole is
aggregated on a national, regional or statewide basis. If an institution is respon-
sible for serving residents of a particular region only, or of a district within a state,
the a able aggregations of data oidy be of little direct value. Thus, after review-ing the availability a d applicability of such information, a college or university
nay decide additional studies are necessary

In spite of the fact that comprehensive manpower studies designed specifically
for an institution's needs may be beneficial to mission review, the resources
required to conduct such studies can 1 ? prohibitive When broad-scale surveys are
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52 necessary, it is not uncommon for the process to require as much as a year for
several full-time people and numerous part -time interviewers to complete. Thus,

unless a majc r commitment can be made to 1..is to c and considerable time end
expertise are available it is not advisable for an institution to attempt this type of

project.

Population Trends. Demographics is another broad area that most institutions
consider in conducting their mission studies. Unlike manpower d mands popula-
tion data usually exist in such forms and aggregations as will meet the needs of a
given college or university. The Bureau of the Census, of course, can provide a
wealth of information (see, for instance, City and County Data Book [U.S. Depa-t-
ment of Commerce, annual publication], and the recent decision to update the

L_ ius more frequently will mean increased accuracy and more timely data.
mormally, vital statistics are readily available for each state on both a statewide and

county basis. With these sources of informationand that maintained or pub-
lished by state departments of education for Lhe various school districtsconcerning
enrollments, attendance, and graduation ratesan institution can normally obtain

he information necessary to analyze current conditions and project the impact of

future demographics.

Competition In many a .yses of demographic information and future im-
pacts, the influence of programs and services provided by other public and private
colleges and universities is frequently overlooked. This type of influence is similar

to a competitive relationship, even though the ..ompetition is frequently not
intentional or overt. That is, when more than one institution offers educational
services to the same, or parts of the same, pool of oc`PAtial students, the actions of
each institution have an impact upon the others. This is particularly noticeable
when progranunatic changes occur. For example, if a full-time residential college
decides to make a conc,rted effort to provide educational services to part-time
students by offering evening and off-campus programs, it could drastically affect
the efforts of another institution that already serves that clientele. Exa' rtes of
decisions that could alter the currently existing competitive relationships Jetween
institutions include changes in admission requirements, establishment of new
programs that duplicate or are similar to existing programs in a sister institution, or
establishment of branch campuses or off-campus centers. It is therefore important
to consider the programs, services, and plans of sister institutions during a mission

review. In particular, because so many noncc Ilegiate institutions also provide
similar services to the public, it is useful to define competition broadly. The focus

r . competitive analysis should be on identifying areas in which the institution
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has (Or could have) a competitive advantage in other words, a particularly strong
opportunity for success.

Pklic Opinion. Another general topic frequently analyzed during a mission-
review process concerns the reeds arid opinions of both the public at large and the
college community, including students, faculty, staff, and alumni. The uniqueness
of this information often requires special studies. Such information normally is
collected only in concert with rather comprehensive efforts. These might include,
for instance, an institutional self-study to meet accreditation requirements, or a
mission review that has been initiated for such reasons as a change in adminis-
trative leadership or major financial prob:ems. Therefore, recent or timely infor-
mation o. this type frequently does riot exist.

Like manpower studies, analyses of public opinion can require considerable
time and resources. However, standardized instruments, sampling techniques,
and even some standardized analyses of data are available and can reduce the insti-
tutional effort. One such instrument is the institutional Goal Triv.mtory developed
by Peterson and Uhl (1977) to use with individuals both int, I and external to the
college community. It collects opinions about the current yhasis an institution
gives to various goals, how well those goals are being achieved, and how much em-
phasis should be placed on them in the future. Romney (1978) has also developed
an approach for comparing the goal priorities of important constituencies. In addi-
tion, the College Entrance Examination Board and NCHEMS are continuing work
to develop procedures and instruments to measure educational needs (Segal and
Sell 1978). An important consideration in deciding whether or not to assess
opinions and measure needs of the internal and external college comMinity is that
the process can serve dual purposes. Not only does the institution obtain informa-
tion about the opinions of its various publics, but those who participate in the
study also gain information about the institution. The process can thus serve an
important public-information function.

Students Analysis of various types of student-related data is performed in all
mission studies. Although the level of analysis varies by institution, a number of
rather common issues are usually considered. These include institutional and
departmental admissions requirements; retention rates; enrollment h.stories and
projections at several levels of aggregation; trends concerning the sources, charac-
teristics, and quality of students enrolled, and outcomes information concerning
how well students perform after completing various programs. Although some
special analysis may be required to complete such studies, especially in the area of
studen4 outcomes (Gray, Jacobson, Micek, Patric!:, Rerkiewicz, and Van Dusen
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54 1979), most of the other necessary student data bases exist at each institution and

mos' of the analysis can be accomplished v ithout requiring a major commitment

of additional resources
The preceding paragraphs have focused on several key areas of environmental

assessment. Other areas need io be examined, of course, including political and

legal trends, changing societal values, changing sources of support, and other

topics of concern to a particular institution

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY TO MEET NEEDS

Much of the information necessary to analyze an institution's capacity to meet

needs already exists in usable form.T he broad knowledge to be gained by assessing

this area includes the institution's total human and fiscal resources, its ability to

reassign Jurh resources, and the de facto priorities revealed through budget

analysis. In other words, an effort snould be made to determine the institution's

distinctive set of competencies With this know ledge, decisions can be made about

the institution's ability to respond to needs indentified through assessment of the

college environment.

Finances. A major portion of information about finances is developed annually

in budget-planning activities. Revenue forecasts, cost studies, and cost projections

can provide valuable information for most miss.on studies. Tools developed by

NCHEMS for analyzing costs and predicting resource requirements (Topping

1974, Gamso 1977) should provide helpful information to the institutional planner.

These tools can assist in determining whether an institution has the capacity to

continue or expand current levels of service, or if it will be necessary to reduce the

level of current servict..s. Furthermore, institutional expenditure trends by
function reflect the de facto priorities of the institution

Personnel The level of (acuity and staff resources is another aspect of institu-

tional capacity that should receive careful attention. Although sucn evaluation

may lead to controversy, it is perhaps the most important aspect of institutional

capacity In addition to information about total numbers of faculty by discipline,

special strengths or weaknesses in instruction, research, and public service should

be analyzed. In the process of conducting faculty review, the strengths and

weaknesses of various programs can be inferred. Often, information concerning

the quality of various programs may already exist in the form of professional or

regional accreditation reviews.



Facilities. Knowledge about the quality and capacity of space is required to
determine how much growth can occur in existing facilities, and what renovations
or new facilities may be needed. Also, the quality and quantity of library holdings,
computer services, and other specialized instructional or research equipment are
important determinants of the ability of an institution to respond to needs.

Intangible Capacity In addition to the commonly examined factors already
described, several intangible factors influence an institution's capacity to respond
to needs and should be systematically assessed These include such attrib rtes as
institutional tradition, reputation, attitudes, and heritage. Their importance,
although not as obvious as financial or faculty resources, is significant since they
have considerable influence on institutional flexibility. In fact, they may be 'he key
elements of an institution's distinctive competencies. For example, if a liberal-arts
college has always been small, highly selective, full-time, and residential, its ability
to provide services to a broad range of part-time students at off-campus locations is
limited. In this case, a proposed transition from limited to broad services would re-
quire a rather dramatic philosophical change in faculty, staff, and board members.
It also might require changes in opeiating procedures, such as those for regis-
tration. Generally speaking, intangible factors can be ascertained by an awareness
of these conditions rather than through special studies. One available Lool,
however, is the Educational Testing Service's College and University Environment
Scales (Baird 1972). This helps to assess the attitudes of various groups toward such
factors as scholarship, awareness, community, propriety, practicality, campus
morale, quality of teaching, aild faculty-student relationships.

In summary, analytical studies provide information concerning the heritage of
an institution, its strengths and weaknesses, its capacity to respond to needs, and
an assessment of the college environmentincluding consideration of current and
anticipated needs for higher education The information derived from the analyses
should not dictate institutional mission Rather, it should provide the basis for
discussions and policy decisions concerning institutional priorities and change.

Communicating Purposes, Process, Progress, and Results

Institutional leaders generally stress communicating the final product or
report of mission to various internal and external audiences, but rarely do they
emphasize communication during the earlier stages. During the process of such a
study, however, there are three important phases of communications. The first
phase involves preliminary decisions that are.made about the purposes and uses of

_,,
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56 the study, the design of the process, the identification of the participants and their
form of involvement, and the decisionmaking process Careful attentionshould be

given to informing the general public of the mission review and sharing details

with all participants both in writing and through opportunities for discussion
Committing the preliminary design to paper is an advantage for at least two

reasons (1) it normally makes the design more comprehensive and precise than it

would he in strictly verbal presentations, and (2) it gives participants a better

opportunity to review and critique the preliminary design, a step that may result in

modifications that improve the mission-review process
The sec( id phase of communication should occur while the study is in

process During such a review, whether conducted by specialized task forces,

departmental groups, standing councils, or by some other form of participation,

numerous deliberations often result in various recommendations. After the
recommendations are forwarded to the decisionmaking points, all too frequently

no further information is shared until the final mission statement is published
Vher those who have been involved do not understand the status of their recom-

mendations or why they were rejected, disenchantment can develop with campus

planning in general and with the mission statement in particular On the other
hand, communicating during this phase can lead to a clearer understanding of why

the institutional mission is defined in a particular way A desirable kind of com-

munication during the self-study consists of discussions between the decision-
making bodies and those who have been involved in developing the various
recommendations Free discussions during this period help to develop and clarify

understandings and provide feedback that may change the opinions of those
responsible for decisionmaking Communicating during this phase can also reduce

rumors that often occur after the various groups have submitted their recor
mendations And, finally, communication between special committees and central

leaders during the early stages of the mission review normally improves the

quality of decisions
The third communication phase should occur upon completion of the study

At this point, it is advisable to consider different ways of sharing the resalts. The

form and substance of the communication should be designed to reach and meet

the needs of the various publics served Insofar as possible, the rationale under-
lying the various policies should he presented, in addit;on to their substance

Many institutions have chosen to develop two or more .'afferent mission pub-

lications A comprehensive document is published for those people who need and

desire such detailtypically a relatively small number of individuals such as
faculty leaders, administrators, and board members One method of broadly dis-

seminating the comprehensive document is to pnnt the report in art issue of the
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campus newspaper. This technique is particularly advantageous because it makes
the review avai:able to the entire campus community at a relatively modest cost.
For individuals or groups requiring less detail, a summary document is often
prepared. This may be distributed rather broadly to state and national agencies,
other colleges and universities, high-school counselors, politica' leaders, and key
alumni. This type of publication may also be distributed as a handout at speeches
or public discussions, serve as a brochure for recruitment, or be sent to people who
have general inquiries about the institution.

In addition to communicating the results" t hrough publications, a number of
other avenues should be considered. Many members of the college community
have the opportunity to discuss educational topics with civic clubs, professional
societies and organizations, business and industrial groups, and alumni clubs In
addition, legislative hearings, board meetings, and meetings of various educational
study commissions all provide opportunities for discussing the institution's
mission (Jacobson 1 )79). In general, emphasis on all forms of communicating the
mission creates a broad understanding of the institution, and helps to develop
support within its Various constituencies.

Strategic Updating of Institutional Mission

Although this chapter has primarily been devoted to concerns related to
developing mission statements, a number of factors :Mould be considered if the
statement is to continue to provide direction in decisionmaking First, as condi-
tions and needs change that have influenced the course of the statement's initial
development, it should be reassessed and modified. It is therefore desirable to
monitor the varrikis needs and factors that might change the institutional direction
indicated in the mission statement

One way to establish such a monitoring system is toask the steering committee
to identify those needs and capacities that were most significant or influential
during the review and to suggest the best means for reassessing them on a regular
basis The data gathered and the studies conducted during the analytical support
phase provide a good indication of both the kinds of data and the sources of data
that might regularly be monitored This will probably include basic information
such as enrollment trends by discipline, financial conditions, and success in
placing graduatesintormation that can normally be monitored on an annual
basis Several institutions have identified a set of predetermined triggering circum-
stances that, if they occur, result in the reassessment of the institution's mission.
Information obtained by special study or survey during the review will probably
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58 not need to be monitored annually, however, it is a good idea to determine during

the mission study how valuable the information is from special studies and how
often the institution might need to replicate those efforts

For greatest impact, a mission statement should be a dynamic document, and it

should be reassessed at regular intervals. whenever changed circumstances make

a current strategic decision inconsistent with the parameters of the existing
mission, serious attention should be given to either revising the statement or
changing the decision In considering potential revisions, some planners have
found it useful to regard the various components of the mission statement as

analogous to a legal system consisting of a constitution, statutes, and administra-

tive code. Any of the three components can be changed whenever necessary;
generally, however, regulations in the administrative code are much more subject
to change than statutes, which in turn are prone to more frequent revision than the
constitution So, too, might one regard an institution's scope: program inventory
changes regularly, whereas the institution's role and mission, respectively, enjoy

increasing stability. This analogy has important implications for organizing a revi-

sion exercise If only minor parts of the overall mission statement require change
(that is, an expansion of scope), a major select presidential committee will probably

not be needed When circumstances indicate the need for change in all three com-
ponents of the statement, however, a major revision should he undertaken with

broad participation.
Although it is important to monitor the various kinds of information upon

which the statement has been establ:shed, the most important way to maintain a

viable mission concept is to use it (as discussed in the previous chapter) to justify all

strategic decisions, establish budget priorities, and design the institution's
performance-evaluation system When any part of the statement is no longer
useful for these purposes, it should be modified to reflect current institutional
policies and priorities. This resui,s not only in the maintenance of a viable state-

ment, it ensures its impl( nentationthe only justifiable reason for developing a

mission statement

Summary

Although no-single prescription can be given for cork, .cting a mission study,

table 2 sumMon/es a number of key considerations or questions for those design-

ing a self-study



TABLE 2

Summary Considerations for Mission Review

Arta of Consideration Key Questions

Determining and developing
institutional readiness

Clarifying specific uses

Are major participants' attituoes supportive?
Are sufficient resources (time and dollars) available?
Does the mission-review cycle support planning needs?

What Is the primary reason for the mission review?
What other purposes are to be served?
Does the study design support all intended purposes?

Organizing for self-study Is there sufficient leadership and staffing at all levels?
Is the decisionmaking process understood?
Do assumptions provide limitations or direction?
Is the methodology appropriate to the time and resources available?
Does the schedule allow sufficient time?

Determinr,g participation What is the role of each campus participant?
How will outside participants be used?
Are special task forces necessary?
What is the role of standing committees?
How can participation be utilized in promoting unified strategic

n,anagement?

Providing analytical support How (and why) has the current mission evolved?
What information is needed about the external environment?
What enwonmental data is readily available from other agencies?
What information is needed about the institution's capacity?
How can the capacity data be obtained most economically?

Communicating progress and How should the preliminary study design be communicated?
results What mechanisms will be used to share the progress of the effort?

How will the final statement be communicated to internal audiences?
How will the final statement be communicated to external audiences?

Maintaining viability Who will monitor the need fur mission review?
What explicit "triggers" can be set forth to ensure that the mission

statement re relevant?
How will the ni .iission statement be used in budgeting?
How will the new mission statement be used in program planning?
How will the new mission statement be used in performance

evaluation?

p 'U ,,
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5

Conclusions

' A number of points about mission review developed elsewhere in this book
deserve reiteration. Mission review:

Can serve as an invaluable foundation for campus planning and
budgeting activity
Requires careful organization and broad involvement
Is most successful when approached from a strategic-planning
perspective
Is continuing to grow in importance at the state 1,..vel
Should receive increased attention in institutional planning

Some closing observations about each of these five conclusions are offeredbelow.

The Importance of Mission Review

While the authors have observed several unproductive attempts at carrying
out mission studies, we do not believe that it should necessarily follow that less
time be devoted to clarifying the mission. In fact, it is not at all clear what mission
would be executed in the absence of a broad understanding throughout the
campus about what the institutional mission is.



62 The case-study observations that shaped the content of this book have demon-

strated that a well-executed mission review goes hand in hand with purposeful
institutional development The review period provides ample opportunity for
discussion and selection of a number of alternative futures We have seen this
careful analysis and deliberation yield positive results for subsequent implemental
planning acAvities. That is, those involved in programming and budgeting deci-

sions that altered institutional character were much better informed about the
results being sought and about the relationship of the particular activity in
question to others within the institution.

We believe that thoughtful mission review is valuable at any stage of institu-

tional development. Yet, a number of recent and emerging factors suggest that the

next decade will prove to be an especially appropriate time for mission review. The
most frequently discussed factors, of course, are the growing evidence that
American higher education may be overbuilt in relation to the numbers of students

seeking programs that colleges historically have offered and the decreased willing-

ness e1 funders, principally state governments, to maintain the current level of pro-

ductive capacity The interrelated threats of fewer student: and fewer resources

pose a series questions that a number of institutions must face.

I Should program offerings be curtailed"'
2 Should an attempt be made to serve new markets with existing

programs''
3 Should new programs be offered that capitalize on institutional capacity?

4 Can more-productive technologies replace existing approaches for

providing educational services'

To sonic degree these questions have been asked throughout the history of
higher education. Some of the options now being considered, however, have such

potential for drastic ch,lr.ge that a thorough assessment of an institution's current

mission is imperative

Organization and Participation

In conducting a number of case studies, we have found that careful attention

given to organizing the mission-review activity and to providing arrangements that

permit broad involvement of a number of parties increases the chance of satisfac-

tion with the result. In an earlier section, we described a number of factors that

"



should be considered in organizing a mission review. These concern determining
and enhancing readiness to plan, clarifying potential uses of the planning results,
providing adequate staffing and leadership, reaching an understanding about how
decisions will be made, specifying assumptions and constraints, selecting appro-
priate methods, and designing and adhering to schedules of events. Some of those
involved in campus planning may find that this degree of attention to organizing for
self-study leaves them impatient to get on with the planning itself. We believe, how-
ever, that time spent in planning for planning will prove to be a good investment.

Since the potential outcome of a thorough mission review can have such a
far-ranging impact on the life of an institution, a customary practice has been to
involve a large number of participants. Although several situations were observed
in which the mission statement was developed by a small core of central executive
staff, evidence suggests that broad participation is worthwhile. The reasons for
inviting faculty participation are generally understood: the faculty will have to
implement any changes in mission and continue to carry out those aspects of the
mission left ur.,:hanged. Student, staff, and board participation, while often
regarded as more perfunctory, seemed to yield valuable results as well. In fact, it is
difficult to imagine a more important role for a lay governing board than evaluating
mission alternatives facing the institution, since the board's historic and legal
responsibility typically is to ensure that the institution acts with the public welfare
in mind. The board's fiduciary responsibilities notwithstanding, the policy choices
posed by alternative mission identities are most fundamental to the public interest.

The types of participation will almost necessarily vary according to the size of
the institution At several smaller colleges, we observed creative mission-review
approaches that permitted every faculty member to be actively involved. Those
approaches, however, do not lend themselves to the needs of larger institutions.
We did observe, however, that larger universities could offset the potential
negative impact from lack of broad participation with a well-designed communica-
tions program. Through the extensive use of public hearings, newsletters, and
preliminary and final reports, these institutions were able to achieve most of the
positive benefits of broad participation.

Ti' Strategic-Planning Perspective

Much of the criticism surrounding some mission-review effort concerns its
lack of impact on important decisions facing the college or university. Frequently,
this failure to achieve impact comes from the failure to consider all relevant factors
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64 in mission review. We have found through case-study observation that a compre-
hensive-planning perspectivesimilar to strategic planning as described in the
general management literaturecontributes to successful mission review.

A common frame.vork for strategic planning in any type of organization re-
quires the matching of information from three potentially conflicting sources: the
internal capacity of the organization, those external factors impinging on the
organization, and the heritage and tradition of the organization itself and the values
of its members. This framework seems especially appropriate for adaptation to
current needs in higher-education planning. Colleges and universit;es have long
been concerned about internal capacity in their planning activities, and faculty
quality, program strengths, and other such measures continue to be important.
Factors ir. the external environment, such as those concerning demographic,
social, and economic changes, are increasing in their impact on college opera-
tionsan impact that all too frequently has been overlooked in past efforts at
mission review. Finally, the heritage of the institution and the values of its
members are important considerations in mission review While often overlooked
in formal analysis, these factors are Just as important as those more measurable
characteristics pertaining to capacity and external enviro.:ment.

Mission Review at the State Level

The determination of mission statements at the state level has increased in
regularity during the last decade This trend shows no signs of abating; if anything,
it will grow. Most previous efforts to incorporate mission statements in state
master plans have focused on institutions in the public sector. The growing
acceptar ...e of the postsecondary-education ,. oncept and the strengthening of 1202
commissions suggest that state interests will continue to expand beyond the tradi-
tional state-supported collegiate sector and increasingly will encompass mission
evaluation for private colleges, vocational centers, and proprietary schools. State-
level involvement may be limited to clarifying the mission of the various sectors,
but it may go further (as it has for state institutions) and concern itself with the
mission of individual institutions

The same demographic and economic trends that have been generating a need
for increased attention on mission review at the institutional level also operate at
the state level In fact, these forces have combined to create new competitive
trends that are disturbing to some state legislators, who frequently turn to the
state's postsecondary-education council for advice and action. Results of a recent
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survey of the chief executives of these state councils indicate that their involve-ment in modifying institutional mission identities is ext. emely likely during the
coming decade. (See the Supplement for a more detailed discussion of mission
review at the state level.)

Institutional Mission Review

The more active posture that state agencies anticipate in mission review does
not preclude individual institutions from engaging in this type of activity on their
own. This is especially true in the private sector, where state-agency activity is not
yet well established. Even public institutio is can benefit from a self-initiated
mission-review effort since it will enable them to participate more effectively in
future state-level planning.

Mission-review efforts should continue to grow for an even more fundamental
reason than concern for state actions. For an institution to remain effective and
self-renewed, a clear sense of purpose is essential. A clear understanding of the
what and why of an institution's mission allows decisionmakers at all levels to
contribute toward the development of an effective and valued institution.
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A Mission Statement:

SUNY at Albany
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"The University at Albany may be making more of the
business of mission redefinition than some universities
but these are self-conscious times in higher education
and many institctions are re-examining their purposes
with a view to forming them to the constraints and
opportunities of a new age. The great discontinuities of
our timesthe financial exigencies which loom in such
sharp contrast with :'-ie pastgive us the choice of
directing the affairs of the University in tune with the new
age, or ct being shapedperhaps misshapedby the
forces of blind fate. The first choice, we believe, is the
strong choice."

Emmett B Fieids
President
State University of New York

at Albany
1975-1977
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Overview

Part II of this document includes as an illustration the mission statement and
related planning documents developed at the State University of New York
(SUNY) at Albany The purpose of this section is not to describe their experiences
in developing a mission statement, but rather to reproduce the statement (and the
planning documents based on that statement) so that institutions might benefit
from the model developed by one institution. A brief description of the experience
of SUNY at Albany is provided as contextual background for the mission state-
ment. It was not the ideal mission development process. While ideally a mission
statement is developed through a logical, orderly sequence of eventsidenti-
fication of the need for review, redefinition of mission, seting of new program
priorities, and finally the adjustment of programs and budgets this orderly
progression was not possible for SUNY at Albany. The campus was forced by
circumstances to deal with a series of difficult planning problems before it could
[Address the question of a nem mission statement.

The State University of N. w York at Albany was founded in 1844 as a normal
school. It became a college i ;i i O, evpandiry.; first to a liberal-arts institution in
1e,05 and then to a university center for graduate, profebsional, ar.c.1 undergraduate
edu,.a!ion as part of the SUNY system in the early 1960s. By 1970, its 11 schools
and colleges offered 49 baccalaureate, 52 master's, and 28 doctoral programs. The
two largest colleges in terms of FTE enrollment were the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts and the College of Social Development; the School of Education had
the largest graduate enrollment.

During recent years, the University has maintained a student body of about
15,00O students, one-third of them purs iing advanced degrees. The student body
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72 generally includes about 1,000 minority students, 100 physically handicapped
students, :s00 veterans, chid 4,000 students over 24 years old Over half the graduate
students are women Admission is quite competitive, only about one-sixth of the
applicants are admitted

SUNY at Albany employs s nue 2,000 staff members nearly 700 of them full-
time fteulty A tabulation in 1980 showed that three-quarters cif the faculty
members held earned doctorates, 18 percent were women and 7 5 percent w e
minorities About 1,000 were State Cr. it Service employees Faculty and nonteach-
mg professionals have been represented by a rqofessional union on a systemwide
level since 1974, faculty salaries at Albany usually rank among the nation's highest

The University budget now exceeds $7t) million annually, $50 million comes
from state appropriations and $10 million each from sponsored research and
auxiliary enterprises.

The University is headed by a President Vice-Presidents head the Offices of
Academic Affairs, Research and Graduate Studies, University Affairs, and Finance
and Business The Director of Planning and Information, an Assistant to the
President, heads the e of Institutional Research The University Senate is
actively involved in planning and budgeting through the Resource Allocation
Committee and the Long Range Planning Committee Although both are consti-
tuted only as advisory mechanisms, they have significant influence on planning
and oudgeting

In the early 1970s, after a decade ( 'almost breathtaking grove th and seemingly
limitless resources, the University's enrollm.-mt and budget allocations stopped
growing, in fact, the relatively constant appropriations were reduced in real dollars
by high rates of inflation Later in the 1970s, budget c its were imposed During the
live-year period from 1972 to 1977, real-dollar support per student dropped more
than 12 5 percent After seve-al years of minor budget reductions, the administration
at Albany finally agreed that no more across-the-board cuts could be tolerated, plan
nm , efforts to cope with retrenchment decisions then moved through several stages.

an ad hoc committee on priorities was formed in 1974 Called the Select
Commitee on Academic Program Priorities, its task wos to assess the present and
future status of programs and to recommend priorities Its membership included ten
taclilty, one graduate student, and one undergraduate student Near the end of the
1974-75 academic year, the committee released a report recommending position
redeployments and progi am cuts within a comprehensive assessment of academic
programs The Select Committee was guided in its deliberations not by a specific
mission statement, but rather by a general understanding of the institution's mission

The second stage of planning for retrenchment occurred during the following
academic year 1975-76, when tht President z:ppointed a Task Force on Priorities and
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Resources Its task was somewhat like that of the Select Committee, but broader. to
assess all academic and support prsgrams, recommend priority rankings for claims
on resturces, and consult and advise on the development of the University operating
budget for the next year The Task Force was composed mainly of faculty members,
with a few representatives from the administration and the student body.

The Task Force evaluated three major factors affecting the setting of program
priorities. the University's internal strengths and capabilities, its externa; environ-
ment, and its institutional mission In the absence of a formal statement of mission,
the Task Force members based decisions on their general understanding of the
concept of a university and on conversations with the President concerning the
desired focus for SUNY at Albany Therefore, an implicitly understood mission
was used as the foundation for strategic planning rather than a formal, written
statement of mission. The Task Force's comprehensive review and recommenda-
tions formed the basis for reductions in faculty and in program offering,

The third stage was the development of a formal mission statement. i ne first
draft, prepared during the summer of 1976, was almost exclusively a staff effort of
the Planning Office, in consultation with the President and Vice -2 residents When
the faculty reconvened in August, this draft was shared with the Long Range
Planning Committee for review. Aftera series of iterations during the fall term, the
Committee and the Planning Office settled on a second draft. This wac -resented
to the full University community in January 1977; the campuswide review in-
c!ud a hearing on the document and also submission of written corn-
mei is _,r:r reviewing and discussing all comments, the Director of Planning and
members of the Long Range Planning Committee developed the final draft

The mission statement published by SUNY at Albany is reproduced in chapter
7. It consists of an introduction and six parts addressing, in turn, the concept of a
university, the institutional se ing, goals for student development, goals for
societal devciopment, programs and priorities, and implementation. Chapter 8
reproduces abstracts of three-; ar plans based on this mission statement and
published along with it. These abstracts were developed at the school or college
level within the Division of Academic Affairs, and at the divisiun level for each of
the other units reporting directly to the President

The development of the mission sti..tement at SUNY at Albany did not involve
as much conflict as has been experienced by other universities This is due in part,
no doubt, to the major planning tasks performed by the Select Committee and the
Task Force over the two previous years. In essence, the strategic analysis per-
formed by the T, sk Force over the pree2ding year served as the analytical com-
ponent in the dev 'opment of the mission statement
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SUNY-Albany
Mission Statement

Introduction

I he t mio r,di, it 11 is th
and k soint a past that has Audi
heen chatastrited ,hong tools
upon 1.11'11,11pin of high gilllits Its rept'
it ion as An 'al,d it lit o rl tit flighty rill!, a

tion is strong old its list of notahIe
aduat es is ogres I ,o

rolcu. this pet sash. nt ouninit
mint to quality and to an is adenii,
repiitt on of strength

The Grow th of a College I S44-1962

I (hunted in I ii,44 ite \omit
'school slater hang, il to eu oil, ',tate
\ or mat ( oliegel the in slit ut ion - pion in
purpose for its tlr,t hf1 N, AN 0, l the
preparation of tea, hi ts hit ,linlentut
And ,comd.11I, Si 11,10i, In 'HI, the
mission ...hanged kttain ttii.all ail ,curse,
of ',Judi, des:gm. d 10 piepre denten

teadiers u etc illsoint tined adults
reciltilentenl, %etc Made essenivalli

111C ',lint' .1s t 111,),C tit ,1111:f
iegt s of good standing and .11' a ii 111.
welt 10(11Alted 1., pusue suliteit . deemed

to .1 liherl edui ,ft ion ,Xlm, ui

the in ..htlit ion was 111111mi/cif 10
tIi 1te, hi loi ii \rt, and Ili hi hi;

1/4,0,11, high es I hwugh thirst'
. t he ( i.ionnitt led to
1'11.T lr ing it pry n v tin
IS Is ,nipcicrit to tr,i h in the

ond irs sdo,uris
1}1, s,11..,,ed'Alg di, ide,, ,1.% 111.11

1»11 Mint t tide] th, hddinhipot
\\dli.iin J Milne \ hrain R B,111)1, twv
Ind Iohn 1 Its a taiailts noted f

ifewl ion to Ithel oat ion was
re, I tillcd .ind the thdin..11)11 het \keen 1

1,.i,hitis ,ill ge and
t, hers' was 1 1-m1,10i-tiled tioni a vs, nhin-

ik lilt() iti,tttl.ti011at reality
I hough the it the ( oflege hanged
hit c during this period its int ell, 1..11

as es
din d his a lateral growth into the hill
range of ails and s,ien,rs ild a erth.al
gro.vt h into ma %Iris programs geared to
the iontinuing professional need, of
Ii is hers

In 194's with its stshr puldi,
mst it ill ions the ( iillege heiaine a ran of

newts eNtabh,hed State l !Met sits of

Repr rated from Mission Programs, and Priorities for Action (Albany 1977) pp 4-11 by permission of theState University of New York at Albany
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76 w ninoiron It ii!rttii
ingi .1 and it wa, not until

tit Ittenlht r I 9ti I that the ( ollege enrolled
it 10,1 Ai., i,1 undergraduate ,tudent,
in liberal arts prop nib whh..h did not
in, lode any required ,tudy in teat her
edit, Ilion In I I he nt,tltutIi,n w
,ti root, it 1, on, it tom unlYeruty
h 1, 1, I,. tit .,1"pc,1 III the 1/4,t N1 ,y ,tion
1111J high I I ipril tt in,ii ion to a ,inn
pit t urin.erity tent et tor graduate pro-
ti il and undergt nitrate edmation

1 he C,rowtft of .1 Um. ersft \ 1962-1971

In l'it; I 1,1,11;;;;,111g its ;1c.IVII it ,ull
it I Unit,. I ,t Ilk,
kpt I It ntA II I pH grow !h in program

;14, .111,1 1,,tturt
ttt 1, id, nit. ilei),t11111,111, ir rl

mine, Intl rt nits < {uadrnplt,1 II

r ft holding, In 1(,1,1 t II tulit ,Intl ./

tt Ph t II plant ,A Ind

, Inr gl ,.tlh V. e, Inuit
1111111( I Intl phi ,tt 111.'

Itte toy espi I CO I r11,001

0111%, rut N, pt 1 mi ted de. noun, on

[It 1,1111101'1 i i,ultt It',11111-

Il'ellt ,rodent Ittillnem,

ut ht viii to COI ph 1,1,

p! I, otl till I ;II\ 1111111c the growth iri
an hi '11 the Ic,t ,ion, 4,1 t Wt.!, ,2

;Ind- I ht Itliltk ream, 1,1
tit WittiCr.11,

otlitIt- flti rht high liC111,111(1 1,)1

1111,11)11 It both the
11; I In mit I 'Hon irt
ter of Phi lieta harp,( 111 11.1r. h I 't 4

tut,- n, , tit the 111,,,it ttipthet, on
Ittl tilt\ till ,rieh,ht !hi ii it !Nit

1T,.1 <1(', 1(1,

111e Ergo ,1
111,11,,1 1111,,,C1,11 del, I ,pt ht

the t ntt it t he lie, I II{ 1 111,!,11

,ing 1'1 ha.,,t1,1111, Ill program.
it 1, t1, p ,vt,1111, 'main it tilt

t. II IiiI lbli.111c 't Ii rut
;hi g,,,ttih not W11)111111,

1,11 but e.',,...111 fin ti'
it

r \ tli If
ittli II1,,ltion It VO T` 1,

yon 1.,11 ( 1n,l tutr,nti tun 111

11 ,,111,1111,11 it

1,ting program, were a.,,,tr_.d
twig And pinpmal, tin 11CW (i1

progr .1111'N had Mitt, ru ,untchij
againu t.fth rrllitt III! `41.1I; e
lilt budget ,tt .1 '%-,t,lit tun
lit 14 /11, , merged r it her ahr opt 1,, in the

2.irly I 't-t) New 1 oil. and Lkewhere
tew ur,Uttrtron, wet,: prepared to adlust
to the prir,pei..1 ni equilibritim or ot
drtline in program as.tiYity I he I. nier-
ut at \lbany \Ad, 11,, CV, ep111,I1

1he Recent Past 1971-Present

the Litir.ersity at Albany beF earlier
titan nit uniyersitie, m ta,..ing up to the
impluation, ut ,toady -state Imam ing, by
adopting redeployment ,trategie, in the
early 1470', ht ,ope with ,hilts in work-
load pattern, resulting from the elimina-
tion of all distribution requirement, for
h,ILi.alaureatt' degrees 1 he redeploy ment,
were ad tt in nature, however, and were
based on a narrow as.,e,sment ett the

I.1.1111`4 rites peL uhar to one or more
mogram, at the time rather than heing

a more ,..iimpreht 'sice plan for
in,111 ut tonal deYelopmnt

I In. 'AUf k t,l the 1/41elet.1 (7111(111( tet.'

\tadtnt.t Program Priiitic, in ITC re-
d a ugnitr, ant break with that

pattern I hal group teLiontmnded posi-
tion menus and program tut,
within a «iniprithensnoe asse,,,nient of

program, In wh th nn ,angle
[1.0,11111k Tait tun wd, made t mal prior to
in es limn it ion of the whole I he work

tht Proudentral I ask I ofie net
Re,our,l'N I') Lon-

d this approadi to making rr,our,..,
in de, hi,

rico her t ( immilt
not lit Pri side vital I a,k I V./ 1

i1.1 I gl V.,1111 t1C1111,!,11111!1.ing rang, Betel

4,1,111,111 ti ',Hut ItIt tilt ,11111)11, the

wort, or li th Ir11 It (Cill11111 on I he

tor ,r1,11 a pl in I he (

antltip.ittii I h,t1 need 111 i hs

n nine 111, Olt 1111p1h,itom.,

'it iilIllled 10'0/lilt

In Ili, th... t

( o 1011 1 ti thi, I (Me/ 'tits
i iIlttI .111Ilut



attempt a tun speed "hoii-
tontal development oii all
levels It simply catinirt tila
CSC' I, thing at once and do
well It is the responsibility ot
111 pi ,nn, nn this ,aniptp,
administration, tactilty, , and
tudent, to make a more
tt,'..t0,C case for increasing

Albany s slime ot state tax
dollars But even under the
most opt musts_ circum-
stances, We tire not likely to
see huge increase, in 11, tilty
lines for the Albany campus
in the near future We must
become touch more ',elective
in our goal, and wisely
choose among the options
available I

I he harsh reality it a declining budget
formed the context m which the Presi-
dential [ask force met III ic176 to deter-
mine options for the tut ure I here was 110
tully developed mission statement avail-
able for guidance, as the Council on

ducational Policy observed in its review
ot the task I orce', recommendations
I hove recommendations had been under-
taken on the assumption that a tut mat
plan would be forthcoming, however, and
the ( ountil recommended that any tu-
lure evaluations entailing resource redis-
tribution be done "in the context ot
coherent institutional plan

The future of the campus must he
guided by more than a bro.(' and gener-
ally unstated sense of purpose Our cir-
cumstances in this regard are not unique
if any institution of higher education is to
make effective use of increasingly scarce
resources, decisions about those resources

must reflect prior deter mina tmns on goals
and developmental priorities We must
not only he more selective in our choices
as to what is important but also ensure
that those choices are subsequently re-
flected in budgetary decisions

This Mission Statement is the begin-
ning ot a process for defining tut ure
directions of the University at Albany, a
Ira mework within which priority de-
cisions can he made and implemented It
initiates the -coherent institutional plan"
called for last year by the Council on
Iducational Policy

The five parts ot the Statement as
printed here proceed (tom general educa-
tional values that shape the missions ot alt
universities, to more concrete expressions
of institutional purpose that are par-
ti.ular to the University at Albany, to
criteria for setting priorities appropriate
to institutional goals The live part, are
intended to have a degree ot permanence
that will al ow reaching beyond the ton-
tines ot yearly budget-making to the
tormulation ot long-term development
strategies The institution's current prior-
ities are presented dso, but since CITI-
phaws are likely to he modified over a
period of y ears, the immediate priorities
are presented in two appendicr,

1 his much ot the ktission Statement
anticipates its final and most important
part the goals of the sc hoofs divisions,
and departments ot the University Mee-
year plans, now being prepared by each
academic and administrative unit, will be
available for more general discussion in
late January 1977 1 hose plans when
refined and approved for exec ution will
express concretely the Ili' IA -,,hdpcd mis-
sion of the Universitt at Albany

I Select Committee on Academic Pr am Priorities, "The General Report," May 15, 1975, p 26
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Part 1: The Concept of a University

Institutions of higher learning may
Differ in many particulars, but they are
me xtrieably hound by values which tian-
seend eonsiderations of location, ttv.rur-
ship, and operational mode The goals of
the University at Albany must build upon
and he shaped by the values of learning
and scholarly inquiry which are at the

heart of universities everywhere
What are the principal value, to which

we are obligated as a university"
irst is a t 00101111:1011 to the dISOnery

and achamement of knowledge for its
own sake and for its practical benefits to

society Knowledge is an end in itself, the
quest for which runs deep in the human

spirit knowledge is also a source of
enlightenment for the solution of many
of society's problems, a force in the

advancement of civillialion h' world's
gieat discoveries of ten ()edit in univer-

sities The eorninitment to research and
scholarly inquiry is the foundation of a
university's unique role in society, and
the wellspring of all of its functions

A second fundamental obligation of a
university Is a (onrtment to the teaching
of students, to their growth in know-
ledge, and to that reinforcement which
will allow them to develop physitally,
emotionally. and socially as they grow
intellectually A university is obligated to
stimulate in students a genuine ex-

citement for le mng and to equip 'hem
with a variety of intellectual strategies
in short, to provide a liberal education
which arms at a larger self-tultillment for
every student I his holds true regardless
of the chosen field of study because

speeialued study without exposure to the
ideas, principle, and theories central to
all learning eon ()illy result in parochial-
isin A uniyeisits affords As( the spec

ialiied studies which lead to earevis

particularly those protessnInal careers

which are based upon advanced knowl-
edge I he c Mire intellectual, recreational,
and social environment of the campus
Lome, into play in giving life to such a
learning, experience I he goals hot student
development presented in Part 111 of this

document reflect a commitment h edu-
catnm of the whole person

A third distinguishing characteristic of

a university is its tommument to the
larger societt through acts which, for lack

of a better term, we generally call public

u.rtice his t unction n peeubarly evi-
dent in American universuies Research

and teaching contribute to the public
good, of course, but faculty and students
often each beyond the confines of their
classrooms and laooratories to engage
directly in community' affairs A keenc
understanding of the public condition is
one road to public betterment, and
university has cunt nhotions to make in
this regard Pa.t IV of this document says
more dhoti, ''Goals for Societal Develop-
ment

Research, teaching, and public servile
are compatible functions which draw
strength from each other ['acuity publish
the results of their scholarship for the
enlightenment of their peers throughout
the world They thus hold custody of the

age-old process by which knowledge is
ept alive and expanded into unknown

realm,
An active research faculty exLItes site

dent, v.ith teat !ling, opens their minds itt
the imaginative and e realise elements of

inquiry, equips them with analytical
methods for iudging the truth leads them

to the t ronoers of research knowledge,
and urges them on into thin own in-
quiries and fresh undeist Hidings I he

teseateh scholar who isolates himself

irons students in unintetrui ,ed study

belong, in a reseat eh orgarwation of

government to int,u,try and not ill
university, because the hallmark ot the
univiisity outlook is that research and
teaching stimulate cash other and should
always proceed companionably Research
is, in much the ,,line way the wellspring
ot the public sere, .unction, the wirer
from which Lome the anal% tie model,
which enable a better undirstanding of
societal problems

A fourth t haraetenstie of a mover 015
is Its (00)/Plattle,i1 Itt(de,01 111,0401



and inquire and in the rights and obliga-
tions of fatuity and students to puisut
knowledge where it nias lead this basic
value is esseii h, athantement of
knowledge, and to deny the right would
he to imply that the results of holarly
inquiry, and the henetits to stmety
entirely predictable in advance 1 he right

s 110.111111es and erect},
to publish the result, 0 .111 inciolahle right
of the mceshgator

orn of thought and 'moil\ is lust
as essential to feat hmg as it is to research
I he original statement an awitlt tit-
dom prepared tit int' \ Ins
Litton III I nicer It', Prot,',,,Iis In I'll'

argil., the point tonciminvb,

It is art Is
!hal it 1111, JIh.,

1111r,11.IIII 1;1 I,

\i"
Min lint ht
IC it hi r
it his Shilli iiI s nil
Ilia ii ii his Mil I
L, Iuai Intl eilIS II i, , I, ir
hrestsit ri,,
V. hi 111111.1 lid It

5111 lin nil!
duds it 111.11 Ili, IL

riot
ir Irankh, 1., ,i1,1
!um, r,ils I, is !MI, IT iii I d
are a repressed and intimi-
dated .lass who dare not
speak with that candor and
courage which youth always
demands in those whom it is
to esteem I he awrage stu-
dent is a discerning obsercer,
who sons takes t hi' measure
of his instructor It is not
only the iharaiter of the m-
struition hot also the thar-
acter of the instruttor that
counts, and it the student ha,
reason to believe that the

instructor is not true to him-
self, the virtue of the instruc-
tion as an educative torte is
incalculably diminished
I here must he in the mind of
the teacher no mental reserva-
tion He fr give the stu-
dent the best of what he his
and what he is 2

The AAUP statement of Principles of
Academic freedom and tenure of 1940
summarired the essential components of
academic freedom

A I he teacher is entitled to full free-
dom in research and m the publica-
tion of the results, subject to the
adequate performance of his other
at adernit duties, but research for
pecuniary return should he based
upon an understanding with the
authorities of the mstitutton.

B 1 he teacher is entitled to freedom in
the classroom in discussing his sub -
fect, but he should be careful not to
introduce into his teaching contro-
versial matter which has no relation
to his subject Limitations of aca-
demic freedom because of the relig-
ious or other aims of the institution
should he clearly stated in writing at
the time of the appointment
the college or university teacher is a
cittien, a member of a learned pro-
tession, and an officer of an eduta-
Vonal institution When he speaks or
writes as ',hirer), he should he free
from Institution:I censorship or dis-
cipline, but his special position in the
community imposes special ohliga-
lions As a man of learning and an
.rducational officer, he should re-
member that the public may judge
his profession and his institution by
his utterances 'c'nce he should at all
times be accurate, should exercise
appropriate rest aim, should show

2 General Report of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure presented to and adoptedby the Annual Meeting of the Association, De ,nber 31, 1915 Bulletin of the ,Aineri,-io ,ition rrfUniversity Professors, Vol I, ?art I (December 1915), p 28
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respect for the opinions of others
and ,hould make every effort to

intl., it that he is nut an in-

stitutional spokesman 3

1 he t niversity at Albany is committed
to Ni serving these rights of tree inquiry
and discussion and to maintaining Olt
high standards of situ I hip which are
attendant to such rights

(here Is a fifth way to charactenic
university It iffer.5 undergraduatt and

degree hiding the most ad
varued graduate dtgteet in a s, tilt range

of liberal and professional fields cif ,dull
knowledge has become so iast in th,
twentieth Century that no single institu-
tion an he expected to develop in
field and he financial constraints which
emerged in the I9-U's a More every insti-
tution to avoid prog,rammatit user -turn
nut ment Without a reasonably broad

range of undergraduate and graduate of
ferings in the humanities, tine arts, sti
ente, social sciences, and selected profes-
sional fields, however, an institution can-
not lay claim to being a university

his arises partially tram the need to
utter a range of programs essential :0 a
liberal education, but it arises more force-
fully from the Litt that no discipline or
field of study is an init. ctual island I he

fields of knowledge interrelated In
mans mstancts the mutually reinforcing
nature of disciplines and fields is rt iffily

apparent espe t.tlly within the broad
intellectual tanulles winch form natural
groupings within a university Inter-

Lions between these broad families exist
kwrii it not readily apparent f or ex-
alfipir, the humanities, natural sciences,
and soL tat stir nces drovide !ouch of the
the,tytital underpinnings for advanced
,turfy in a vanity of protessional fields
In turn, the tortsrrth tifin and testing of
theories in the professional schools tem-
torces and adds to the store of knowledge
in the underlying disciplines

I malty, a university must he op-,
noire d to standards of quality whit It ,arrn

respett tit all of as tonimunitte' ,t1
out rot Ill( luchrig the national and inter
thinmul (oruiniuntu of uentersities 1 x-

,ellethe in teaching, high standards tit
stfrlarship, and truittul address to public
sri...e make up the currency by which a
um% ersity earns honored place in society
1 he meaning of "quality- is often blurred
by disagreements over appropriate mea-
surements, but this only dire,:ts us toward
the deYelopment of elegant, effective, and
rigorous mode,,, o, measurement

I he State University of New York at
.Mhany is committed to all of the funda-
mental attributes of a university of the
lust class It is through a shared com-
mitment to such %alues that faculty, stall,
and students arc able to work together,
both tot mally and informally, to shape
the policies of the institution

1 "Academic Freedom and Tenure, Statement of print iples endorsed at the 1.;,nual meeting of the Associa-

!win on January 9, 1941 Bulletin uf the imerie arm Association of L,niversity Professors, Vol 27, Number 1

(Februaiv 19411, p 41



Part II: The Institutional Setting 81
the common values of universities

torm a philosophic framework for goal-
setting. but the Jura Lter of every univet*
sity is shaped also by the ervironmeh, in
who h it exists and in which it acts out
the . ask values A university builds its
ideatity in part by its responsible ad, pt.-
non to the constraint, and opportunities
of its own setting

1 he University at Albany is condi-
tioned by two major elements of enviroh-
m 1t its membership n the State Univer-
sit of New York system, and its location
in the Capital DistriLt of New York Both
elements pose obligations and oppor-
tunities

The SUNY System

the State University of New N'or' is
the largest system of public eh
cation in the world Comprising 64 in-
stitutions, it enrolled approximately
343,000 students in Fail 1976 By type,
the constituent Lampuses include 30 com-
mnnt's colleges, agriLultural and tech-
nical Lolleges, three specialized colleges,
five statutory colleges, 14 arts and set-
emes colleges two health science cta-
ters, ind tour universi, Lente-s 1 0-
gethe r the Lampuses offer the full range
of postsecondary eduLe'ion from intro-& ,ry to advlinced levels. Advanced
g,rauLiate and professional studies are con-
centrates i the tour university centers at
Albany Bit. thatnton, Buffalo, and Stony
Brook I he centers, which also admit
undergraduate students, aL,ourit for
about one-sixth of Sl'N1 enrollments
I he \lhanv impus ,0.rently enrolls
14,67; students on all

1 h. University at ',Many, as with the
other unt. r,itv (enters, has Lertani char
a,tcnsti(s which distinguish it from I !het
t: pis of inst,tutions in the sv stein

It maintains an empriasis on it
se..rdi and teaLlung whi,h stresses
pit eglation of the two iLt.ities and

k,e1ICIILC 111 Ca(t1

Ii tIlaIntailT, Ivnsl\t' la It it
i11.1l1L1 t .1 11.1: .11 Ilk' Ill/111.1H

Mei, tine art, befRior.11
soothes natural soethes and
maths matfts, and selected proles-
s tonal .ields
It otters a h:oad range of Ihn La-
laureate. ,aster s, and doLtoiai

e. progiams to these nelds nt
-suds
Its Ii hordiow,, libraries and other
ohNsi(al !a(Inties are those of
Rescue, h university the 'ulna!), is
one 01 the 105 members of the
1s, ielition of Research Libraries
Its enrolment \ include a sig-
mtkant proportion of graduate and
ads.ut(ed professional students
about one third) (. 01in

hue o; out-or slat,. and foreign
students
Its intelle(tual ,s that of
research universals in N. hid) the
pteseth 01 bioadIN educated ad-
(an( d st tut, is a stimulation and
challenge to heihniung students

I ht se general features (oinimtn to
(eh (It the tin, NAP01'4 kl111 N, t'llahilSh

llfilteNt for (heir work which is distinctly
,ittwial and 'Lrn.cional u1 Jim inter

1dvanLed holde is graduating troth
the (enters are (mitre' rig thitionall, to'
employ tilt. Ihr
various programs in international edia(a-

Ithluding the newl stall] ,het'
graduate ekt flange with Most.ow SLR'
tlniersit \ \ press the international har-
at ter o. (ampu, interests

While pertorining its role in this broad-
er Lontext, the Universitv 11hany also
serves many lova] and regional needs
\gain it shares these lit al (hard( teristt(s

and lesponsibilities with the other um\ er-
.ut \ (enters

It draw, it \ full- and part-tone
studs lit population heavily and
bros. tly horn New York State at
the same time that a limited r. iii
her or out-of-state and foreign stu-
dents .re aim enrolled New York
students, by aLquamtame with
these assoLtat..s from other plaLes,



82 are 1.11AV.Ii lit) A larger tiett of
`11,.

It oft, I, a )...trtrt of ,ulturaI )1011-

,11 amI other crunch art
,le,ignet1 h) ,),ntt !but,. it the de-
\ eI)Tinent tti ,tm1ent, but wnkh

ht net it AI L',1

/,'11, ,1 Ilit ( .1p11,1 I 1)1,1 flt.1 .11 1, MI

t,lnipu, 0_111 llf,11 Ctt it, MU! HICV

ar) (ittlutiltlt th, hen,. thi,,!ic,, ut
in1 t, an (I )3) 11,r olgant/ed

r,:lah.,1 111,ttlittnw
It .0ft), .t tanelt ut hue -long learn
Hui oppurtunitle, for tilt, popula-
tion ).11 h 11, p:ographiL regior
1 in \ Int mher, ot 'Le ta,ult). I t tl

the topic, and the material, tot
their ,,Indarl), mgr. nr, ill
lark State kkith tilt re,,III

ind prol)letn, lit ht'llt
t111*kr,l(HRJ whilt t 111101t, 11 111,111 It
rktrntlrl ;o 11,1t111,11 ,111,1 1 111, I 11,1-

1 BMA! \.4. 111.11 N., tt lt,rl,
41.11t.,

I 11t2,, t '11 I 1 t.'1.,,,11 \' *Mkt! 1, .1 Ili !WI
CIC111,11I ',1 tilt ittil1,n,1I ttltnonit .1

01) enlflitI nt a Ingiti),
Named work tot awl .1 maior
inir,ha,er ,tt Fuutl, and \

111),,e wk. !national natiothil and N
eaonal ,hata,teri,tk Ow \limn ,..111,-

Pu, At) 0)1111).00)1e truth rht thl'Intat1), of

.1 1lrltrr,llt a- outline)] in l'arl I tit tin)
11,-,n,r) ',tat, went Boot t,,E),:ankntall
tit III till it

ina,) It tilt "I \ 1 ,\. tit ill ht I),

him, ,,1 id It. Ilit
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opportunities to the t ruYersity at Al-
bany the existing and potential strengths
of the UniYersity III Uirtl, Lonstitlit,
mapir resourc, tot gowrnmental Indus-
trP 11, cultural and tither organiiations of
the Dist rut

the l myeisitY di_Lress, s 1iii nc,(1,
many exi, mai ionstituencies already of
Lours( , and in a %inlet!. of W,1\ appind
reseal-di on it of toIlLerri lo goy-
eminent and other agencies Id: lung
learning opportnnities for area residents
te(hokar assist HILL to %.1fious ()rpm/a-
non, student internships in the com-
munity eyening I oases to improye edit
tinal access public performances anil
exhibits in the arts mot the provision of
qualified graduates I ficse and ()Hier
Corms of public seryne t he Lommunity
are important and will continue

In addition to tultilling these general
'cites the under it must he specially

attuned to the needs and upprirt (Hutu., of
its own eoraphy µ hat Minor !Weds lor
knowledge i 1 the region would constitute
educational opporuinities tur i.0 litt1, and
strident,' In one linrII,:nt ,en, the
answer Yarics by ills, Ipllne and tido i)t
study, as individual scholars engage in
basi, and applied research effort, which
draw upon resources WIN le to the insti-
tution and its location I roil a car ipus-
wide perspectise howei.er, the problem
of Illoice looms larpi, hit use basic
decisions Inns( he made among programs
mot pr. ter is which legitimately
poll high priutity as )in inst dional
focus for the future

the I, nisersity at Allany %ill place
high priority on bask. and applied re-
search et tort. which address policy issues
of broad iublic concern It will thus build
to a compelling opportunity, the State it
New York is currently faced with a

variety of polio, issues related to econo-
mic devilorniint, education, envnun-
mental management suLial seiYiLes LIMA'
and the administr of lustice ,octal
!wince and equalio , Lnerg, use, and
other areas of (inherit to the public In
addressing such probkinsrgericy heads,
legislators and other goYernmint ()Moats
are charged with developing appropriate

goals for enhancement of the public
good defining the anpoipriate means lor
actuifYing those goals and munnuting the
results and taking coriciLnie action where
ncLessary Regardless of the specific ,Ir ea
of (Inh.ettl, lulhlltn nt 01 these general
responsibilities requires J strong base id
iese,11(11 and training in J Sarlek tit
tWillS !I is within this context that the

myersqy Lan truitfully intersed the
proyess tit pol«.y fin rnatuin not neLes-
sulv through direct noodyement in de-

Is1011-Making or Impler 'Illation, but
through generation of the knowledge
needed ri undergird that process Our
location ni the seat of State guYernment
and our faculty competence pros do a

strong base for fur`ier development of an
Institutional emphasis on public policy
analy is I he University has only pegun
to tap the last learning laboratory which
surrounds it

\doption of this focus Lan be accot
plishcd nl J way whiLli reinforces the
Uniyersity's obligation to deselop the
intellectual capacities of students and to
discoyer new knowledge 1 here are educa-

mid rienefits to he gained for both
students and fatuity, is well as oppor-
tunities tor 'he advancement of know-
ledge in a variety I fronts At the same
time that the region will he benefitted,
the tutus should also mtluence the na-
tional and inter ,ational character of the
Unmrsity I he economic, social, and
technologic,(1 problems facing ms State
are not unique Other regions of the
nation and world have, or will hale
(i1 the same LonLerns

It is important to re...optic Llearit
what an institutional emphasis on policy
analysis inust not mean, what it
an and should become

irst, the beneficiaries must be (he
general public and rot merely the pi.hliL s

soyar in goyernmen1 the UmYersitY
cannot he taptive to partisan interests,
because its strem4th Tres in an impartial
search for the truth I reedom of mquirt
is fundamental I() the iiiInre or a tinier

111 this Was, as in all other was Wilde
IMF/of Lint research questions often L ill be
mutually identified hy tacultY and goY-
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84 erntir,:ntal ottiitalsin utile (mem and
non-partisan view of the ty,..es must he
maintained

Seiond issues which are important to
(he State of New 1 irk wi11 rarely he in
giograplui isolation l'olides on energy
use cif economic development, lot earti-
pli Athol he h)t !fluidic (I for New 1 (rik
without intluencingind being intluenied
by, polnics formulated in other stales at
the federal level and indeed in other
iountrii", of II,- world I he research
perspective ot the l niversity Latino( he
geogranlikaily isolated, either and must
he as hioad as the problems ,sre seek
iUninlnate

III rd II Is important to sttess that
both hasii and applied tisearift ate i [(l-
ira! to fouls on policy analysis Ni o all
tasulty shoalil he e peited to ingagi In
,ipplied reseal ih even in those milts of
the h are or iiii heionie
heacify committed Io policy analysis
Support must he maintained for researi
wirrili has little Immediate relevanie to
puhlts issues, but wlucll provide", the
11CLCsS,Inu the"!ellc,ti h,lse tcul mote

eitorrs Without strong supra-I for
bask research in all programs. the Intel-
leitnal 11,m/on, id polliy analysis would
beiorn unduly limited knowledge must
he irpri/trit if it is to avail solution, to
nuhlk problems however and re-
searcher, who are interested in .irphid-
non. will he neiessary to the enterprise

I he interests of pub'', poky makers
and the interests of faculty researcher
will not ,ilways ioinircle but they do
intersect in potentially IWO flit Aulu,s In
general, several iolerid shield be met in
older for policy issues to he appropriate
for address in the llniversity setting

I he issues and problems should he
amenable to the appli ition of rig-
or-as research meth, ',logics and
tiihnique,
I hey should ill so narrowly de-
fined as to preemie generaluahle

I he 1 enelits to he reall/id Irons
addres, of the pr( hlents and issues
sluitild he of siitlident intellectual
imp( flame to warrant our I

en

Address to the issue .1116 problems
should }geld signitriant educational
benefits to students and far ully
t he 1:111CfSlt y should po,sevs the
i-ipertise neiessaty for st,Liessful
address to the issues and problems
or have the potential for attracting
such pertIse
I he prerogative of t he f i ulty to
define 1 he content and met hod-
1111 Igy of spe.iiii researi h of tort.
must he preserved in order to en-
sure freedom of IIN.1111y an
ndependent ohtecrive assessment

teseardi result,
One meihanism for encouraging and

tai 1111,11111g polio research will he a uni-
versity-wide ( enter for (iovernmental Re-
siarih and S, tykes the role of which
discussed nl Nppendoi B of this ',Tort

inally and most ludamentallv it is

neiess,in, to kiognue that a universIty
may choose some special intellect ual em-
phases tot felt but it should not he
whol4 contained by those emphases
contain knowledge is ultimately to kill
learning It is appropriote that the t ni-
cer sit), thank give CIIVIdSls to public
policy statics hec.,111sC II Is !ICJr to the
seat of New lurk government and it
possesses a strong his of t,iculty compe-
tence which can be 'nought to hear on
1),11! y Issues II Is not likely. however
that all disi 'filmes of he University will
adopt such a loins nor is it desirable that
all do so ;t is entirely appropriate That
rime drsiiplincs have little or no direct

inipad nn public policy formation, al-
though there is no field of study which
doe, not contribute to the education of
students and therefre in a broad sense

Ihe public good We must preserve and
nurture all disiiplines which are essential
for education of the whole person and he
-dust red with nothing less Ihan exit:Ili:nix
in all that we do I he emphasis on
matters of public polit. y is an enlargement
of nnssion to embtaia: the needs and
opportunities inherent in our immediate
environment



PartIMCkxdsforStudentihwelopment 85
A statement ot goals for student devel-

opment should identify the de fired mt-
kortles ur resorts, ut the Universits et-
pertente In ,:dopting this masonics ort-
entation, one must distinguish between
the ultimate t.t,ncquenLes ut achieving
the I rat, and the goals theniseises
Akhlevernent ut what e'er goals are set
should contribute to the abdits of stu-
dents to 11l tunsihm ell stisils as edu-
cated person, 51/1I0I I.: I ass1.1111c
responsibilities tit both leadership and
situnship within sosiits t 3l engage in a
litedong learning process of sell-de-
velopment and 141 engage in meaturittil
and produktise careers

I hese es ,lit a Itim 1,In
111111(1111e .11{ahles 111.19 ti wit k t) ale
L'I1 ht. 1 110011d t . of a university s

110 o)Il 1-11 Hills V, ,1

unnerstI ...111/11 Indeed should not
a,s11111k. Ink lis11nsIblit1, iot Ihr 11Ie

,,1 1.111111i 1 11,,Welet delinesh
grailuatks it must assume the responsi-
liddv for ta. dilating stihIL nt development
thiough askiiiiipli.shins iit the gods
whisk ri adopts as Its rightful ohligations

uno,erat Ingo' .11e, 'Kelt troll;
otliL ; Institution, in let %, 1, rig
sPC,1 0,11LCI lit with lilr {Wt. 11..11111
11t.'SCh+1111,%.111 of its sIlldellIs IN II 11 Ii'cii
piossth in knowledge Intel!, s tual grow if
cannot its sin sepal IN\ trim. criiidional
sos Lit and phssri it dekeloprriLni !loss-
ek ;his' stn k ltsstisk teaming Insnoli
ment teitigniik and nos tat.., of
these isp,_.sls In snarl I 1,s1c1 wltoit

sir perm)11,11 \.'11101 el '05
11111,1 he 10,1 lull WW1 ,14 tile
'10 prisms

'students \\tau !ikon, td..ilt 111 , 11111k el
11.1 already hid 11 IL .1,1

s, ii trig, Mill the skills and
01.11 a 1111Iel,11 11111,1 1111

pa ll are (i1 the high.. (gds., that is
appropriate to knowledge in its most
advans et forms I tells of sltuly JIMA,
towed by «wilily learning whtsh de-
mand little of students beyond simple

.1Lt1,11s11 lull I Lit.ls d r nt,l ,Itt,on l() Ole
level or the spirit ()t ittilket.tts studies tip
sounds( t1I11,,,eisit studies ale 1)1

clrnt LOMPIC IIN t ) fl'qUire
SAO'S ()I analysis and critical thinking a
high older of mthodologikal sophisti-
(Alton, and sigorous pursuit to t the disst-
plines of learning Students Lan he huh
"trained' in the spesiallied studies that
lead to \a reels, and "edusated to a
1 rudder understandIng of nature and
mankind

Students utdivldually tom and inte-
grate their own goals for intellectual
development, wif h an eye both to under-
standing the human sondition and to
kareer preparation and their personal,
sotaal, and physisal development pro-
eeds as they do so The university Is

obligated to he the ensironment in whikh
sush human development ma} advance in
J wItole,onte tashroll

I no pinlosoploLat goat. slated below
reties( :he l insersit at Albans's sum-
moment to edukation of the whole per-
son and ct>n,titute broad guidelines for
the design tit educational programs, sur-
risilla and supports, sersises I hough
implementalln strategies will sate} from
area to atea, the goals are applicable I()

and graduate education as
well as It) ell Ises of ad111111 1st 1,11 1s,e ser-
tiLes

GOAL I TO DEVELOP SKILLS OF
CRITIt L THINKING AND
KLASONIN(;

the I rusetsits seeks to Jest:lop in
Ilu dhill" a,titnre both gen-

elal .111d spec tat, . hilosS L'llgt
pi tit know ledg one let \ )I 11ii-
spe, s 1 aro .tilerll,ttivc Mode, of
reasoning and methods tit 111d,11
1 it)11 In dntutgush Ills logasalts ill , tilt
lions the irrelssani and to dense and
tormulate general plinsiples 1 slardi,a
tIon and esplanil'Ion

0



86 GOAL II TO DEVELOP AND FOSTER
THE PROCESS OF INTELLECTUAL
DISCOVERY AND THE
EXPLORATION OF THE UNKNOWN

By tocusing on the creative element,
of learning Ind the importance of to,
tering intellectual curiosity the l'iu

y encourages JI1 awareness of the imag-
inative and creative elements of intel-
lectual ende isor deselops in students a
lan,,liarity with the philosophies and
method, Of research in a variety of

academic disciplines and promotes an
attitude of individuality which result, in
intellectual sell-awareness and initiative

GOAL III TO DEVELOP AN
AWARENESS CF AND INTEREST
IN THE BREADTH OF HUMAN
INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT
AND CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

A broad understanding of world cul-
tures and (It the diversity 01 forms in
which intellectual and artistic achicse-

ments ha se been e vpresscd are important
char icteristics of the educated > person
Student, should be encouraged to gain an
h,,torical and integrated perspective of
! e cultural, political. legal. scientitic. and
s, _ial components of sarious sucieties
and to understand the processes, com-
plexities, and consequences of change
I he University must also strive to foster a
lite-long interest in intellectual and aristic
endeavor, in order to ensure continuing
personal deveiaprnent

GOAL IV. TO FACILITATE
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
CLARIFICATION OF PERSONAL
VALUES

I he University seek, to foster in st a-
dent, a positive .,elf-concept, i reeling of
personal worth and psychological well-
being, to develop an awareness of how
emotions, attitudes. and %attics influence
thought and hellavior, to en, ourage cla.1-
ticat ion of personal values. and to toster a
scum. of Terminal responsibility tot one N
leVON and .ILIN

GOAL V TO FACILITATE SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT AND EFFECTIVENESS
IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

A wide range of communicative and

adersmT skills and the ability to interact
ett cc tively with other, are essential attri-
bute, o an educated person, and the
University must provide for development
of them skills I xpos Ire to a variety tit
cultural and ethnic background, is also a
hallmark 0: the educated person, and the

1,_ niversity is (4)1,gated to facilitate inter-
action and enhance understanding among
, he many segment, of the University

community

GOAL VI TO FACILITATE PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH, A' -'
WELL-BEING

the University IS committed to the
health safety, and security of ihe I. mser-
sit!, community, Ind provide, phsical
activity, recreation, and (inlet leisure-tone
a_tivities necessary to the well- rounded

development of Nil.dellIN We are obli-
gated to create and maintain a healthy"'
cle n, and psychologically and physically
supportive campus environment that in-
clude" appropriate medical, housit4., rec-
reational, and educational program,

GOAL VII TO PREPARE
STUDENTS FOR PERSONALLY
SATISFYING CAREERS

I he University has an obligation to
deselop in student, the knowledge and

skills required for employment and ad-
vancement in professional fields of en-
deavor In those of our lields of study
which have traditionally led to clearly
detmcd careers, the curriculum should
equip students with the knowledge and

skills necessary lor entry level employ-
ment In those fields which nave not
traditionally lets lo clearly defined ca-

reer,, student, should he encouraged to

develop supplementary skills which
would qualify them for career entry of
scum useful and remunerative nature In



seeking to achieve these results, the Uni-
versity also should provide a variety of
opportunities for students to gain work
experiences in appronriate fields, en-
courage an orientation to careers that
recognises both sequential and non-se-
quential employment patterns and eon-
siciera tit,ns at life-style, provide appropri-
ate career counseling to students. and give
direct assistance in obtaining employ-
ment

GOAL VIII TO MAINTAIN A
CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT WHICH WILL
FOSTER A SENSE OF COMMUNITY
AND SOCIAL RESPONS13ILITY

A sense of moon imly is critical to the
achievement of all of the objectives of an
institution of higher learning The Univer-
sity must demonstrate, in its pursuit of
learning, a commitment to the ideals and
values of social responsibility, affirmative
action and equality of opportunity The
current poeh of United States history
displays a strong American conscience
about the condition of et h-lic minorities
in our culture and the condition of
woinen and the Univer ity must assume
its rightful obligations in bringing about
social amelioration These values must be

communicated to stedentc through words
and example

In addit.on opportunities must con-
tinue to he provided for students to
participate m:aningfully in University de
eisiiin-making processes. in community
activities and governmental processes, and
in a broad spectrum of cultural events. In
general. what is sought is an atmosphere
that will encourage students to explore
and discuss contemporary social issues, to
become aware of inherent conflicts in
societal value choices, and to become
committed to act upon their ei:lighted
beliefs toward improvement of soviet; .

These Goals for Student Development
are intended to reflect the full University
experience and are, of necessity. stated
broadly It is the role of individual units
within the University to articulate more
precisely the goals of learning which are
reflective of the unique discipline, field,
or area of service to students The desired
outcomes discussed here apply to all
students of the University at Albany and
thus provide, in conjunction with Part IV
of this document, the basic framework
for goal art .ulation by academic and
administrative units
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88 Part IV: Goals for Societal Development

I he three basc functions ot any Major
university are the dis,oer) transmittal
and ipplication nt knowledge on behalf
ot students ,Ind socicts I he tun. t ions We
intern LIR d of course and they are
a. .rillplished through the activities of
tiaihing rrsen.h, and consultation
each ot which repiesints Novice to soci-
ity In this scrisi sconce' a
HUI, (rine of end result of all our work
out not some separately ,dentillahle set

aL.litirlis as L01111110111), presented Such
all understanding of "sers ice" is long
oi,et due m universities 0,r:I ysliere and
necessary for lull understanding ot our
goals and obit:coves for societal develop-
ment [he following paragraphs discuss
briefly the primary outcomes assn idled
with the three major functions

1 he potential benefits to ,ociety re-
sulting from the thscovery Lif knmAledgc
are frequently unknown or unpredictable
in any mui, irate sense, and even more
difficult to . 'sure On the other hand,
11111,h know[, ige discovered as J result of
basic research in universities has had
immediate yrsibility and utility to society
In general discovery ettorts have the
primes outcome ot advancement of
knowledge, file ytsthihty ot which %dries
by discipline and held, but lIt rnr-
portan,e ot which has hscn demonstrated
dinumerable times The I 'fliyersoy ii
Albany is committ2d to the discosery it
knowledge for knowledge's sake, that
foundation on which universities fuse
been built as unique institutions within
sot le ty

%kith regard to the Lipp/nation of
An,Iwicdo, the ontiornes or benefits to
society generally emerge t..11 a problem-
oriented focus, primari, through the
Rdisities ot research and consultation

whcreas the discovetk f unction
tents to he concept-oriented. the applica-
tion tun. ton focuses initially on specific
,nicerns ot society I he distinction is

often ionic at best, and little is to he
gineu by attempting to classify too
finch, siiious types of research as "basic"
or applied \ onetheless, the conceptual
distinction particularly when

addressing the larger issue of J univer-
,ity s role within society In general. the
:esult of the application function can he
thought ot as problem analysis, putting*.
work the varied resources of the univer-
sity on important coricrn of society or
components thereof

I he first goal stated below reflects the
t niversity's commitment to research and
scholarly inquiry for its own sake, as well
as its tinillnit men( to utillie the results of
such efforts where ,ippropriate, to assist
in the solution ot specific societal prob-
lems Thus basic and applied research
ettorts.contribute in equal Importance to
"societal development," and both de-
mand a strong theoretical and method-
ological base within a university

The transtnatal of knowledge also has
clearly icientitiable outcomes to society
In some forms, the transmittal of knowl-
edge is indistinguishable from its applica-
tion, as students carry forth the results of
classroom and laboratory work for use in
later life The university also has an
obligation to transmit the results of its
discove les to students, the, scholarly
community, and the general public
through books, journal articles, exhib

ind other forms As used here,
however, transmittal in university set-
ti occurs primarily through teaching,
whether that activity he for degree or
non-degree students In this sense, the
primary outcome or result of transmittal
is educated human beings The goals for
student development presented in Part Ill
also apply here, but the University is also
obligated to offer opportunities for life-
long learning which are uniquely directed
to the local community. Th.-, second goal
presented below reflects this obligation

The transmittal of knowledge also
occurs indirectly when cultural and clini-
cal services are provided to the general
public as part of the normal instructional
process For example, student internship
programs of various types not only en-
hance learning, but also provide direct
assistance to individuals and organizations
in the local area Similarly, productions
or exhibits in the fine arts contribute



importantly to student development and
at the same time provide a valuable
4-ultural resource for area residents Thus,
the third and final goal listed below
relleLts the importance of such services In
the Mh of a university

In summary, the interrelated functions
ot discovery, ipplication, and transmittal
generate tour major outeomes for .4,,i-
ety tic/rat/cement it ki ot h de( ,o II I

below) prohh u1 audit m ,,)al I belom.)
edit( atrd people II below plus .1'1
the goals for student development pre-
sented in Part III of this dot (intent I and
( ultural and Imr( a/ it lute t t(,oal Ill
below) -Public scrit used here is
the overarching construe t which embraces
the tour types ot outcomes, het arise .11/
our work is done on helia!t of society
f he analysis ot public policy issues, for
example, is only one lorin or problem
analysis which in turn. is only one of the
tour principal components i t public ser-
vice rendered by any maim unieryty

In striving to ,achieve these goals, the
imrersity at 111)any is turn!), eomin Heel

to high standards ot social iesponstbihty,
including etoaht} of opportunity and
at I irmatie tiu' in admissions decisions
and in the hit mg and retention I ta.ulty
and stat t t ides. this commitment is Sully
realued in practice, the ttnireroty cannot
ettedively disLharg,L its obligations to the
disadvantaged and to the larger society
I he L mums' A411;1111,11 iNe cl k)))
retieds this commitment

GOAL I TO CONTRIBUTE TO 1 HE
GENERAL ADVANCEMENT OF
KNOWLEDGE AND 10 THE
SOLUTION OF SOCIETAL
PROBLEMS

the t inversitv must encourage
faculty and students to undertake

research and scholarly tntlutry of ,I11
nature which promises to ourtrthutc to
the ailvarhement ot knowledge Where
appropriate. research on polity issues 01
public concern efsu wilt he encouraged.
recognii mg, I hat the aildies,,ot such issue,
4htliliti meet t he criteria outlined HI trait
II of this document As a means id

lac dilating scholarly impirly ot all types,
the I IlIsCrsll must strive to nukes: the
lase! of trn,,ncral Stipp( )1 for
research and to develop 011it itter.tiVe
strict ores for uaterdisetplinar address of
complex quest10115 or problems I minty,
the eommuimation rese itch findings
to peers, studentstric, interested persons
outside the aeademic Lrr111111M111.r, must he
given adequate supper! t

COAL II TO OFFER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR LIFE -LONG
LEARNING AS AN INTEGRAL
PART OF INS1 RUCTIONAL
ACTIVITIES

!he Unrwrsit, should otter degree and
tom-degree progranis which are consistent
with (he needs ot the learning soele(v and
wall the capabilities of the University All
schools and departments are encouraged
to otter hte-long learning opportunities,
both undergraduate and graduate. as ap-
propriate to then mission', to provide.
through course scheduling, and other
means, the opportunity for qualitied area
residents to enroll in courses tittered as a
part it ongoing degree programs. to
develop where tensible, ott-campus in-
struttion,il prop am, to meet the needs of
Me.] tesld :Ms and to ensure that such
ottermr.s nice! established standards of
quality I he University should also seek
lu cooperate with other preividers ot
Ith I. n). learning opportunities in the

apit,ii District ter ensure complementary
ottermg,

(,0A' III TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOCAL AREA
THROUGH THE PROVISION OF

CULTURAL AND CLINICAL
SERVICES WHICH REINFORCE
EDUCATIONAL MISSION

this goal tan be aecomplished in a
variety of ways by integtating work-
action experiences te g internships, t Inu-
ei1 experiences) tor )tudents into curric-
ula as appropriate by encouraging !acidly
to provide technical sunsuit rig assiNlanLe
in the lesolutton of local problems hs
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providing a variety of cultural events fin
faculty att, students. and ,irea resi-

dents by making available the facilities ot
the University for use by appropriate
community gioups, and by providing
other services to the community which
are consw,ent with, and reinforce. the
educational mission ot the institution

While the goals listed above provide a
commonality of purpose for all units ot
the University, each contributes to their
accomplishment rn a variety of ways and
with varying degrees ot emphasis Thus it
is not intended that each unit pursue all

OP of the goals outlined its an Inv:tut:on,
however, we must be committed 'o the
pursuit of them all and develop more
ettective mean; for assessing our degree
ot goal attainment

Part V: Programs and Priorities

Previous cections nt this document
have discussed the educational pintos()
phy and general goals ot the lmiversity at
llbany arid thus CStahhsh a basic trame-
work for institutional development and
he. avior We turn now to the criteria ;-

wit ch are expected to underlie decisions
o the at `skillic and administrative pri-
orities of the institution I he need for
priority-setting arises even more force-
fully under conditions ot limited re-
sources, and we must ascume the fol-
lowing

"There will he only slight growth in
0: total enrollment on this c.mpus The
SUNY Master Plan currently allows for
growth to 14,000 Fl F students by
14X4445, or seven percent above the
curr.:nt level

I here will he little or no increase An
the number of !acuity and stall positions
landed -by the State in the foreseeable

Ure
I he physical capacity ot the Univer-

sity at Albany will remain Virtually un-
changed, eithough tkere will he some
flexibility to change the character of

existing space
w Increase' in the operating budget of

the institution will likely be- limited to
,ntlatIonary adiustments over the next
few years

I hus the iry,titution must prepare it-
self for a future which is "steady- state"
insofar as the quantitative elements of ,

-1
4-1 A*0

growth areconcerned 11 managed pro-
perly. however, there are significant re-
source-related opportunities available to
us

A limitation on total enrollments
means that our attention can he centered
on the qualitative aspects of growth.
unlettered by erratic workload patterns
and :he usual crhes associated therewith.
I-nrollment patterns within the University
roust he monitored closely to insure the
attainment of educational goals

Although the total number ot facul-
ty funded by the State may remain
constant, there will continue to be flexi-
bility for the reallocation ot positions

There are many first class programs
and tacult', now present on this campus.
Selective development ,on a more com-
pact operating front can expand those
strengths still further Although we must
build from existing strengths, other pro-
grams critical to future mission will be

unproved where feasible
Our present physical capacity is

sufficient, by and large, for the projected
enrollment-, on this campus With careful
nanagement of the space available, ap-
propriate reallocations can be accom-
plished Moreover, the quality of the
physical plant is, by most yardsticks,
excellent

While we may see no increases in
the total operating budget aside from
inflationary adjustments, there is flexi-
bility for reallocation in this area also. By



no means is our operating budget so small
as to prevent the selective development of
excellence on this campus

1 hese opportunities and constraints
have several implications for future rms..
shm. hrst, resource allocation decisions
must be guided by an explicit statement
ot priorities for the future We can no
longer expand on an even-handed basis,
nor can all programs he develdped to
equivalent sties or levels of quality
Second, we must increase our et torts at
obtaining funds trom rum-State sources
New financial 'strategies must be devel-
oped to provide nu:leased sup pott for Stu-
dents and for faculty resealch, and to sup-
port the further development of selected
programs Ihird, the budgeting process 01
the tuture must he strongly influenced by
a reallocative approach. the major ob-
jective being to provide those resources
necessary for attainment of the goals
established and for elimination of inequi-
ties in starting which MO eSist Many,
we must intensity efforts to identify as
by which costs can he reduced without
corresponding reductions in ettectiveness

Academic Program Offerings

All universities are onstramed in then
range ot program otieiings for both edu-
cational and economic reason, I he re-
duction ot twenty degree programs dater
changed to 181 on the Albany campus
this past year reflected a shared realva-
non that an inventory of 1.29 programs
could not he supported at the requisite
level of quality in the years ahead The
fungi (1 programs sustained is betitting of
a university, hciwever, and the work ot
the Presidential Task I ()Re- on Priorities
and Resources Iett the, institution whole-
somely formed tor the !Murk.

he lask 1 orce members did not
have the benefit of a witten statement
of nussOn to guide their deliberations
Nonetheles , there Was ready comprehen
slot' ot the general tuture o;
say, espetrally its role as a major univer-
sity center the nature ol'any university's
obl.gations to students and to society,
and the incieasing a'tention to be given
to policy Issues of publit concern the

criteria used for program evaluation con-
stitute evidence of this understanding, as
does the final report itself

The President's Report on Priorities
and Resources, dated March 15. 1976, set
forth the programs to be sustained on the
Albany campus As indicated below, the
inventory includes 42 programs at the
bachelor's level (including live interdis-
ciplinary programs), 48 at the master's
level. 21 at the doctoral level, and eight
University certificate programs In _addi-
tion. the University will continue 1:5

commitment to the Educational Oppor-
tunities Program, to which we admit
students who have the potential to engage
in university-level work but who have
some deficiency in academic preparation
and who are economically disadvantaged

Bachelor's Degree Programs

Division of Humanities 115) Art,
Classics (Greet, Latir and Greek &
Roman Civili/ationl. I nglish. French,
German, Italiaa, Judaic Staidies,
Philosophy, Rhetoric & ommunication,
Russian. Spanish. Theatre (('ourse se-
quences will continue in Art History and
Polish I

Division of Social & Behavioral Sci-
ences 19) African & Atio-American
Studies, Anthropology, I conomics, Ge-
ogrilphy, History, Psychology, Puerto
Rican Studies. Social Studies, Sociology

Division of Science and Mathematics
(8) Atmospheric Science, Bio.ogy,
Chemistry Earth Science. Geology, Math-
ematics, Medical Technology, Physics, I 1
second field will continue in ('ontputer-
Stience I

School of Education (1) Busiii,ss
ducation (A second field will continue

lot dueation )
SLho±:! of Hu!, Accounting.

Busines A
Schob. of s: A (I) Politi-

J1 ate
School t.. Sows irP i ; Sot sal

WePtare

Interdi ciplina-y Program-
Am. Stud+ s.( lunese. ( oinputer StM1CC
& .ppl Math, Linguistics, Russian K.

0
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92 I ,1st I uropean Studies I Interdis iplinary
\econd acids wilt continue in-Journalism,
Pace Studies, cithan Studies and IA o-
nien's Studies Si.'eral departnients will
also continue to At let muses in environ-
mental analysis I

Master's" Degree Programs

Division of Humanities 113) LIS,

i t( lassical Archeology, (,reek, and
Latin), F Tiglish, I rench. German, Italian,
Philosophy, Rhetoric & ( oiriniunicatain.
RUSSI,I1, SIMI) Ish. Studio Art, I heatre

Division of Social &, Behavioral Sci-
ences OH At man. & Afro-American.
Studies, Anthropology, F conomics. Geog
why, History, Psychology, Social Stud-
ies, Sociology

Division of Science and Mathematics
(7) Atmospheric. Science, Biology,
( hernistry, Computer Science, Geology.
Mathematics, Physics

School of Education (12) (oun-
Sehng, ( urriculum Planning, Educational
Adininit ration, I ducational ( orn [Timm&
lions, dacational Psychology, General
Prof essional Reading, Keha hi'itatum
( ounseling. Special I dui. Ilion, Student
Personnel Services, 'leacher I dutation
1 LSI Bilingual I' it'Lthi(111

School of Business (2) Accounting,
Business Administration

School of Library and Informaiion
Science ( I )

School of Social Welfare ( I )

School of Criminal Justice 11 I
Stilool of Public Affairs (3) Polltl

.al Science Public Administration Puhli
Idirs,

Doctoral Degree Programs

Division of Humanities (4) I ighsh
Ph I) and l) A I. German Philosoph

Sp inish
Division of Social & Behavioral Sci-

ences (5) Anthropology I conomics
lIi for Psychology Sociology,

usperided I
Division of Science and Mathematics

(6) AI mospher,c cienct. Biology ( hem-
ist ry , (,eology, Mat hennJtics Physics

School of Education (2) Ph I) ,

Id I)
School of Criminal Justice (

School of Public Affairs (2)
Science Public Administration
School of social Welfare ( ) (tent

polatily susperuled t

University Certificate Programs

School of Education: (7) ( oun-
seling, ( urriculum and Instruction, I du-
cational Admini tration, I ducational
( ommunications, I duca:ional Research,
Reading, Student Personnel Services

School of Education and Social Sr.

Behavioral Sciences ( ) School
Psychology

I his program array represents a rich
diversity of disciplines and fields encom-
passing the humanities, tine arts, social
sciences, natural sciences, and selected
protes,Jnal schools. Accompanying the
diversity is a high degree of intellectual
inte,dependence, and a shared commit-
ment to those values and principles of
scholarly inquiry which are at the very
heart of a, 1...nversity.

There are four major expectations of
all programs being sustained.

Achievement of a level of quality
befitting university center, as measured
by rigoro national standards of scholar-
ship.

Development and pursuit of goals
and objectives which;. reflect the unique
character of the discipline or field, but
which are also compatible with the over-
all goals of the University.

Achievement of a balanced empha-
sis on teaching and research.

Implementation of faculty evalua-
tion. reward, and development plans
which are appropriate to a university
center.

These expectations constitute the pri-
mary loyal points for coordination and
oversight of programs from a campus-
wide perspective. The forms of scholar-
ship to be taken as evidence of achieve-

I ment will differ across academic units,
0'4



but there should be no variations in the
level of accomplishment expected Con-
tinued development as a university center
demands the maintenance 'of high perfor-
mance standards for both students and
faculty in all programs offered on the
Albany campus. As a corollary, the Uni-
versity must provide all programs being
sustained the support needed to fulfill
this commitment to quality

Academic Priorities

A statement of program priorities re-
flects the fact that, during a given period
of the institution's life, some programs
need additional resources and/or atten-
tion more than do others. There are three
principal factors to be considered in
identifying those academic units which
are primary claimants on resources

The obligation of the institution to
provide all programs the resources needed
to achieve an acceptable level of quality
and to accomwdate planned enroll-
ments

The obligation of the institution to
facilitate the attainment of national lead-
ership in programs which are at or near
that level of quality already.

The need to further develop instruc-
tional and research activities in those
units which can contribute significantly
to the analysis of major public policy
issues

The first of the three major factors
establishes a floor, a E. eshold of re-
sources which must be provided to all
academic units being sustained. The ques-
tion which must be given a satisfactory
answer can be stated thusly. What is the
critical mass of scholars and support
resources needed in a given unit to (a)
provide the needed breadth and depth of
intellectual expertise, (b) aLLommodatc
planned enrollments, and (c) accomplish

< the range of intellectual activities cA
petted of all faculty at a major university
center'' Some quantitative workload in-
dices can be employed to help answer this
question, but all such factors must be
weighed in relation to the unique features

i

of a given discipline or fie!,: Judgment is
involved here certainly, but the interre-
lated conditions must he satisfied in all
programs to be offered on the Albany
campus Hence any unit which is judged
to be below critical mass at a given time
must be designated as a priority claimant
on resources.

The second factor to be considered in
delineating priorit,es takes cognizance of
(a) the University's commitment to
achieve peaks of 'excellence among its
programs and (b) the obligation of the
institution to facilitate and sustain extra-
ordinary achievements on the part of its
faculty. There are academic units on
campus which have attained, or are close
to attaining, national stature. Still others
have strong potential to become recog-
nized as among the leaders in the disci-
pline or professional field The University
must nurture and (actin ite extraordinary
accomplishments in all possible ways,
including the provision of increased re-
sources when appropriate.

The third factor reflects the increased
emphasis to be placed by the University
on address to public policy matters As
;discussed in Part II, this particular ele-
ment of University mission can take a
variety of forms and will be encouraged
in all appropriate disciplines and fields.
However, certain units or parts thereof
have demonstrated special knowledge and
skills which can be brought to bear rather
directly and immediately on the econo-
mic, social, and scientific problems facing
the State of New York. Such units will be
given particular encouragement to expand
their work in policy analysis and thus to
contribute to fulfilling this element of
mission.

Appendix A identifies those academic
units which, based on the three principal
criteria, emerge as primary claimants on
resources at this time Any listing of
priorities must he tempered by the uncer-
tainty 0, ,uture allocations by the State,
and by the knowledge that the needs of
specific programs can shift rapidly in a
short period of time The existence of
such uncertainty does not make less
important the need for institutional plan-
ning. however, as individual academic
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94 units must be given more adequate lead
time for recruitment and Intern-I plan-
ning in general Uncertainty as to future
events means only that we mus' build a
degree of flexibility into planned alloca-
tions and lecognire that any resource
may be subject to change in one or more
of its parts Thus the intent tot future
illocations can be clearly established,
while recogniiing that deviations from
the plan may he necessary as external
events untold and as unanticipated needs
emerge in specific programs

Most ot the priority concerns of an
institution are directly related to the
needs of academic school, and depart-
ments However there also are educa-
tional matters which transcend disciplin-
ary boundaries and merit special atten-
tion by the institution as a whole (luring
given time periods As eleaboraied more
fully in Appendix A, there are live such
matt which are of particular im-
portance at this tittle review ot the
undergraduate experience, assessment of
learning outcomes, interdisciplinary
studies, internationals education, and fhe
future enrollment Mix of the Universi'y

Administrative Functions and Priorities

The administrative, or non-instruc-
tional, staff .if the University exist to
facilitate and support the work of tac'ilty
and students and, in certain cases, to
co itrihute directly to the develoOkent of
students In keeping with these purposes,
major functions of administration are to

Initiate development ot e Attu-
tional plans, policies and procedures ne-
cessary to preserve and ennancc the vital-
ity of the intellectual enterprise as a

whole
Acquire the resources necessary to

support teaching, research, and learning,
both directly through it, own efforts a,

indirectly through provision of intornia-
non on funding sources and other matters
to faculty and students

Develop and maintain programs and
services which contribute directly to the
intellectual, social, emotional, and physi-
cal development of students within the
..ontext of a total learning environment

Provide those administrative services
to faculty ,'nd students which either
directly support the learning process or
are necessary to its existence

M stain appropriate relationships
with carious external publics to facilitate
the work of faculty and students and to
satisfy accountability requirements in
both educational and economic terms

Devlop and 'maintain appropriate
means of coordination and oversight to
ensure that the goals and priorities if the
institution are accomplished as effectively,
and er'iciently as possible

[hese majot tunctio provide the
framework within whit all administra-
tive units must articulate their goals and
objectives to support the educational
mission of the instirutionV

The process of priority-setting among
administrative units at the University
follows_ much the same logic as for
academic units I- irst, there are particular
units which may be designated as primary
claimants on resources during a given
time resod because they fall below the
critical mass needed to fulfill their educa-
tional or administrative I urposes Second,
there ale broad issues which transcend
the work of any particulgr unit and merit
special study by the administration as a
whole Overriding these specific priorities
is the Unive-sity's commitment to nur-
ture and support adequately all activities
necessary to the learning environment.
Appendix B delineates the major prior.
ties for the administration at this time.



Part VI: Implementation...,

This document has focused ori-de-
fining the general goals and onorities of
The University at Albany. It is a statement
of intent, designed as a broad framework
within which to describe and oversee
future development of the institution. As
such, it is intended to have a degree of
permanence that enables individual units
to develop their own longer-term goals
and development strategies. The Mission
Statement is nevertheless intended to be a
working document, and not simply a peri-
odic renewal of well-meant aspirations. It
will achieve its purpose through imple-
mentation at two levels: the institutional
process and the individual process.

The Institutional Process

The institutional process begins with
preparation of three-year development
plans by each academic and administra-
tive unit, and the integration of those
plans into the ongoing resource planning
and allocation processes of the campus.
The first major phase in the process, prep-
aration, review and acceptance of devel-
opment plans, was undertaken during the
late winter and spnng of 1977. That
phase ended with the utilization of the
plans (in accordination with the priority
cr'teria described in Part V, above) in
final allocations for 1977.78 and in the
preparation of the preliminary 1978-79
budget request. The second phase of insti-
tutional implementation, use of the plans
m assessing each unit's activities in the
coming year, has begun with the identifi-
cation of shorter-range action goals that
will guide our work during 1977-78 and
provide the basis for evaluating our
efforts. Those goals are set forth in the
abstracts that follow.

There are obvious advantages to the
use of development plans in institutional
management. The process has led to tent-
ative allocations for 1978-79, thus provid-
ing a longer lead time for planning and
recruitment than has been true in the
past. The three-year horizon of the devel-
opment plans will provide a future con-
text for decisions, as well as make possi-
ble selective longer-term recruiting com-
mitments for key positions.

Units will be asked to update their
three-year development plans annually,
thus providing a "moving" process s here-
by plans can Incorporate new develop-
ments for example, the results of exter-
nal reviews or unforeseen changes in ex-
ternal conditions which may affect sub-
stantive elements of the plans. The
campus-level mission statement will also
be reviewed annually by the Council on
Educational Policy to determine if
changes are needed in overall goals and
priorities of the institution. Every four
years, the campus-level statement and the
development plans of units will together
provide the basis for pr paration of the
Master Plan required by SUNY-Central
Administration. All these elements of in-
stitutional process provide the framework
for continual assessment of goals and
their degree of attainment.

The Individual Process

The major responsibility for imple-
menting the University's mission rests, of
course, with faculty, staff, and students.
That responsibility is, in many instances,
individual in nature. For example, it is

the responsibility and prerogative of the
faculty to define the content and
methodology of research efforts. It is also

"
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96 the responsibility of the faculty member
to define a course and to specify how it
will be taught, subject only to review by
peers through established curriculum re-
view processes. Similarly, it is the respon-
sibility of individual students to strive for
self - development and to take advantage
of the learning opportunities provided by
the University.

In other cases the responsibility for
implementation is corporate, such as in
the preparation of each unit's develop-

ment plan and in the work of the va ius

task forces referred to throughout this
document. Whether individual or corpo-
rate, however, culty, staff, and students
must assume tne primary obligation for
initiating the actions that will fulfill this
statement of mission. It is not self-enact-
ing; effective performance within its
framework is dependent upon a shared
commitment to the values and goals of
The University at Albany.

Appendix A: Academic Priorities*

As explained in Part V, there are three
major factors to he considered in ,:stab-
lishing which academic units have prior
claim on resources at this time.

The obligation of the institution to
provide all programs the resources needed
to achieve an acceptable level of quality
end to accommodate planned enroll-
ments

Fhe obligation of the institution to
facilitate the attainment of national lead-
ership in programs which are at or near
that level of quality already.

The need to further develop instruc-
tional and research activities in those
units which car contribute significantly
to the analysis of major public policy
issues

The first of the three factors estab-
lishes a floor, a threshold of resources
which must be provided to all academic
units being sustained As a result of shifts
in student interests over the years,
changes in program purposes and scope,
and other factors, a number of units
currently fall below the resources re-

quired Fhe following departments and
schools should he given a net increase in
faculty lines and associated support funds
as soon as is feasible

Business
Computer Science
Economics
English (increased resource

needs satisfied in 1976-77)
History (increased resource

needs satisfied in 1976-77)
Psychology
Public Administration
Rhetoric and Communication
Social Weltare
Sociology

The composition of this list will vary
over time, of course, as circumstan;es
change and as units not now listed exper-
ience the need for increased resources.

The second factor reflects the commit-,
ment to facilitate the attainment of peaks
of excellence within the University. Basei
on external evaluations and other form;
of evidence, the following units either
have attained positions of national leader-
ship already or have the potential to do
so in a reasonable period of time

Anthropology
Art
Atmospheric Science
Biology
Chemistry

Programs have been added to and deleted from this is of priorities in the five years since it was
originally compiled
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Criminal Justice
Educational Psychology
Geology
German
Mathematics
Philosophy
Physics
Public Administration
Reading

Resource augmentation is not necessarily
called for in order to facilitate the
achievement and/or maintenance of very
high quality in the units listed. However,
the University must nurture and facilitate
extraordinary accomplishments in all pos-
sible ways, including the provision of
increased, resources when appropriate.
The list is not immutable, of course, and
should change as developmental efforts
continue in other departments.

The third factor reflects the institu-
tional emphasis on public policy analysis.
The following schools and departments,
or components thereof, have demonstrated
special knowledge and skills which can be
brought to bear on the economic, social,
and scientific problems facing the State
of New York

Atmospheric Science
Business
Computer Science
Criminal Justice
Counseling and Personnel Services
Economics
Educational Policies, Programs

and Institutions
Educational Psychology
Geography
Geology
Political Science
Psychology
Public Administration
Social Welfare
Sociology

-While contributions to public policy
analysis will be encouraged in many areas,
the units listed above will be given partic-
ular encouragement in fulfilling this ele-
ment of University mission.

Taking all three factors into account,
25 schools and departments emerge as
primary claimants on resources at this

time in order to (a) provide all units with
an appropriate level of resources; (b)
facilitate the attainment of national lead-
ership; and (c) strengthen our work in
public policy analysis. The University
must and will fulfill its obligation to
provide the critical mass of resources
needed in all academic units

In addition to these unit priorities,
Part V identified five educational con-
cerns which need special attention by the
institution as a whole at this time

Review ul the undergraduate exper-
ience In keeping with the emphasis
placed on education of the whole person
in Part III, it is important to identify the
desired outcomes of a liberal education
and the most appropriate means for
attaining those outcomes. The Special
Committee to Review the Undergraduate
Experrnce is already at work on the
matter and expects to submit its recom-
mendations in late Spring 1977 The
Committee's report will be reviewed by
appropriate governance bodies before
final action is taken on any recommenda-
tions.

Assessment of learning outcomes
While institutions of higher education
long have been concerned with the results
ot the learning process, little progress has
been made in developing appropriate
methods for assessing these results The
results of much of the University's work
cannot be measured in a quantitative
sense, to be sure, but we must develop
more effective means for assessing how
well we are doing in relation to goals
established It is important educationally
that we evaluate results, and it is also
important to provide the general public
with evidence of accomplishments

This stronger orientation toward a
focus on learning outcome and their
assessment is being encouraged in all
academic units of the University For
example, each unit has been encouraged
to state its goals and objectives in terms
of desired learning outcomes as a part ot
the three-year development plans now
being prepared. This effort wili yield ncv,
Insights into both the benefits and limita-
tions of such an approach.
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98 Interdisciplinary studies As tradi-
tional intellectual families become in-
creasingly interconnected, the ability to
mount strong interdisciphiary programs
will continue to be of major concern to
all universities A campus-wide mecha-
nism is needed to ensure that needed
programs are developed and, once in
operation, given proper support and at-
tention. The Special Committee to Re-
view the Undergraduate Experience, the
Undergraduate Academic Council, and
the Office of the Academic Vice Presi-
dent are all addressing this issue, and
recommendations for action should be
forthcoming in 1977

International education As indi-
cated in Part III of the mission statement,
an understanding and appreciation of
world cultures is an integral component
of liberal learning An emphasis on inter-
national education can be achieved in a
variety of ways through area studies
programs, both on- campus and overseas,
through the study of foreign languages
and literature, through comparative and
cross-cultural approaches in selected
courses, regardless of the discipline it
field of study, through a diverse student
body whiLh includes international stu-
dents, and through other tacets of the
total experience whiLh can be developed
and emphasized

The Special Committee to Review the
Undergraduate Experience will consider
this vital Loinponent of a liberal educa-
tion in its work, but the matter should be
reviewed continually by the International
Stud.es Advisory Committee and by ap-
propriate governance bodies and de-

partments
The enrollment mix of the campus

As disLussed in Part V, the total enroll-
ment level authorized for the University

'

at Albany is unlikely to change signifi-
cantly in the near future This does not
mean, however, that the enrollment mix
(e g., by major, level) will remain con-
stant, nor does it mean that the future
mix must be left to chance It educational
considerations are to he given equal
weight with demographic phenomena, we
must initiate a mole balanced approach
to enrollment planning one which
reflects not only student interests but
also the program plans and priorities of
the institution and the soLietal needs
being served

Departments have already been asked
to projeLt, on a tentative basis, the
enrollments which are educationally de-
sirable over the next three years. The
projections will be modifed, of course, as
departments prepare their plans over the
coming months and as further discussions
occur. Thus the campus-level guidelines at
this stage of missiop articulation must be
limited to the folloiing

The total enrollments on the Al-
bany campus will not exceed the current
Master Plan projections, i.e., 13,500 FTE
students by 1980-81 and 14,000 FTE
students by 1984-85. The total FTE
enrollment in 1975-76 was approximately
13,175.

On a headcount basis, the campus
will seek to maintain the current mix of
approximately two-thirds undergraduate
students and one-third graduate.

Recruitment efforts will be in-
creased to ensure attraction of high

quality students and to facilitate the
enrollment of students with the potential
for advanced work.

New approaches will be developed
to attract additional financial support for
graduate students (see Appendix ED.



Appendix B: Administrative Priorities 99

Part V of the mission statement indi-
cated two major categories of adminis-
trative priorities (1) those adm' ustrative
units which may be identified as primary
claimants on resources at this time, and
(2) those broad issues which transcend
the work of any particular unit and which
ment4special address by the institution
The development of departmental plans
with a strong focus on the support of
educational mission will provide much of
the -information needed for decisions on
priorities in the first category. Thus the
following focuses on the priorities for
action which transcend the responsi-
bilities of specific offices and deserve
immediate attention by the administra-
tion

Facilitation of Research

As defined in Part V of this report, the
term,"research" reters to a broad array of
scholarly and aitistic activities which dif-
fer considerably in tone, content, and
process across fields of -study in the
University i acuity members at a univer-
sity center assume an obligation to be
engaged in creative forms of scholarly
inquiry, and the adnimistration, in turn,
has an oblig4tion to tacilitate such activ-
ity in all was possible While facilitation
Is often c4nstrained by requirements
emanating from external sources, there
are, nonetheless. ways by which both the
quality and quantity ot support for re-
seal h can he improved The following
actions are either already underway or
planned for the near future

A study was initiated in the Pall of
1976 to develop new methods of encour-
aging and facilitating research ac*ivitie
on a campus-wide basis In general, the
focus of the project is on (a) the elimin-
ation of any barriers to research which
may exist, (h) the creation of appropriate
incentives in a variety of forms. and lc)
development ot the means by whi, h the
research-related goals of the University
can he most effectively accomplished

Ihrough redeployment within the
aimmistration, one full -time professional
statt member will he added to the Office
of Research Addition ot this statt mem-
ber will enable the office to expand its
capability for establishing appropriate re-
lationships with granting agencies, dissem-
inating information on funding opportun-
ities to researchers, and otherwise
facilitating the conduct of research
activities on a campus-wide basis The
new statt member will_ devote special
attention to increasing the amount ot
external support for the humanities and
tine arts

As discussed ...more fully below,
plans are underway to establish a research
center wh:h will play a major role in
facilitating and encouraging research on
public policy Issues throughout the cam-
pus

In addition to these specific actions,
the administration will continue to seek
out new sources of funding and take
other appropriate steps to encourage re-
search activities of faculty

increased Support for Graduate Students

State-appropriated stipends for teach-
ing assistants and graduate assistants at
the University at Albany have remained
at the same level for six years, and recent
reductions in the various forms of State
tinancial aid have only exacerbated the
problem The campus must continue to
take the initiative in tinding new sources
01 funding for graduate students an,, to
developing appropriate methods for at-
tracting high quality students to our
advanced programs

A campus-wide task force has been
created to study the problems of recruit-
ment and tinancial aid and to develop a
recommended plan of action for the
University This task torte, appointed in
cooperation with the Graduate Academic
Council, is expected to submit Its recom-
mendations early in 1977 Our continued
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100 development as a major university center
will depend to a large extent on our
ability to attract and support graduate
students of high quality, and we must act
now to prevent further erosion of our
competitive position

Increased Non-State Support

As discussed in Part II of this docu-
ment, there is likely to he little increase
in the level of operating support provided
by the State in the foreseeable future
Consequently, new financial strategies
must he developed to provide increased
support from non-State sources to fur-
ther develop elected programs

With the help of the SUNYA Founda-
tion, t he Benevolent Association, and the
Xlumni Visociation a major effort will
he made during 147O-77 to develop such
strategies I he Vice President for Univer-
sity Ulan, has been assigned primary
responsdnh' y for this task, and it is

expected oat iecommendeil plan Of
action will he developed by March, 11)77

interaction with State Government

( °mauled in the 1 u77-78 I mat Bud-
get Request of this campus is a proposal
to establ...n a University-wide center for
governmental research and services 1 his
( enter, to he funded through redeploy-
ment of non-instructional resources, will
have 'as its minor purpose the enhance-
ment of -esearch on policy issues I he
number of permanent staff in the ( enter
will be no more than two or three, and its
focus still he on encouraging faculty in
the professional schools and in the arts
an,f sc fences to work together on substan-
iive polio questions in various areas le g
educational policy, the physical environ-
ment, hasiness and economic develop-
ment ) A number of rotating appoint-
r»ent s will he made available to faculty in
order to provide released time for re-

search and achieve inure effAtive coor-
dinatrc,n of ettort An advisory group of
faculty also will he established to enhance
the et !cc (IVeIlCsS of tne ( enter 1

In order to achieve , general purpose
the five minor goals of the propoied
( enter will he

to stimulaje fa:idly and student
research on 'natio issues and problem,, by,
la) arranging meetings with appropriate
public officials, lb) assisting faculty and
students in identifying research questions
which are appropriate to a university
setting, and (c) obtaining support for
research from appropriate sources

To initiate major research projects
and to establish the means for bringing
variety of discipline-based skills to bear
on problems of multi-disciplinary or in-
terdisciplinary character .

lo orgamie and maintain contin-
"nous liaison with agency Heads, legisla-
tors, and other public ()timid, to identify
major issues and problems facing the
State

to maintain a current University-
wide inventory of faculty strengths and
areas of expertise and to communicate
the existence of such expertise to ippro-
priate groups and individuals

to coordinate the development of
conferences, workshops, and other appro-
priate vehicles for sharing knowledge with
government officials.

It approved, the center will represent a
major vehicle for implementing that ele-
ment of University mission focusing on
public policy analysis

One step to he taken this year is a

series of conferences on campus to iden-
tity protects of mutual interest to faculty,
on the one hand, and key government
officials on the other. I hese conferences
will include workshops and deliberative
sessions which focus CM key policy issues
and the nature of the University-Govern-
ment interface in addressing those issues

A second major action to be taken is
the appointment of an advisory group to
the President This group will he con-
vened at appropriate intervals to discuss
specific needs of State government and
the University'', role in meeting such
needs



Reduction of Administrative Costs

All campuses of the State University
of New York have limited flexibility in
the allocation of resources between aca-
demic programs and administrative de-
partments Externally imposed require-
ments for accountability, for example,
have costs associated with them that
cannot be avoided In addition, the bud-
get structure itself limits the degree to
which a savings in administrative costs
can he translated into a gain for academic
programs Despite these Imptations, we
must continually seek ways by which
adjmnistrative costs can he reduced and
the savings redirected to academic pro-
grams or to units in direct support thew-
of

The Presidential Task I orce on Prior-
ities an''. Resources suggested several al-
ternatives for further study, all of which
will he addressed during I476-77 Some
studies are already underway, and several
promise to achieve significant cost reduc-
tions le g , secretarial pooling. elimination

of unneeded telephone instruments and
lines) A major effort is also underway to
automate the operations of some adminis-
trative offices In addition to these special
studies, all administrative units are being
urged to reduce costs of present opera-
tions to the extent practicable

In summary, five major areas are iden-
tified as priorities fc/i- administrative ac-
tion more effective facilitation of re-
search. development of incteased support
for graduate students. development of an
Increased ley!: of non-State financial sup-
port, creation of more effective liaison
relationships with State government, and
reduction of administrative costs to the
extent practicable Several specific action
strategies are indicated in each of these
areas, with others to he devej,oped as the
planning process evolv s

e,
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SUNY-Albany Abstracts of
Three-Year Plans

During 1976-77, all academic and ad-
numstiative units of the University were
asked to prepare three-year development
plans, incluling goals, objectives, and im-
plementation strategies. These plans take
guidance from the Campus Missile State-
ment, but they also reflect the unique
characteristics and needs of disciplines
and fields of study. Taken together, the
plans of all units constitute the institu-
tion's blueprint for continuing develop-
ment and its priorities for action during
the coming three years.

The three-year plans are not presented
in their entirety here. Rather, abstract, of

the r,lans have been prepared, each of
which contains a statement of (a) general
purposes and programs, (b) goals, and (c)
priorities for action. These abstracts were
prepared by the Office of the President in
consultation with vice presidents and
deans. They are presented below'm the
following order. Academic Affairs (all
colleges, schools, and departments, in-
cluding academic support units), Re -

search Centers; Division of Researcli and
Graduate Studies, Divison of Finance and
Business, Division of University Affairs;
and Division of Planning and Information
Systems.

Part I: Division of Academic Affairs

The Division of Academic Affairs is re-
sponsible for the primary educational
mission of the campus. Its activities are
carried out through the colleges and
schools of the University, and throug:. a

group of eight academic support units:
the University Libraries, the Educational
Communications Center; the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions, the Univer
sity College. the Office of international

Reprinted from Mission, Programs, and Priorities for Action (Albany, 1977), pp 18-52, by permission of the
State University of New York at Albany
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, 104 Programs, the Educational Opportunities
Program, the 01 nix of Summer Sessions
and the ()thee of the University Regis-

trar I he colleges and schools and the
lapport units :ale under the general dire.,'
non of the Office of Academic Affairs,
which also maditainsJ close woriang rela-
tionship with the Division of Research
and Graduate Studies

Th_ e goals -anti priorities of the colleges

and schools are sp,:cific to their respective
academic discielmes acid curricula I ach-

rs described separately in the sections that

follow I he goals anJ priorities of the
academic support-Aunts are described in a

single section at the conclusion of this

part

1

College of Humanities and Fino Arts
Goals anci Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

At the und,rgraduate level, the College
of Humanities and Fine Arts offers bac,a-
laureate degree programs in Art, English,

reach, German, Greek. Greek and

Roman Cis/di/anon, Italian, Judaic

Studies, Latin, Music, Philosophy, Rhet-
oric and Communication, Russaarf,

Spanish, and Theatre In addition, the
( °liege is responsible for interdisciplinary
programs with concentrations in Chinese

Studies, Inter-American Studies, and in
inguisno, and for second fields in Jour-

11,11bIll and Women's Studies
A t undamental objective of' all under-

graduate programs in the College 'is the
deselopment of abilities which are central

t a hfk Id' education to think critically,
anal\ /e issues and problems from Many
points of vress, distinguish reasoned con-
clusions Irom ideological commitments,
and deselop and express ideas in a logical

and coherent 111.1110er The curriculum

fosters this objective hs providing stu-
dents with the opportunity to discover,
%rook with, appreciate, and evaluate the

artistic eultural, and intellectual aclue.e-
MCntS of human civilisations in a histori-
cal as well as contemporary context Such

1 a

exposure 'encourages students to distin-
guish facts and values, examine tl,:a own
values in the course of examining those of
others, and approach ideas, Issues, and
problems with an enriched undo, ,landing
of their significance :o others as well as to
the nselves And students have, m addi-
tion, the-opportunity to develop their in-
dividual. creative talents through the re-
sources and guidance available in the arts

and literature
At the graduate level, thq College

offers master's degree programs in thr de-

partments of Art, Classics, English,

French, German, Hispanic and Italian
Studies, Philosophy, Rhetoric aid com-
munication, Slavic Languages and Litera-
tures, and lheatre Doctoral programs are
offered in the departments of English,
German:Hispanic and Italian Studies, and
Philosophy, Work at the master's level
seeks to guide advanced students to a
deep and broad understanding of individ-
ual disciplines and their relationships to
each other Doctor I study permits stu-
dents to prepare for a life dedicated to
the advancement and dissemination of
knowledge in the numarustic disciplines

The Edith 0 Wallace Humanities

Building is the home of nine departments



of the College The Department of Art
shares a separate pudding at thee main
enttance to the campus with the liniver-,

_sity Art Gallery, The Performing Arts
Center, with four theatres end the Recital
Hall, is the center of activities of the de-
partments of Music and Theatre

In Fall 1976, 1,162 students were
corking toward bachelor'., degrees in the
College, 159 were enrolled in master's
programs, and 75 were pursuing doctoral
.studies.

GOALS

1. To provide undergraduate students
enrolled in other colleges at the Uni-
versity with broad exposure to the
arts and humanities and the contribu-
tion which they can lake to a full
and fruitful life.

2. To provide com,entrated experiences
in individual fields or interdiscipli-
nary areas for undergraduates who
wish to construct major programs in
the arts and huni'anities.

3. To provide graduate education of the
highest quality at both the master's
and doctoral level in order to prepare
advanced students for productive
careers as teachers or scholars.

4 To explore ways in which the Col-
. lege's curriculum 'and programs can

be expanded or improved to offer
more effective and coherent learning
experiences for all students, includ-
ing those who do not conform to the
conventional profile of the under-
graduate or graduate student,

5 To pr vide the support for the Col-
lege's faculty in their attempt to ex-
tend the frontiers of humanistic
knowledge.

6 lo support artists, musicians, writers,
and playwrights in the College in
their individual eftorts to create new
works of artistic value

7 10 participate actively in the govern-
mice of The University at Albany at d
to contribute to the formulation of
academic policies and the solution of
3,:ddennc problems

8 To enrich the life of the University
and the community through special
Lourse offerings, lectures, concerts,
dramatic performances, and artistic
exhibits

To become actively involved in public
affairs grid contribute to the discus-
sron and resolution of community
problems 10 the extent that these
subjects relate directly to the fac-
ulty's academic or artistic expertise

10 Fri maintain active contact with other
academic and artistic institutions in
the Capital District and the State of
New York to facilitate the dissemina-
tion of knowledge and encourage the
development of programs of interest
to our public constituen v

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

College-wide,

1 Establish productive contacts with vari-
ous funding agencies., both public and
private, in order to atta'n a greater.
levet of extra-mural support for crea-
tion of new programs and the improve-
ment of existing programs, and obtain
more external t)nding for faculty re-
search.

2. Strengthen existing Ph.D. programs in
German, Hispanic and Italian Studies,
and Philosophy and continue I build

1I "
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toward restoration of the Ph.D. in
English, consider the possibility of

. establishing a Ph,D. program in the
rapidly develiipmg field of Rhetoric,

andinunurucation, and assist depart-
ments with master's degree programs
to identify new clientele and new
interdisciplinary structures for their

programs

3 1 xplore new structures or configura-
tions for the undergradrate curricu-

cstarlish new adminicitrate
mechanisms to support new curricular

, developmmts, and explore the ims-
sibility of creating 110W team-taught or
interdisciplinary courses or programs
which complement lathe' than :c-

place the existing disciplinary orgam-
fawn of the curriculum.

4 Explore ways in which the College's
courses and programs can he more re-
sponsive to the interests and needs of
adult, part-tn»e learners

5 Expand the College's contacts with
other colleges in the Capital District in
the interest of developing cooperative
programs in the arts and humanities
and work more closely and produc-
tively with artistic groups nt order to
be of greater service to the , ow stu
dents, I the general public

o Define the College's proper contribu-
tions to the public policy mission of
the University

7 Lstabhsh relationships with museums,
libraries, and other cultural institu-
tions in the Capital District in older to
make the College's programs more
acccssible to the public

1 0:

Ikpartmen -t of Art

I Continue to emphasise creative and
scholarly activity by faculty and stu-
dents

2 Develop and implement -ceded

changes in the undergraduate program
seek approval for changes in admis-
sions criteria, study the feasibility of
inaugurating a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree in company with the present
Bachelor of Arts program, work with
Music and Theatre to establish

double-field study opportunities for
undergraduates, continue to cleveltip
the existing program and course, in
stained g11..s as an art medium

3 Develop and implement a Master of
Fine Arts degree with concentrations
in printing and drawing. printmaking,
and sculpture

4 Develop m ,reased iteractions with
other campus units, especially Music
and Theatre study the desirability of
a Division of Pine Arts within the Col-

lege develop and implement an intei-
disLapknary second field Atitled Arts
for Non-Majors, continue to offer ex
lubmons, productions, and other pro-

grams in conjunction with Music and
Theatre.

5 Consider implementation of a Media
Arts major, an interdis 1plinary degree
using the special media talents of vari-

ous departments.

6 Facilitate exhibitions of creative works
in the Capital District and elsewhere.

increase efforts to obtain external sup-
port for such activities

7. Provide workshops and programs for
the community, develop new visual
programs focused pn environmental



concerns, continue projects restoring
building fronts and murals, 'develop
apprentice program in the arts and
community, and continue provision of
artistic guidance to community

,y Roups.

8. Explore the possibility of a faculty
and/or student exchange exhibition
with t!to USSR, Great Britain, Israel,
and Scandinavian countries.

Department of Classics:

I At the undergraduate level, continue to
provide courses which give students in-
creased awareness of the roots of our
intellectual and cultural heritage,
emphasizing Classical Archaeology,
Greek and Roman Civilization, Greek,
and Latin.

2. Continue to develop course offerings
of interest to students throughout the
University and increaae enrollments in
such courses

J. Reaffirm the Department's commit-
ment to graduate education in light of
the loss of the Ph.D. program in 1976;
continue to offer a master's program
of high quality, with specializations in
Latin, Greek, and Classical, Archae-
ology.

4. Encourage and facilitate research by
faculty and students, giving increased
attention to Classical Archaeology as a
focus of inquiry.

5. Continue to work with the government
of Cyprus to facilitate archaeological
excavations.

411

Department of English:

1.1dentify and implement changes

neetLd in undergraduate programs.
adapt requirements to insure advanced
training in writ'ng, training in linguis-
tics and literary criticism, and critical
capability in the - reading of literary
works; develop new courses as re-

quired, explore the possibility of stu-
dent exchanges with English univer-
sities', and develop more effective
means of advisement of students.

2. Enlarge the program in writing to meet
the needs of good as well as poor
writers and organize a writing labora-
tory for those in need of remedial
work, also develop writing courses f
advanced students in fields of
English.

3 Rgview the purposes and content of
the master's program and place in-
creased emphasis on educating stu-
dents for non-academic careers.

4. Determine the apps 1priate focus and
structure of the Doctor of Arts pro-
gram give consideration to a flexible
program which includes pedagogy,
writing, linguistics, interdisciplinary
study, and communication skills and
makes use of resources available in
other departments.

5 Develop more effective ways to facili-
tate faculty-student interactions out-
side the formal classroom

6. Insure that quality of teaching remains
high examine present teaching
methods, mode of preparation for
class, methods of textbook selection,
and grading practices; explore the poa-
sibility of more team-taught courses ii,
selected areas, and continue the °cc*
storml use of off-campus specialists as
lecturers.
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108 7. Encourage and support scholarly

achievement adjust faculty workload
patterns as appropnate, sponsor con-
ferences and institutes, and seek in-
creased eternal funding for research
and scholarly activity.

8. Make courses more easily accessible to

the community expand evening

courses, offer off-campus courses in
wilting ay; literature to selected audi-
ences, and offer summer refresher
courses for high school 1.,nd college

teachers.

9 Develop closer relations with English
teachers in the high schools and col-
leges, intensify our recruiting Cam -
paign for graduate students

Department of French.

aontinue to examine undergraduate
course offerings and make needed im-
provements, gtving special attention to

. insuring that student, acquire skills of
critical thmking, increased cultural

awarenessc and an understanding of
value systems in the study of French
literature. emphasize the development
of methodological skills in the analysis
of texts, and assist studems in acquir-
ing basic communication skIHS

7 Improve the overall quality of language
instruction through better coordina-
tion of courses and through reduce-
lion of faculty interest and skills as ap-

propriate. expand the number of
team-taught courses.

3. Make the Department's offerings morc
accessible to students, schedule

courses at more convenient hours to
serve part-time students, and create
new courses to make the masterworks
of French literature available to stu-
dents who do not read French.

4. Continue to encourage and facilitate
research and scholarly activity by fac-
ulty and students.

5. Develop and maintain close relations
with appropriate community groups,
the French-speaking community, and
high school teachers, develop seminars
and continuing education offerings as
appropriate for these groups.

Department of German:

I. Implement decisions recently made re-
garding the focus and structure of the
undergraduate program and offer stu-
dent majors the option of emphases in
Linguistics, Society and Culture, Liter-
ature, or Teacher Education.

2. Continue to develop undergraduate
courses in German for students major-
ing in business, economics, and related
fields who desire tnis language tool.

3 Study the feasibility of expanding the
Dep:atment's undergraduate offerings
to include Scandinavran and Dutch
literatures.

4. At the graduate level, build the faculty
capability needed to increase course
offerings in the Goethe Period, also
devc'op a more substantial supporting
program in linguistics, drawing on re-
sources now available In the niterdis-
_ciplinary aguistics program and in the

Anthropology Department. develop
additional courses as needed to round
out the graduate program and to meet
the needs of students.

5 Determine the appropriate size for the
Ph.D. program in future years, taking
into account the faculty available, stu-
dent demand, placement opportuni-
ties, and other relevant factors, seek to
increase the number of assistantships
available to the departments.



6. Continue to encourage research, giving
special emphasis to the research pro-
gram in German Exile Literature.
involve students more directly in re-
search.

7. Work closely with the University
Library to establish the Central
European Collection for use by
scholars in various disciplines.

8. Study the desirability of establishing
an Institute of Central European
Studies on campus and the possibility
of obtaining outside funding for such a

program.

Department of Hispanic and Italian Studies

I. In the Hispanic Studies undergraduate
program, continue emphasis on
teacher training, literature studies, and
language, literature, and cultural
studies as foundation courses for
majors in other cl,:partments; consider
developing a fourth track of study to
serve students who have spoken
Spanish within their home or com-
munity environments, revise under-
graduate offerings as necessary to meet
the State guidelines and requirements
for teacher certification; develop more
effective methods of student advise-
ment, and develop new interdiscipli-
nary seminars on the Hispanic World.

2, In the Italian Studies undergraduate
program, re-examine the curriculum,
introduce Italian-American courses to
complement the teaching of Italian
language and literature, emphasize
excellent language training, increase
efforts to attract students to the pro-
gram, encourage joint planning with
other campus units to develop a
second field in Italian or an :nterdisci-
plmary program, if appropnate

3. fn the master's program in Hispanic.
Studies, continue to prepare students
for secondary school teaching roles or
for advanced study * the Ph.D. level;
implement new courses in the cultural
foundations of Spanish and Spanish-
American literature, strengthen offer-
ings in advanced wnting and conversa-
tions for those interested in teaching,
increase recruitment efforts to attract
students of high quality, in conjunc-
tion with the Linguistics program, con
sider creation of an option in Hispanic
Linguistics for master's students.

4. Organize the Ph.D. program in His-
panic Studies into three sub-fields,
Medieval anctGolden Age, Modern and
Contemporary Peninsular, and Spanish
America; within the Spanish-American
sub-field, implement a special program
in Spanish with a concentration on
Ca: ibbean Studies.

5 Give increased attention to facilitation
of faculty and student research:
encourage preparation of grant pro-
posals, encourage research on peda-
gogy as appropriate, and facilitate par-
ticipation at meetings and conferences.

6. Continue to interact frequently with
the New York State Department of
Civil Service, and other agencies or
organizations and provide educational
opportunities to meet the needs of

,-,-,these entities.

Department of Judaic Studies

1. Provide students with the preparation
required for graduate study or for
career opportunities in professions
which emphasize a Jewish academic
background, in conjunction with the

1 ,
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110 School of Education. study the feasi-
bility of a new program for certifica-
tion of high school teachers in

Hebrew.

2. Take an active role in developing core
and interdisciplinary courses for the
College; encourage the University to
remove the barriers to cross-listing of

courses throughout the campus;

encourage other campus units to con-
sider inclusion of the Department's
faculty in appropriate master's or doc-

toral committees.

3. Continue to implement course and cur-
riculum changes; consider offenng

more upper-level language and litera-

ture courses, revise the multi-media,

elementary Hebrew program to

enhance learning; continue experi-

ments with student internships and

with advanced students teaching intro-

ductory courses, cut= additional
part -time teachers for the program in
elementary Hebrew.

4. Study the need fc°, and feasibility oe, a

master's program in Judaic Studies,

possibly emphasinn? contemporary

American Juda:sm and American-

Israeli relations.

5. Continue efforts, already begun, to
attract student majors and increase

course enrollments; develop and imple-

ment a cooperadve arrangement with
Rocklar.d Community College which

has a uniq'-e lower-division Judaic

Studies prop .an.

6. Encourage re.. rch and scholarly

activity; continue to develop the exist-

ing monthly colloquium with other
campus units and other area institu-

tions, continue research on new

methods of teaching Hebrew through
media such as video tape.

7. Continue offering services to the com-
munity, including continuing educa-

tion offerings, problem-solving activi-
ties, and other means; work closely
with the College of General Studies to
coordinate course offerings in Yiddish

and related fields.

Department of Music:

1. Re-examine the Department's offerings

in historical, theoretical, composition,
electronic music, and performance, de-
sign new courses and combine existing

ones as appropriate; continue to

encourage distinguished artists to give

master classes.

2. Capitalize on existing strengths in the

history and application ofrinstrument
making and repair, electronic music,
and music librarianship; in conjunction
with Art, Theatre, and the Performing
Arts Center, develop additional inter-
disciplinary courses and public events.

3. Continue to evaluate the admission re-
quirements and improve the entrance
tests for students who wish to become

music majors; increase recruitment

efforts as appropriate.

4. Work with Art and Theatre to establish

double-field study oppportunities for
students; study the desirability of a
Division of Fine Arts within the Col-
lege, and develop and implement an
interdisciplinary second field entitled
Arts for the Non-Major.

5. Continue to encourage scholarly re-
search in music theory and history,
and active work in composition; in the

performing area, facilitate concerts

and other performances in the Capital
District and elsewhere.

2
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Department of Philosophy.

1. At the undergraduate level, conclude
evaluation of the Department's exist-
ing offerings and develop new courses
as appropriate; encourage those stu-
dents planning graduate study in
selected professional fields to major in
Philosophy as undergraduates, and
encourage non-majors to take intro-
ductory philosophy or logic courses as
part of a broad general education.

2. Continue present emphasis on shanng
resources and developing interdiscipli-
nary programs with other campus
units.

3. At the graduate level, emphasize the
unique features of the doctoral pro-
gram, its interdisciplinary aspects and
integration of philosophy with public
policy concerns; maintain enrollments
at approximately the current level;
continue to develop non - academic
opportunities for graduates, and seek
increased stipend suppo+ for graduate
students

4. Continue to develop and implement
the Master of Arts program in Philoso-
phy of Medicine, working with the
Albany Medical Center, the Alb-kny
Medical School, and other health-
related agencies and organizations.

5. Place strong emphasis on research and
scholarly activity; continue to recruit
research-oriented faculty; continue the
internal and visiting speakers program,
and grant leaves and released time
when significant research activities are
to be conducted.

6. Continue to strengthen the Depart-
ment's work in epistemology, philoso-
phy of mind, philosophy of language,

logic, metaphysics, history of ancient
philosophy, and Kant; add faculty ca-
pabilities in ethics and the philosophy
of science, and also attempt to
strengthen the Department's capabili-
ties in the history of philosophy,
phenomenology, and contemporary
Continental philosophy.

7. Increase the Department's emphasis on
relating philosophy to public policy
issues in civil rights, police action, and
other areas; work closely with the new
Center for Governmental Research
and Services to offer a series of semi-
nars focused on "Philosophical Issues
and Concepts in Public Policy."

8. Make the Department's programs and
courses more accessible to part-time
students and area residents; assess the
demand for philosophy courses in the
community and develop methods for
meeting these educational needs.

Rhetoric and Communiration:

1. Prepare undergraduate students for ad-
vanced study of human and organiza-
tional communication systems and for
careers in government, industry, or
other organizations; continue the
strong emphasis on high quality in
teaching.

2. Implement revisions in the master's
program in order to bridge the two
major lines of inquiry in the field, rhe-
torical theory and criticism, and com-
munication theory; place greater
emphasis oil problem-or-case-centered
curriculum; work with the English De- c
partment to make the graduate courses
in rhetorical theory available to their
graduate students; seek to increase
stipend support for graduate students."

1 I ,1%.)
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112 3. Study the need for, and feasibility of, a
doctoral program and prepare a pro-
posal for consideration by the Univer-
sity.

4. Strongly emphasize research by faculty

and students.

5. Expand faculty strengths in organiza-
tional communication, the rules ap-
proach to human communication, and
action theory.

Department of Slavic Languages

and Literatures:

1. Strengthen key aspects of the under-
graduate program: complete a review
of the Russian language program in
order to delineate specific perform-
ance expectations at each level of lan-

guage teaching, review upper-level

courses and develop an Integrated and
comprehensive program.

2. Extend the current program of self-
paced language instruction to a wider
variety of applications (e.g., Business
Russian, Scientific Russian, Russian

reading for graduate students in

diverse fields); examine existing pro-
grams in translation and upper-level
language training to develop better the

career capabilities of students, and
develop more effective means of pro-
viding guidance and advisement to stu-

dents.

3. Continue the primary emphasis on
Russian, but also broaden offerings in
other Slavic lariguages as appropriate.

4. Continue to participate
nary programs, including Russian and

East European Studies and Linguistics.

5. Diversify and strengthen offenngs in
the master's program, giving greater
attention to meeting the career goals
of students while also preparing them
for advanced study in the discipline.

6. Participate in the new State University
of New York-Moscow State University
program designed to exchange faculty
and graduate students, continue the
leading role in the undergraduate

exchange program between SUNY and
the institute of Foreign Languages in
Moscow, provide instruction and guid-

ance to exchangees in both programs,

and provide overall direction to the
programs both here and in Moscow.

7. Continue to encourage research,

including development of pedagogical
and reference materials as appropnate.

Department of Theatre:

1 Work with Au and Music to establish
double-field study opportunities for
undergraduates, study the desirability
of a Division of Fine Arts within the
College, and develop and implement
an interd!sciplinary 'second field

entitled Arts for the Non-Major.

2. Review and make necessary changes in
the size of undergraduate classes; con-
tinue currently successful efforts to
expand enrollments; introduce more
applied courses in the upper division
(e g., Theatre Management, Applied

Theatre Criticism, Playwriting);
increase use of graduate assistants as

ins.:uctors in introductory courses,
and develop new courses for non-
majors as appropriate.



3. Continue to review the admissions
requirements for students who wish to
becorne theatre majors and propose
new standards as appropriate.

4. Review the graduate curriculum to
determine if (a) the program should be
more directly oriented to high school
and community college teachers, or
(b) the Department should offer a

Master of Fine Arts program.

5. Continue to offer a vanety of programs
for the public which enhance learning
and provide a cultural service to the
community: continue the Major Thea-
tre, Experimental Theatre, and Sum-
mer Theatre programs: provide cooper.
ative services for community tneatre
groups, including workshops, host vari-
ous acting companies, and enable stu-
dent and faculty exchanges as appro-
priate.

6. Place increased emphasis on creative
activities of two types (a) major, main
stage productions with emphasis on
popularity and polish, and (b) experi-
mental, studio theatre productions
with emphasis or unusual exploratory
materials and methods, ercourage on-
going faculty research in neo-classic
French theatre, audio modulated light
systems, production methods in con-
temporary East European theatre and
other areas.

7. Attempt to acquire the resources
needed to reinstitute the emphasis on
creative dramatics and children's thea-
tie and to expand other programs to
the extent poasible

1 I1 L.;

Chinese Studies Program.

1. Review and make needed changes in
undergraduate course offerings revise
the sequence of lower division courses,
also revise the upper division courses
to offer students a wider range of spe-
cializations.

,2. Initiate two new courses in Modern
Chinese Literature and one new course
in the History and Development of the
Chinese Language.

3. Attempt to attract a permanent, part-
time, staff member to teach the intro-
ductory Chinese language courses.

4. Encourage research in Chinese lan-
guages and literature and arrange con-
ferences to stimulate research pro-
posals.

Journalism Program:

i. Maintain a relatively small program,
preparint, students for journalistic
careers and giving them a critical
understanding of the role of journal-
ism in society, work closely with Polit-
ical Science, English, and other depart.
ments to integrate course offerings for
the program; consider developing new
courses (e.g , broadcast writing,
r'ethods of reporting, magazine writ-
ing) if the need exists, and if resources
permit.

2 Continue to expand the opportunities
for student internships at newspapers
and radio and television stations in the
community, and aortinue to engage
practitioners for part-time teaching as

iaypropnate

3. Develisp, in conjunction with the Col-
lege of General Studies and the Gradu-
ate School of Public Affairs Sequence
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114 in the Mass Media program, an ex-

panded program of services for the
community, sponsor workshops in

journalism, short courses to assist

State and local government officials in
their relations with the press, and

other activities.

Linguistics Program:

I. Provide students with a basic under-
standing of human language and an
appreciation of the social significance
of language variation in relation to

other aspects of culture; provide rigor-

ous training for majors in linguistics

theory and applications and offer
appropriate courses for non-majors.

2. Study the need for, and feasibility of, a

master's program in linguistics, per-
haps with special emphasis on graduate
training in linguistics for American
Indians; prepare and submit a proposal
to the University; also work closely

with other departments to add linguis-

tic options in master's programs which

already exist.

3. Continue to provide an interdiscipli-
nary framework where scholars in

many disciplines can share their re-
search efforts in linguistics; organize
formal discussions, including lectures
and symposia, to foster research,
encourage applications of linguistic
knowledge to mental health, ea.ly
childhood education, literacy, eco-
nomic planning, and other matters of
public policy.

4. Work closely with other units to dis-
cuss faculty additions which may be of

mutual benefit, and encourage the
development of campus-wide policies
and procedures which govern interdis-
ciplinary programs and their faculty.

Women's Studies Program:

1. Prepare students for professional

careers in selected fields as well as for
advanced study; continue to develop
new courses as appropriate, some in

conjunction with other campus units;
initiate opportunities for student
internships in external agencies, and
place increased emphasis on prepanng
women for government service and
making them aware of any changes
needed in public policy.

2. Sit dy the desirability of initiating
bachelor's and master's programs in
Women's Studies.

3. Offer appropriate courses, workshops,

and other services to agencies and
organizations external to the Univer-

sity.

4. Encourage increased research on ques-
ticns and issues related to Women's
Studies, and disseminate new findings
provided by feminist ihought and
methodology to the scholarly com-
munity and to the public.

5. Work closely with other campus units
to discuss faculty additions which may
be of mutual benefit.



College of Sciences and Mathematics 115
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The College of Sciences and Mathe-
matics divides naturally into the mathe-
=mai and natural sciences. The mathe-
matical sciences comptisi computer sci-
ence, mathematics, and statistics and pro-
vide for the campus as a whole appropri-
ate quantitative language and tools. The
natural sciences include atmospheric sci-
ence, biology, chemistry, geology, and
physics, all of which serve both under-
graduate and graduate majors as well as
provide appropriate courses for non-
majors.

Recent years have witnessed 1 rapid
convergence of the tools, techniques, and
modes of thought common to the sci-
ences. These intellectual strategies pro-
vide the framework for discussion of the
societal implications of technology and
for analysis of some of the most critical
scientific issues of our time. Undergradu-
ate students are taught to combine a
quantitative mode of thought with per-
spectives supplied by the sciences to the
end of making rational judgments on
complex scientific and societal pt iblems.
Advanced study at the graduate level in
all programs provides students with the
breadth and depth of scientific knowl-
edge needed to conduct significant re-
search, either basic or applied, and ..o
transmit knowledge to others.

The College offers bachelor's, master's,
and doctoral study in the departments of
Atmospheric Science, Biology, Chemis-
try, Geology, Mathematics, and Physics.
A bachelor's program in medical technol-
ogy is also offered by the Biology Depart-
ment, and the Department of Computer
Science offers a master's program In Fall

1976, 1236 upper division students were
working toward a bachelor', degree in the
College, 144 were enrolled in the various
master's programs, and 120 were doing
doctoral work.

GOALS

I To prepare undergraduate students
who are broadly educated but who
possess special scientific knowledge
and skills required (a) for work in
industry, government, or other organi-
zations, or (h) for advanced study in
the sciences.

2. To offer a wide range of courses open
to all students of the University, there-
by contributing to the general educa-
tion required for effective citizenship
as well as careers of various types.

3. At the graduate level, to prepare Jt u -

dents (a) for complex research or ad-
ministrative positions in science-
oriented business firms or private
organizations, or (b) for positions in
Lollege and university teaching and re-
search.

4. To advance knowledge in the sciences
generally and disseminate the results
of faculty and student research to the
academic community and to the gen-
eral public.

5 To work closely with other institu-
tions, agencies, and organizations in
the region to assist in the solution of
complex scientific problems of con-
cern to society.

1



PRIORITIES FOR ACTION
,

Department of Atmospheric Science

I. Maintain an undergraduate program of
high quality, with only a slight in-

crease in the number of majors, devel-

op additional courses as needed to
contribute to a proposed minor in en-
vironmental studies.

2. Continue to improve, and build inter-
est in, study opportunities for non-
majors, emphasizing courses in The At-
mosphere, Climate and Man, and The
Oceans.

3. Place increased emphasis on recruit-
ment, advisement, and placement of
students continually monitor the em-
ployment market to balance need for,
and supply .of, graduates, develop
more internships for students with the
Niiional Weather Service and other
agencies-, increase the number of

minority group and female students,
offer summer orientation sessions and
other prOgrms to facilitate student
access.

4. Continue to provide instruction of high
quality at the master's and doctoral
level, with enrollments remaining at
approximately the present level.

5. Continue to coordinate the Depart-
ment's programs and resources with
those of the Atmospheric Science Re-
search Center encourage the teaching
of undergraduate courses by ASRC
personnel: pursue joint research efforts
where appropriate, and continue to
collaborate on personnel additions or
changes

6 Continue to encourage and facilitate

research on disciplinary issues provide
, appropriate space and staff support for

research; expand faculty strengths in

synoptic meteorology, radiation
meteorology, and micro-meteorology,
and continue to seek external funding
for research.

7 Give increased attention to analysis of
public policy iss, ^s related to pollu-
tion and other environmental prob-

lems.

H. Foster relationships with external agen-
cies and programs provide services to
local agencies and groups in need of
faculty and student assistance, and
work with the National Weather Ser-
vice, State Department of Conserva-

tion, State Department of Public Ser-

vice, General Electric, and other public
and private organizations to enable
better training of students and to facil-
itate research.

Department of Biological Sciences:

I. Re-examine the purposes of undergrad-
uate education in-biology and the ex-
tent to which the curriculum prepares
students for careers and for lifelong
learning in the sciences, develop more
effective means of assessing the careers
of students and how those careers are
benefited by the undergraduate experi-
ence; study the present curriculum and
make any needed changes.

2. Develop a new course that focuses on
the structure of biological macromole-
ctiles and intermolecular interactions;
strengthen offerings in rudimentary
metabolism, biology of viruses, photo-
synthesis, population genetics, and

other areas, develop more effective
counseling programs, examine teaching
methodologies for large classes, and
develop more laboratory courses to
enhance learning.
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3. Place increased emphasis on the contri-
bution of the biological sciences to
human affairs, both within existing
courses and in new course planning,
give special attention to such topics as
population biology, food supply,
learning and development, and health
problems of technological origin.

4. Encourage all University students to
study the sciences, given the central
role of such study to an adequate
understanding of the roots, conflicts,
,neans,_ and goals of society and its
government, make additional courses
available to non-majors.

5 Attract students of high qitality to the
Ph.D. program. publicize more broadly
the quality of the Ph D. program and
increase the number of assistantships

lible; maintain relatively stable en-
rollments in the master's program.

O. Continue to strengthen the research
activities conducted within the depart-
ment, attract research-oriented junior
faculty. give increasing at tentioi: to re-
search in genetics, nervous system
development, plant science, structure
of biological macromolecules, and
other selected areas; continue to SCA
inside and outside funding for re-
search, for graduate student support,
and for equipment. supplies, and cleri-
cal support.

7. Develop increased interactions with
other faculties and institutions in the
area in order to enhance the strength
of graduate programs, and pursue joint
research projects with other institu-
tions as appropriate.

8 Continue to foster study of the ner-
vous system through the Neurobiology
Research Center; disseminate the re-

sults of research broadly; assist in the
training of graduate students; and
develop increased interactions with
neighboring institutions to broaden
the scope of research conducted by
the Center,

Department of Chemistry.

I Offer a comprehensive professional 14'
program encompassing those areas of
chemistry broadly defined as organic,'
inorganic, physical, and biochemistry,
continue to make curriculum changes
as necessary to achieve the goals of the
program.

2 Ensure that graduates nave a firm grasp
of the fundamentals of the physical
sciences and mathematics and are able
to apply this expertise to further add
to the knowledge of chemistry and re-
lated disciplines.

3. Increase the number and quality of
M.S. and Ph.D. students through in-
creased recruitment efforts

4. Periodically monitor the placement of
all graduates to insure continuing suc-
cess.

5. Lncourage research on t' part of fac-
ulty and students increase the level of
external funding. recruit junior faculty
who show promising research poten-
tial, obtain additional resources hr
equipment. supplies, and clerical sup-
port. and involve students in research
efforts to enhance learning.

6. Give increased attention to research on
problems of energy, health, food, and
mineral resources, environmental con-
trol and analysis, and to discovery of
the material and technological knowl-
edge required for an industrialized
society.

11:
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118 7. Develop additional interactions with
neighboring research facilities in order
to enhance overall program effective-
ness

R. Build additional faculty strength in

laser induced spectroscopy/kinetics,
nucleic acid synthesis, inorgaprz chem-
istry, and natural product synthesis

Department of Computer Science:

I Re-examine the purposes of the under-
graduate program and make needed
changes in curriculum and courses,

consider establishing a major in com-
puter science to accompany the pres-
ent interdisciplinary major, arid seek
ways to insure that graduates are pre-
pared adequately for graduate study in

the field as well as for professional
careers

2. Explore additional ways by which the
Department can serve the needs of
other units on campus for courses m
computer scien' :e, develop increased
interactions with other units to assure
better integration of course offerings

3. Make the master's program more

accessible !o part-time students by
offering courses at more convenient
hours

4. Study the feasibility of offering a doc-
toral program in computer science, re-
search the need for such a plogram,
cost, faculty capabilities, and other
factors as appropriate, and prepare a

proposal for consideration by the

appropriate campus-wide governance
body and the administration.

c Develop additional faculty strengths III
computational complexity and in data
base analysis, increase the emphasis
placed on both basic and applied re-

1

search, giving increased attention to
, the contributions which can be made

to the analysis of public 'policy issues

O. Broaden mterations with local private
and public organizations to enhance
student learning and to facilitate re-
search activities of faculty.

Department of Geological Sciences.

1. At the undergraduate level, pioduce an.

increasing number of professional geol-

ogists who have the capacity to ad-

dress resource and environmental
problems in the region, nation, and
worlu, attempt to double the present
number of undergraduate majors

2. Continue to offer Plant earth, Environ-
metal Geology, and other courses of
interest to non-maiors. participate in
development of the new The Oceans
cOurse with.Atinospheric Science and
Biology, and continue to encourage a
broad understanding of the sciences by

undergraduate students

3. At the graduate level, continue the

strong emphasis on plate tectonic
applications to geological problems. in-

crease graduate enrollments by

approximately 50 percent, and seek

additional assistantships to support

graduate students of high quality,

4. Continue to encourage and facilitate
research, maintaining the Depart-

ment's recognized position or national
leadership in the discipline, upclite and
increase laboratory space and eq,..,o-
ment and add technical support per-
sonnel using external funding to the
extent possible; increase the emphasis
on research related to high petroleum

production potential in off-shcre

areas.



5. Expand faculty strength in the area of
geophysics, thereby broadening disci-
plinary coverage at the graduate level
and enabling increased research in the
area.

6. Increase interactions with the New
York State Geological Survey and
other agencies and organizations in the
region.

7. Continue to disseminate' the results of
research activities to the academic
community and to the general public.

Department of Mathematics:
I. At the undergraduate level, continue to

provide student .majors with a broad
program while also training for specific
careers: develop and implement curric-
ular changes which provide greater
structure and depth of learning to
undergraduates. offer concentrations

statistics. applied mathematics, and
actuarial science to majors: implement
the revised honors program for superi-
or students.

2. Broaden the Department's offerings for
non-majors, emphasizing statistics,
linear programming, game theory,
matrix algebra, and finite mathe-
matics, continue to serve the needs of
other campus units for such offerings.

3. At the master's level, continue to offer
three options for students: statistics
(newly developed), teaching, and gen-
eral; consider adding a fourth option
in actuarial science; increase enroll-
ments in the master's programs during
the next three years.

4. Strengthen the doctoral program by at-
tracting additional students of high
quality; encourage faculty-student
interactions in research: increase the
number and dollar value of assistant-
ships available to doctoral students.

5. Build on existing facul y strengths in
algebra and...algebraic geometry, com-
plex analysis, differential topology,
functional analysis and probability
theory with the goal of achieving
national leadership do the discipline.
attempt to develop comparable
strength in statistics. attract additional
researclborien ted faculty support
leaves of faculty to other universities
and visiting lectuyrs bn this campus.

6. Continue: to encourage research on dis-
ciplinatAuestions and problem. seek
improvement in library facilities and in
office space; study the need for addi-
tional computer terminals to support
the work of faculty.

Department of Physics:

I. Explore possible changes in. or expan-
sions of, the undergraduate programs.
such as initiation of an honors pfo-
gram and introduction of a Bachelor
of Arts degree.

Make any needed changes in the gradu-
ate program, such as provision of
special topics courses on a more regu-
lar basis: consider initiating a require-
ment that Ph.D. students in theory
conduct mini-research projects in ex-
perimental areas and vice versa.

3. Increase impact tIlf the undergraduate
programs by reaching more students
provide majors with appropriate career
counseling and encourage students
planning careers in professional fields
to take undergraduate work in physics.
provide appropriate courses for non-
majors and participate actively in
orientation programs for freshmen.

4. Increase efforts to attract graduate stu-
dents of high quality; publicize the
unique components 04,the program,

12
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120 and increase the amount and number
of stipends available for graduate stu-
dents from internal and external

funds.

S. Continue to support the major areas of
physics necessary for a university pro-
gram and nurture the strength of those

programs which have already achieved
international distinction, develop a

special thrust by establishing a high
quality research and educational 'pro-
gram in particle-solid interactions: and
build faculty strength in material

physics to augment the program in
solid state physics.

Continue to encourage and facilitate
research establish a departmental

committee on external funding: and
seek external funding for research, em-

phaswing the area of particle-solid

interactions. involve students in re-

6

search programs to the extent possible,
and work with the Research Founda-
tion to facilitate research more effec
t

7 Encourage faculty contributions to

community needs initiate meingful
Anteraction with the ;legislature and
regulatory agencies, make courses

more accessib, to area residents.

involve community resources and per-
sonnel in teaching, give presentations
to local groups; and foster cooperation
among the local physics community,
especially high school and college
teachers.

8. Increase collaborations with other

institutions by developing cooperative
programs with other SONY units,
hosting symposia on timely topics, and

pursuing joint research efforts with
other organizations and agencies

College of Social and Behavioral Sciences_
Goals at _d Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences offers programs which afford the
student opportunities to study various
historical and contemporary perspectives
of human behavior in society. Undergrad-

uate students are encouraged to learn
broadly, to gain an integrated perspective
of the cultural, political, economic, and
social components of societies, and to
understand the processes, complexities,
and consequences of change. At the same
time, students learn deeply in a field of
their own choosing and arc prepared for
various professional careers or for ad-
vanced study. The disciplines contained
In the College are oriented by the realities

1 NI+

of persons in their social context, and the
methods, skills, and habits of the disci-
plines arc central to a liberal education.

Work the graduate level provides
students with the advanced knowledge
and skills needed for teaching and re-
search positions and for analytic and
managerial roles in the private and public

sector Graduate students are provided
extensive opportunities to gain valuable
teaching and research experience during
the course of their specialized progfams.
Undergraduates benefit also, first by the
quality of instruction receive dIrom fac-
ulty who arc actively involved in graduate
instruction and research. second, by the
availability of graduate courses open to
talented semois.

C.



The College as a whole is seeking to
improve all its programs, while placing in-
creased emphasis on broader community-
University interactions. This trend is
especially evident in the increasing
number research activities which are
focused on public policy analysis, a vital
element of the mission of the canipus.
Students are being engaged in this venture
in various ways (e.g., internship' , research
projects}, as are various external agenues
and organizations,

At present, the College offers bacca-
laureate and master's degr..e programs in
African and Afro-American Studies,
Anthropology, Economics, Geography,
History, Psychology, Social Studies, and
Sociology. Undergraduates may also
major in Puerto Rican Studies, Asian
Studies or Russian and East European
Studies. Five Ph.D. programs are offered:
Anthropology, Economics, History,
Psychology, and Sociology.

In Fall 197o, 1480 students were
majoring in undergraduate programs
offered by the College, 149 were working
toward a master's degree, and 147 were
pursuing studies at the doctoral level.

GOALS

1. To provide undergraduate student
majors with a general understanding of

societal, institut;onal, and individual
behavior, as well as specific knowledge
and skills needed for professional
careers and advanced study.

2 To develop graduate students who are
capable of college and university
teaching and of assuming research
roles in the public or private sector.

3. To conduct theeretical and applied re-
search on questions of concern to
society, with increasing emphasis on
public policy research and analysis.

4. To participate actively in the life of the
community, through interactions with
various agencies and, organizations,
continuing education offerings, and
other means.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

Department of African/Afro-Americar.
.4 Studies.

I. Provide student majors with the knowl-
edge and skills required for advanced
study or for professional careers in
teaching, counseling, social services,
and in other agencies and organiza-
tions; give special attention to he aca-
demic and personal counseling needs
of studerts; and continue to monitor
the placement success of graduates.

2. Emphasiz, the need for multi-cultural
studs, , to all University students, and
offer appropriate -courses and, other
study opportunities to non-ina±ors.

3 Continue to implement the revised
undergraduate curriculum; revise exist-
ing courses; and develop new depart-
mental and interdisciplinary courses
for both majors and non-majors.

4. At the graduate level, consider adding
an advance esearch course in lieu of
the master's .hesis; add a new course
in Black Urban History; make other
curriculum changes as appropriate, and
continue to seek external and internal
sources of funds to support graduate
students,

5. Place increasing emphasis on research
and scholarly activity, study the feasi-
bility of a Center for Multi-Cultural
Studies and Research; organize confer-
ences ano seminars to discuss research

needs and opportunities; and seek in-
creased external support for research
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fi
122 6. Continue to provide assistance and ser-

vices to external agencies and organiza-

tions; arrange more student Intern-

ships; and offer courses and workshops

for area residents.

Department of Anthropology .

I. Equip undergraduate majors with the
knowledge and skills needed for ad-
vanced study in anthropology or for

advanced professional training in medi-

cal, legal, and other fields, contir"e to
require study in archaeology, physical

anthropology, linguistics, and ethnol-

ogy; develop and implement core
courses in each of these areas, giving

special attention to ethnology; con-
sider implementing an honors program
for undergraduates. and develop and

implement improved methods of
teacher evaluation.

2. At the graduate level, test and refine

recent changes made in the master's

program; evaluate the effectiveness of

the new course sequence which paral-

lels the general program and en.

phasizes specialized career or academic

training; assess also the results of new

ow subdisciplinary course requirements in

the master's program.

3. Maintain a Ph.D. program of high qual-

ity, Increase Ph.D. enrollments only

slightly beyond the present level, and
increase student participation in de-
partmental research efforts.

I

-

4. Encourage and facilitate faculty and

student research; seek new ways to re

guistics, physical anthropology and
ethnology in Mesoamerica; expand re-
search efforts in Mesoamerican archae-

research. continue major th usts in lin-

ology and in Northeastern North

ward those faculty heavily engprd in

1 *94. 4

America archaeology, linguistics, and

ethnology; and strengthen ethnological
research in complex societies.

5. Continue to develop the Institute for
Mesoamerican Studies to facilitate re-
search and scholarly activity in the

Mesoamerican specialization.

6 Work with University officers to in-
crease the research and storage space

available to the Department, and to
Improve policies and procedures re-

lated to personnel iecruitment, physi-

cal plant modifications, faculty work-

loads, retirement, duplication of
materials, and travel funding

7. Expand faculty strengths in ethnology
(Northeastern), physical anthropology,
archaeology, and in the general area of
complex societies as soon as possible,

and continue the Department's history
of progress toward a position of
national leadei...hip in the discipline

Department of Economics:

I At the undergraduate level, continue to
evaluate and make necessary changes

in curricula and courses: expand upper

division courses as needed to satisfy
enrollment demands; implement the
recently developed Honors Program:

and continue to offer appropriate
courses for non-majors.

2. At the master's level, continue to
solicit internships for students in state
agencies, provide graduate offerings to

students in other departments; publi-
cize the program and seek more part-

time enrollees among state employees.

3 Augment current Ph.D. offerings in
several applied fields; increase recruit-
ment efforts to attract students of
high quality; and increase the teaching

opportunities for Ph.D. students.



4. Place increased emphasis on faculty
and student research in all areas, but
give special attention to analysis of
public policy issues when appropriate,
recruit strong research-oriented fac-
ulty; and seek increased external sup-
port for research activities.

5. Increase interactions with other cam-
pus units, especially the Graduate
School of Public Affairs and the

Schools of Business, Criminal Justice,
9

Education, and Social Welfare, pursue
joint research efforts; and jointly plan
courses and workshops where appro-
priate.

6. Develop relations with state agencies
and other organizations, by arranging
formal conferences, one-dax institutes,
special short courses, and other activi-
ties.

7. Work with University officers to obtain
increased secretarial assistance and
support for travel and other expenses

Department of Geography:

1. Provide undergraduate students with a
general education in geography and
with the necessary knowledge and
skills for employment in selected

fields; develop lists of employment op-
portunities and advise students as to
possible careers, and develop more
internship opportunities for students.

2. Continue to implement recent changes
in the undergraduate program, includ-
ing elimination of some courses and
integration of others, reduce the num-
ber of undergraduate courses in physi-
cal geography and regional studies,
while increasing the emphasis on urban
and regional planning, cartography and
remote sensing; develop new courses as
appropriate.

3. At the master's level, continue the con-
centrations in urban geography, re-
source utilization, regional studies, and
geographic techniques (cartography,
remote sensing, computer and quanti-
tative applications), eliminate all grad-
uate courses in physical geography and
reduce the emphasis on regional
studies; give increased and primary
emphasis to urban and land-use plan-
ning, geographic techniques, resource
management, and energy systems.

4. Encourage and facilitate both basic and
applied research on significant issues
and questions, emphasizing urban

-geography, urban and regional plan-
ning, resource utilization, aiid geo-
graphic techniques; disseminate re-

search findings broadly to the aca-
demic community, to local and state
officials, and to the general public,
seek increased external funding for re-
search.

5. Establisn a Cartographic Remote Sens-
ing Laboratory to facilitate research,
project applications, and training and
to provide needed services to various
local and state agencies (Capital Dis-
trict Planning Commission, Nov York
Economic Development Commission,
Albany Institute of History and Art,
and others); seek both external and in-
ternal funding to support the Labora-
tory.

6. Continue to provide a variety of ser-
vices to the community, including
courses for part-time evens -- students,
short courses and workshops, tcc.Imical
assistance to agencie and other activi-
ties.

7. Build on existing strengths and expand
faculty capabilities in resource man-
agement and computer applications.

1 0
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124 8 Seek to Inc:- lase the laboratory space
and e -liniment available to the Depart-
ment, to enlarge the number of
assistantships I'm graduate students.
and to obtain additional secretarial
support

Department of History.

1 Continue to Implement recent changes
in the undergraduate program aimed at

giving majors a core program of depth

and breadth; Involve students in 7C-

search projects, encourage majors to
complete a minor field, thus adding to
employment capabilities; and identify

additional programmatic changes

which may be needed at the under-
graduate level.

2 Give increased attention to the needs
of non-majors, offer increased study
0,-portunities and encourage all Uni-
versity students to develop an histor-
ical perspective of the cultural, politi-
cal, logal, sciPntific, and social com-'
ponents of societies; and seek approval
for experimental lecture courses to im-
prove the effectiveness of instruction.

3. At the graduate level, develop and im-
plement revisions in the master's pro-
gram, including the adoption of
sequences to prepare students for ad-
vanced work as well as for career
opportunities in teaching and other
fields; study the feasibility of a mas-
ter's sequence focusing on the adminis-
tration of agencies which are responsi-
ble for historical records and projects;
continue to recruit students of high
quality and seek additional stipend
support for graduate students.

4. Continue to build faculty strength in
United States and European history,

1 (-1 -...

emphasizing social and intellectual his-
tory of the 19th and 20th centures,
with special attention to legal-constitu-
tional history (U.S.) and German and
Russian history.

5. Increase the emphasis placed on re-
search and scholarly activity; seek to
attract additional support for research
assistants, library materials, and com-
puter time from internal and external
sources, develop vehicles for facilitat-
ing intellectual exchanges with other

campus units and with external indi-
viduals and organizations; and develop
appropriate world )ad policies to

encourage research and teaching of
high quality.

6. Continue to interact with the Albany
Institute of History and Art, the

Albany Bureau of Cultural Affairs, and
other groups and organizations; and
develop appropriate internships for
students in the community.

7. Seek increased funding for audio-visual
and other classroom support materials
and for classroom facilities for special
purposes.

Department of Psychology:

I. Strengthen the undergraduate program
by adding courses in subjects not now
covered by the Department (e.g.,

Group Dynamics, Comparative

Psychology, Industrial Psychology and
Human Factors): also seek to expose
undergraduates more fully to labora-
tory work in preparation for advanced
study in learning, perception, motiva-
tion, and psycho-pharmacology.

2. Continue to evaluate the effectiveness
of graduate programs; continue re-



cruitment efforts to maintain past suc-
cess in attracting Ph.D. applicants of
high quality; and increase the number
of graduate students enrolled as soon
as additional space can be made avail-
able by the UniversVy.

3. Maintain a orong program in experi-
mental psychology, building additional
strength in statistics and experimental
design, child psychology, human fac-
tors, and industrial psychology.

4. Increase the emphasis placed on social
psychology by the Department; build
strength in the power and influence
component of this program, emphasiz-
ing the areas of leadership, bargaining
and negotiation, persuasion and be-
havior change, coalition formatit..n. at-
titude theory, and social motivation;
seek support to resume the Albany
Symposium on Power and Influence;
and give increased attention to the
analysis of public policy decision proc-
esses as a special focus of the social
psychology program.

5 Continue to improve the program in
clinical psychology; develop closer ties
with the Capital District Psychiatric
Center and other agencies to provide
clinical experiences for students; de-
velop resource teams to operate in the
natural context of these agencies,
thereby providing services to the com-
munity as well as enhancing the learn-
ing of students; and seek certification
of the program by the American
Psychological Association.

6. Continue to encourage and facilitate
research in power and influence, social
processes, alcoholism, psychophysics
and human performance, animal
models of psychopathology, and other
areas; adjust faculty workloads as

appropriate to encourage increased re-
search; and continue the departmental
colloquium series to stimulate interest
by faculty and students in research
issues.

7. Expand faculty strengths, especially in
the social psychology and clinical pro-
grams; acquire increased secretarial
support and additional space for re-
search and instructional laboratories;
and seek additional support for equip-
ment and supplies to facilitate research
and t9 meet the projected enrollment
increase in the Department's programs.

Department of Puerto Rican Studies:

1. Provide student majors with the knowl-
edge and skills needed for advanced
study or for careers, emphasize the
need for multi-cultural studies to all
University students; and offer appro-
priate courses and other study oppor-
tunities to non-majois.

2. Continue to offer instruction focusing
on (a) Puerto Ricans as a minority
group in the U.S., (b) the relat'on of
Puerto Rico to the Caribbean, 1,ctin
America, and the US., and (c) bilin-
gual education; develop an additional
instructional area focusing on compar-
ative cross-cultural studies of minority
groups

3. Encourage students to obtain work
experience prior to graduation; de-
velop field experiences with appro-
priate external agencies and organiza-
ons; and continue to monitor the
placement success of graduates.

4. Increase the emphasis placed on re-
search and scholarly acti'.ity,, continue
and expand research on the cultural

I I)"
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126 arid historical experience of Puerto
Ricans; increase community-oriented
research, and inquiry focused on com-
parative and cross-cultural studier of
minority groups, and seek increased
external funding for research in all

areas.

3 5. Continue to seek additional teaching
resources for the Department is order

to expand the number of courses
offered; and work with other campus
units to develop joint course offerings
and to encourage collaborative re-

search efforts.

Department of Sociology:

1. Continue to assess the effectiveness of
the new undergraduate curriculum
initiated in 1975-76; increase the num-
ber of small discussion sections avail-
able to undergraduates; implement
more effective advisement procedures;
develop better information on career
plans and experiences of undergradu-
ate majors, and use such information
to monitor the cur-iculum needs of
the program.

2. Continue to offer study opportunities
for non-majors and develop new

courses as appropriate.

3. At the graduate level, consolidate exist-
ing program efforts into a major
emphasis in social organization, with
supporting concentrations in social

psychology and research methods; in-
crease recruitment efforts to ittract
Ph.D. applicants of high quality; ale.
give special attention tc th? research
requirement for doctoral candidates,
making appropriate changes as

necessary. "

4. Increase the research activity and fund-

ing resources of the Department;
further develop the Tri-City area sur-
vey, thus providing longitudinal data
to researchers, regional planners, and
policy-makers; convene departmental
seminars on strategies for obtaining
grants and contracts and on current
and future research needs is sociology;
and publicize the research of the De-
partment to external community
groups and funding agencies.

5. Continue and expand interactions with
external agencies and organizations in
the region, including the State Depart-
ment of Mental Hygiene, Capital Dis-

trict Psychiatric Center, State Depart-

ment of Health, and others; initiate
dialogue between researchers and local

practitioners to identify issues and
needs for the Tri-City area, the region,
and the state; and increase the amount
of research and consultative efforts di-

rected toward such needs.

Asian Studies Program:

1. Continue to strengthen tha interdis-

ciplinary major and second field which
enables undergraduates to study three
of the world's major civilizations
South Asian, Chinese. and Japanese.

2. Work with the Chinese Studies pro-
gram and with departments which
ooTer courses on Asia to insure better
integration of offerings; seek to ex-
pand the course offerings available on
Japan and Southeast Asia; and contin-
ue the annual one-day program on Asia

for high school teachers and students.

3. Encourage research on Asia to enable

better understanding of societal prob-
lems (e.g., hunger)' which are present
througitout the world today.
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Social Studies - Teacher Education Program:

I In cooperation with the School of Edu-
cation, continue to provide teacher
education training in the social sci-
ences to undergraduate and master's
students; reduce enrollments to a level
compatible with the demand for sec-
ondary school teachers. and help de-
velop and implement appropriate ad-
missions criteria for the programs.

2. Make appropriate changes in the under-
graduate and master's curricula in
order to implement competency-based
teacher education programs.

3. Develop and implement a new non-
certification master's sequence which
provides an interdisciplinary degree
program in the social sciences to the
community; encourage the enrollment
of part-time students; and develop
appropriate mechanisms for publiciz-
ing the program to area residents.

Russian and East European Studies Program:

I Continue to strengthen this interdis-
ciplinary major and second field which
enables undergraduates to concentrate
either in language and literature or in
history and civilization.

2. Work with the S:avic Languages and
Literature Department and with the
History Department to develop inte-
grated course offerings for students
and to ensure coordination of counsel-
ing activities; and determine the most
appropriate form of organization for
administering the program in the
future.

3. Encourage research on Russian and
East European cultures to enable
better understanding of the economic,
social, and political dimensions of
those societies.

School of Business
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The School of Business offers degree
programs at the undergraduate and gradu-
ate levels which prepare students to enter
managerial and professional careers. All
programs are accredited by the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Busi-
ness.

At tt.e undergraduate level, the School
offers Bachelor of Science degrees in
Accounting and in Business Administra-
tion. Admission to the school at the
undergraduate level is by formal applica-
tion and is open to the best qualified stu-

dents who have completed 56 or more
credits applicable to the degree and at
least 15 out of 18 credits of designated
business and economics core courses.
Despite heavy admissions pressures from
sophomores already enrolled at The Uni-
versity at Albany, the school reserves a
substantial fraction of its positions for
transfer students.

Two accounting programs prepare stu-
dents for careers in professional account-
ing: (1) the Accounting Major, open to
juniors entering the School of Business,
and (2) the Departmental Program in

1`J
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128 accounting, 1 very selective program open
only to a small number of freshmen. Both
programs are certified by New York State

to meet the educational requirements to
become a Certified Public Accountant.

The undergraduate program in Busi-
ness Administration offers a generalist

orientation to the functional areas of
business and to the disciplines which
underlie the held. In addition, concentra-
tions providing an opportunity for more
depth are offered in the areas of general
management, management science, mar-

keting, and finance,
At the graduate level, the school offers

a Master of Business Administration de-

gree and Master of Science with a major
in Accounting. The M.B,A. is a two year
program open primarily to students

whose undergraduate preparation is in
fields other than business. A combined
B.S./M.B.A. program (five-year Preprofes-
sional Program) is available to selected
undergraduate students, The M.S. pro-
gram is available as a one year program
for students with undergraduate degrees
in accounting, or a two year program for

students with undergraduate degrees in
other fields. The M.B.A. and M.S. pro-
grams are available on a full- or part-time

basis.

In Fall 1976, 539 students were

enrolled as majors in the B.S. program in
Accounting and 525 as majors in the B.S

program in Business Administration At

the graduate level, there were 164 majors

in the M.B A. program and 81 in the M.S

program in Accounting.

GOALS

1 To educate managers and accountants
who possess professional knowledge
and skills and who appreciate the

human and social responsibilities asso-

ciated with managerial roles.

I t_)

2 To encourage in students a breath of
vision and an enthusiasm for continu-

ing learning and self-development

throughout their careers.

3. To conduct research on questions of
consequence to other scholars and
practitioners of management and
accounting, thereby improving both
understanding and practice.

4. To develop and apply business skills
and techniques to the management of
a broad range of organizations and in-

stitutions, including non-profit organi-

zations, emphasizing public policy

analysis where appropriate.

5 To preserve and nurture strong under-
graduate programs in Business Admin-
istration and Accounting, while grad-
ually increasing the emphasis placed
on professional studies at the graduate

level.

PRIORITIES FOP ACTION

1. Continue efforts to improve the re-

search climate in the School and to in-
crease resources for the support of

scholarly activities.
a Increase the amount of faculty tune

devoted to both basic and applied
research, by more careful manage-
ment of faculty workload.

b. Increase the amount of clerical,
travel, computer, and other support
for research and expand efforts to
raise external funds for such pur-
poses.

2. Gradually reduce undergraduate enroll-
ments while increasing the number of
students in graduate programs,

a. Encourage those undergraduate stu-

dents interested in professional

careers to pursue broad, general pro-
grams in the arts and sciences, fol.



lowed by master's level work in the
School :If Business.

b. In conjunction with University
officers, re-evaluate the appropriate
size fot the School of Business as
the University approaches a period
of steady-state enrollments.

3. Develop centers of excellence and
intellectual depth within the School:
a. Build on existing strengths in munic-

ipal finance, financial data analysis,
marketing research and information
systems, manpower planning, deci-
sion analysis, and management in-
formation systems, while continuing
to support all areas of knowledge
essential for careers in business and
management.

b. Give increasing attention to devel-
oping programs in new areas such as
the management "f cultural institu-
tions and small business manage-
ment.

c. Develop additional faculty and pro-
gram strengths in specialized areas
where appropriate.

4. Encourage service by faculty and stu-
dents to the private and public secto,s,
with continuing attention to the inte-
gration of teaching, research, and ser-
vice activities.

a. Continue and strengthen the field
project activities of graduate stu-
dents, both to enrich the educa-
tional experience and to provide ser-
vices to private and public organiza-
tions.

b. Through the Regional Advancement
Service and other means, facilitate
application of the School's expertise
to business and economic problems
in the local area.

c. Increase the number of seminars,
short courses, and workshops
offered for practitioners in the com-
munity.

5. Increase cooperative teaching and re-
search relations with other campus
units by actions such as the following.
a. Offer joint and shared-resource

courses with other pi Jfessional
schools and units in the arts and sci-
ences to make maximum use of re-
sources.

b. Continue cooperative efforts with
the Economics Department to de-
velop business fields within the
Ph.D. in Economics.

c. Pursue joint research projects with
faculty from other units where the
School's skills can be meaningfully
utilized.

d. Develop appropriate relationships
with the new Center for Govern-
mental Research and Services in
order to strengthen the School's
efforts in public policy analysis.

e. Work with other campus units to de-
termine how the School can best
serve the needs of students who
wish to pursue a minor or second
field in Business Administration.

6. Re-examine the total educational
experience of undergraduate students
and better integrate the business and
non-business elements of the curri-
culum.
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130 School of Criminal Justice
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS
.._

The School of Criminal Justice is con-
cerned with the study of all aspects of

crime and society's responses to crime.
Considered are the social or personal pat-
terns that produce or define crime, cases
of concern to criminal justice agencies,
and the organization and operation of the
crime control and rehabilitation systems
(police, prosecution, courts, correction
and rehabilitation agencies, and the

special purpose control agencies) Crimi-
nal justice systems are studied as entities,
with emphasis on the relationships be-
tween the elements of the system.

Graduates fill the increasing demand
for persons qualified to do research on
and to teach about crime and the criminal
justice system, and also find positions in
all of the operating agencies of the sys-

tem. Some prefer line responsibilities, and

others staff positions, either in the agen-
cies themselves or with federal officials,
governors, mayors, a: I others having fre-

quent contact with elements of the crimi-
nal justice system. Some private agencies
also have need of persons trained in the

operation of the criminal justice system.
The School of Criminal Justice offers

graduate programs leading to the degrees
of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philoso-
phy The program at Albany is widely
recognized as the strongest of its kind in
the United States.

In Fall 1976, 52 students were en-
rolled in the master s program, and 92
were pursuing work at the doctoral level.

GOALS

1. To provide instructional programs at
the doctoral, masters, and undergradu-
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ate levels, with particulz r emphasis on

the doctoral program.

2 To conduct research in areas relevant

to criminal justice.

3 To work closely with individuals and

organizations at local, state and

national levels and contribute to their
ability to cope with issues of criminal
justice.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

1. Relate the doctoral programs of the
School more fully to other programs
on campus in order to maximize a

multi-disciplinary view of criminal jus-

tice issues
a. Develop joint courses with other

units.
b.-Increase the number of faculty

members from other units who
serve on dissertation committees
within the School

c Develop more collaborative research

efforts with other scholars on cam-
pus.

d. Develop a post - doctoral program at
the School for scaolars from disci-
plines such as economics, philoso-
phy, and history, in order to en-
courage new perspectives on crimi-
nal justice problems

2. Re-examine the recruitment and ad-
visement programs for doctoral stu-

dents.
a. Continue nationwide recruiting ef-

forts to attract students of the high-
est quality possible.

b Place special emphasis on increasing
the number of minority students in
both the PhD, and M.A, programs.



c. Increase advisement efforts for doc-
toral students, including greater at-
tention to the total educational his-
tory of students to insure that they
have the broad knowledge base re-
quired for advanced study.

d. Develop means to insure that all stu-
dents have some type of appropriate
and direct experience with the crim-
inal justice system prior to complet-
ing the program.

3. Re-examine the focus and structure of
the M.A. program:

a. Increase the opportunities for prac-
titioners, volunteers, and others in-
iolved with criminal justice agencies
to pursue master's level work.

b. Determine how waivers of courses
can be structured to meet the needs
of students who have previously
taken criminal justice courses
other programs.

4. Study the possibility of developing a

degree program beyond the M.A. in
order to meet the needs for persons
who possess teaching and research
skills but who do not require a Ph.D.
degree.

5. Continue to offer a limited number of
undergraduate courses to meet the
needs of students in other fields:
a. Experiment with some expansion of

undergraduate offerings to serve the
needs of students who wish to gain
knowledge of the criminal justice
system.

b. Encourage interested undergraduate
students to pursue interdisciplinary
majors if they wish to study the
field extensively.

c. Provide teaching opportunities for
graduate students in order to en-
hance their preparation for careers.

6. Facilitate the conduct of theoretical
and applied research by faculty and
students.
a. Continue to seek and secure ex-

ternal support for research and pro-
vide opportunities for students to
participate in those research efforts.

b. Expand the School's research ef-
forts, emphasizing the analysis of
public policy issues related to crime
and the administration of justice
and scholarly work of theoretical
importance.

c. Study ways by which practitioners
could spend a year in residence with
faculty to pursue special research
interests and/or take courses for en-
richment purposes.

d. Improve the accessibility of library
resources to faculty and students in
the School.

7. Disseminate knowledge to the public
and foster discussion of important
societal issues:

a. Continue to publish the results of
research and scholarly inquiry in
books, journal articles, monographs,
technical reports, and other forms.

b. Bring leading national authorities
to campus for discussion of crucial
issues (e.g., the death penalty).

c. Experiment with various types of
seminars so that practitioners in the
criminal justice system can be
brought more frequently to the
campus.

8. In cooperation with University offi-
cers, re-evaluate the appropriate size of
the School and level of resources
needed to maintain its current position
of national leadership:
a. Study ways by which the number of

Ph.D. students , can be increased
slightly to meet societal needs with

1,3'.,.
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132 a concomitant increase in faculty re-

sources.
b. Determine how the amount of fi-

nancial support for graduate stu-

-dents can be increased in order to
provide more competitive stipends,

c. Establish the School in suitable and

permanent quarters.

School of Education
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The School of Education offers gradu-
ate programs leading to the degrees of

Master of Arts, Master of Science, the
University Certificate of Specialist, Doc-
tor of Education, and Doctor of Philoso-

phy, Students enterittg the undergraduate
teacher education program work toward
the Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of
Arts degree, both designed primarily for
teaching in the secondary school. These
undergraduate programs lead to provi-
sional certification upon graduation, and
subject specialties are Biology, Business

Education, Chemistry, Earth Science.

English, French, German, I listory , Italian.

Latin, Mathematics. Physics, Russian,

Social Studies, and Spanish.
The School comprises the following

departments Educational Policy. Pro-

gams and Institutions: Educational

Psychology and Statistics, Counseling and

Personnel Services. Teacher Education;
Reading; and Physical Education The

School also includes a number of centers
for research and clinical training which
provide services to the community and
field experiences for students.

In addition to its strong emphasis on
teaching. the School is engaged in a

variety of research and community ser-
vice activities. Faculty and students to-

gether attempt to pursue knowledge

which can facilitate the processes of edu-
cation both in the narrow and immediate
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sense and-in terms of long-range contribu-

tions.
In Fall of 1976, 850 students were

enrolled in the master's programs offered
by the School, and 350 were working to-
ward the doctorate. In addition, 640
undergraduate students were enrolled in
teacher education programs coordinated
with departments in the liberal arts and
sciences.

GOALS

1. To prepare professional educators who

have been given a broad background in
the liberal arts and sciences, as well as
training which will lead to excellence
as educators in the school systems of
New York and other states.

2. To conduct both basic and applied re-
search aimed ..at better understanding
of (a) the fundamental aims of educa-
tion; (b) principles underlying the
teaching-learning process (c) educa-
tional problems and questions; and (d)
programs of evaluation ar d account-
ability which can be used by schools
and agencies.

3. To increase the School's en phasis on
analysis of public policy isst es in edu-
cation and related areas.

4. To serve agencies and organizations in

the local area by dissenunating re-
search results, offering inc grams of
clinical activity and,outreaet , offering



continuing education opportunities,
and providing technical assistance on
problems of concern.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

Educational Policy, Programs, and
Institutions:

1. Continue the work already underway
to integrate the four major units re-
cently brought together to form this
new department: Educational Admin-
istration; Educational Communica-
tions; Educational Foundations, and
Curriculum and Instruction.

2. Continue to prepare educators for the
local area and region, while developing
new placement opportunities in gov-
ernment, industry, and other organiza-
tions, here and abroad.

.,

3. Assess the curricula and courses now
offered by the Department to clarify
objectives, content, and methods,
seeking to eliminate redundancy and
to achieve greater coherency in course
offerings.

4. Place increased emphasis on curricular
deVelopment in policy analysis, bilin-
gu I education, and other areas appro-
pr ate to the mission of the new De-
p rtment.

5. D velop and maintain relations with
her campus units, other SUNY cam-

uses, and with the State Education
partment to. offer increased instruc-

ional and research opportunities in
ducational policy.

6. dive increased attention to 'alternation-
] education in the curmuluin and in

/special
programs offered to educators

from abroad.

1

7. Increase the number of minority group
and international students who enroll
in the Department's programs.

8. Develop more effective ways to facili-
tate both basic and applied research
activities, giving increased attention to
research on educational policy of con-
cern to state and local government.

9. Expand the Department's efforts in
dissemirftting knowledge, through con-
tinuing education programs, outreach
activities, public speaking, and service
to state agencies and other organiza-
tions.

10. Establish a Research institute on Edo-
,catn_Aal Policy and Politics to (a)
stimulate research on policy issues, (b)
serve as a resource for York State
government; and (c) serve as a training
ground for students, and develop ap-
propriate means of coordination with
the new Center for Government Re-
search and Services.

Department of Educational Psychology
and Statistics:

...

Maintain current course and program
offerings at the undergraduate and
graduate levels, but continually moni-
tor their effectiveness to determine
needed improvements and, at the
undergraduate level, to determine the
Department's appropriate role in
teacher education.

I.

2 Develop a doctoral program option in
psycho-educational services to he
planned as an extension'of the present
programs in school psychology and
special education.

3. Increase interactions with the Albany
Medical College so that doctorifl stu-
dents may work with medical school

13'-o
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134 faculty, and medical students may
work with the Department's faculty in
order to share knowledge about physi-
cal and mental disorders.

4 In cooperation with other departments
in the School, consider initiating (a) a

doctoral program in instructional
psychology, (b) a major center for
continuing education and advanced
study in school psychological services.
and (c) aidoctoral program option in
evaluation, in order to expand the
range of educational opportunities

available to students and area resi-

dents.

5 Continue to encourage research on a
wide Variety of significant issues, but
give increased attention to research on
problems related to public policy,for-

6 Improve the services offered to stu-
dents and faculty through the Depart-
ment's Test Library and its Statistical
Laboratory

7. Work with other departments to rede-
sign sonic existing courses and propose
new courses appropriate to the new di-

rections of tie School of Educations,

Department of Reading.

I Increase the emphasis on faculty and
student research. increase substantially
the level of external funding for re-
search projects Conducted individually
and through the new Center for Read-
ing and Language Study

2. Continue to conduct theoretical and
applied studies in psycholinguistic and
sociolinguistic aspects or reading: test
development and research in compre-
hension, supervision and memory

processes in good and poor reader.

reading miscue analysis, adult reading
processes, measurement and evaluation

of reading, adolescent reading proc-
esses, and information processing° by

the deaf

3. At the doctorate vel, (a) minim
present Ed.D. program, with increases
emphasis on student mastery of re-
search techniques. (b) participate with
colleagues from other departments in
the development of a Ph.D; program.
and (c) increase the number of ad-
vanced courses appropriate to the pro-

posed Ph.D program.

4 At the master's level, develop and im-

plement new program specializations
for bilingual education and adult edu-

cation.

5 At the 60 -hour (certificate) level, de-

velop and implement new program
specializations for adult c ducation, for

teaching reading in the secondary

schools, and for teaching children with
special handicapping conditions.

6. Continue to work with other depart-

ments' to develop new courses, and

with the State Education Department
to develop appropriate programs to

meet 'or exceed new certification re-
quirements.

In 'cooperation with appropriate state
and local educational agencies, con-
tribute to the setting and monitoring
of policies related to reading instruc-
tion in traditional and non-traditional
settings.

8. Continue to work closely with, and

provide vpropriate services to, groups
and organizations such as reading asso-
ciations, the Bureau of Reading, and

Right-to-Read.



Counseling and Personnel Services:

I. St, engthen the master's and certificate

programs by developing nett electives,
establishing more internship options,
and developing joint courses fur stu-
dents in tliesrprograms.

2. Re-orient the drtoral program from
counselor education and student per-
sonnel to counseling psychology and
prepare students to (a) carry out re-
search and othei, scholarly work; (b)
apply clinical Wo,vledge and skill: (c)
analyze public 'policy as it relates to
human services. in,d (d) serve as coun-
selor educators, aiso develop doctorate
to meet spec , -is, for example, the
administration of student personnel
services in higher education.

3. Concentrate' the resew s and service
efforts of the Department in two pri-
mary areas: (a) programs cony -rned
with pressing sociaLlnd personal needs
(e.g., effects of stress, the 'cabled,
lack of vocational preparation, aliena-
tion of yoong people, effects of rapid
social 'nd techological change on hu
man d, elopment). and (b) analysis of
public policies whidevelate to effec-
tiveness of social inststutions and to
individual opportunities for personal
development.

4. Consider establishing a human develop-

,ment research and education center to
facilitate faculty and student research
and to provide a closely supervised set-
ting for clinical activities.

.7. Disseminate knowledge to various
group_ and agencies in order to assist
in the dvc1opment of appropriate,pol-
idles an orograms for human servic,
in the cramrounity; serve on advisory
boalias; he active consultants, and ex-
iland in-service education of profes-
sionals.

f
6, Pontinue to recruit minority and

female students for the doctoral pro-
gram.

7. Continue to work closely with the De-
partment of Health, Education, and
Welfare; Rehabilitation Services Ad-
ministration; Office of Vocational Re-
habilitation; Commission fo, the Vis-
ually Handicapped; Department of
Mental Hygience; (County Mental
Health Center, and other agencies or
organizations.

Department of Teacher Education:

1.In conjunction with other campus
units and appropriate external agen-
cies, redesign the undergraduate educa-

tional experience within a compe-
tency-based format and provide more
extensive field experience earlier in the
program.

2. Develop new major and minor doctoral
specializations for the recently
adopted School-wide doctoral pio
gram.

3. Study ways to align better the General
Professional, Bilingual, and Teaching
English as a Second Language master's
programs with the Advanced Class-
room Teaching programs; also consider
developing a 60 -tour certificate prof-
gram in classroom teaching.

'ontinue to work with the State Edu-
cation Department and other agencies
to determine competency-based certi-
fication requirements for the various
areas of undergrdu e teacher educa-
tion.

5. Develop and implement "ew admis-
sions criteria as necessary, within a
framework of reduced undergraduate
majors mid competency-based certifs-
clit2p.
t_i I
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136 6. Study the need for a sixth-year certifi-
cate program to serve the needs of
teachers who wish to study beyond
the master's degree.

7. Develop new approaches to in-service
education, both on and off the cam-
pus.

A. Intensify the Department's efforts in
theoretical and abed research, gliving
increased emphasis to policy issues

faced by the State Education Depart-
ment and other state agencies. recruit
research - oriented faculty when vacan-

cies occur.

9. Explore possible modifications in the
residency requirement for the doctoral
degree and other changes needed to fos-

ter better access to graduate programs.

Depa ment of Physical Education:

I Continue to offer instruction in physi-
cal-education with emphasis on those
activities which have the potential I
lifelong participation or for furtheno
career opportunities (e.g., coaching,
officiating).

2. Seek ways to make courses more avail.
able to freshmen students, as well as
ways to offer instruction in areas not
now covered (e .g., weight training,
rock climbing, courses for the hand. -
capped).

3. Study the feasibility of offering se-
lected courses for credit at the

master's level.

4. Resolve the issue of appropriate work-
loads for faculty who have both teach-
ing and coaching responsibilities.

S Develop means for overcoming the
shortage of facilities now available to
the Department of Physical Education.

I to .'"

Center for Research:

I. Maintain at a high level the number Of
research proposals submitted to fed-
eral and state agencies and to private
foundations for funding, prepare such
proposals internally or in conjunction
with other units on and off campus.

2. Provide expertise to faculty and stu-
dents in evaluation techniques, experi-
mental design, development of re-

search instruments, validation of meas-
urement techniques, and data analysis.

3. Provide research and evaluation ser-
vices to external educational agencies
(e.g., school districts, B.O.C.E.S.. State
Education Department), including

workshops and seminars as appropriate.

4. Disseminate information concerning

potential funding of research projects
to faculty and students of the School
of Education.

Capital Area School Development Associ-

ation:

I. Continue to act-as liaison between area

school districts and the University

community in order to develop mutu-
ally beneficial programs.

2. in conjynction with faculty and se-ool
district personnel, develop and irnple-
writ conferences and workshops

which address timely issues and con-
cerns in the field of education.

3. Continue to publish appropriate docu-
ments for distribution both internally
and externally (e.g., the Statistical and
Fi icial Survey and Report of Affil.
lilted School Districts).



Center for !Outing and Language Study:

I. Encourage research in reading and Ian
guage, emphasizing basic rer -arch into
processes of reading and applied re-
search in reading and languge probems;
prepare and submit propOsals for ex-
ternal funding of such efforts.

2. Encourage participation of students in
Center activities and thus serve as a
learning laboratory for graduate pro-
grams in education and other fields of
st idv.

3. Disseminate the results of Center re-
search, through working papers, tech-
nical reports, populir reports, journal
articles and other means.

4. Seek initially to expand the knowledge
upon which public policy should be
bared, gradually give increased atten-
tion to research related specifically to
public policy issues in the area of read-
ing and language.

5 Encourage a multi disciplinary ap-
proach to research and seek to attract
faculty and student expertise from
other campus units as appropriate.

Experimental Classroom for Adolescents:

(.Continue to O'er 1. day program for
adolescents with special needs who
have been excluded from school dis-
trict and B.0 C.E.S offerirr

2. Develop and implement an in-service
teacher training program, focused on
developing the skills and knowledge
needed to educatt children with spe-
cia l needs.

3 Act as a research and learning labora-
tory for faculty and graduate student
interns from Special Education, F0.1-
cational Psychology, Reading, and
other departments.

4. Continue to seek external funding for
the development of new programs tai-
lored to serve the ,xeds of children
with special needs.

Two-Year College Development Center:

I Provide technical assistance to the
State's public and private two-year col-
leges to enable these institutions to re-

spond mole effectively to the needs of
their various constituents, consult and
advise on problems of teaching effec-
tiveness, support systems, and institu-
tional governance and management.

2. Continually monitor 'state-wide needs
within the two-year colleges and
design staff development programs in
response to those needs, utilizing the
expertise and skills available in the
University community.

3 Conduct research on educational prob-
lems faced by two-year colleges and
disseminate the results locally and
nationally, work closely with various
community and governmental agencies
to analyze public policy issues related
to two-year colleges

4. Continue to conduct a variety :f
conferences and workshops on major
topics of concern to two-year colleges,
and seek to increase external funding
for such activities.

Child Research and Study Center:

I. Continue commitment to the field
practicum training of school psychol-
ogy trainees and offer facilities for use
by students in other programs on cam-
pus.

2. Maintain current commitment as a

Feld practicum setting for students at
Albany Medical Coliqe and facilitate

1 V(1.... 0
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138 expansion of programs in psycho-edu-
cational services and other areas with
that institution.

3. Increase programmatic research in the
area of developmental disabilities and
related problems in child development,
giving Increased attention to the gen-
eral area of human development from
birth to adulthood, continue to seek
external funding to support research
efforts and other activities of the
Center

4. Continue and broaden direct clinical
services to children with develop-
mental disabilities and to community
agencies and institutions concerned
with the welfare of children, consult
with appropriate agencies charged with
the development of public policies and
programs to assist children with learn-
ing disabilities.

Graduate School of Public Affairs
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The education program of the Gradu-
ate School of Public Affairs consists of
extensive curricula in political science,
public administration, and public atfairs.
Courses also are available at the Univer-
sity in supporting social and behavioral
sciences and related professional fields.
Special concentrations may be developed
in a variety of public policy areas, both
domestic and international. The School
awards the degrees of Master of Arts in
Political Science, Master of Arts in Public
Affairs, Master of Public Administration,
Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science,
and Doctor of Public Administration. The
Department of Political Science also

offers an undergraduat' concPr.tration for
candidates for the Bu. deli,: of Arts i.:-
gee.

The research activities of the School
are designed primarily to ,trengtrien and

support its teaching functions and to
make useful contributions to a better
understanding of gov'iminent, the econ-
omy, public policy, and social behavior.
Faculty members and students are contin- I

uously occupied with research projects of
varying scope and dimension. The School

assists in the publication of the results of
this research in order to disseminate
knowledge broadly.

The service activities of the School in-
clude assistance to the people, organiza-
tions, officials, and governmental offices
of New York State and the United States
in the analysis of contemporary prob-
lems. Assistance Includes special courses,
conferences, workshops, and institutes,
research and consultation, and publica-
tions.

The School is organized into a Depart-
ment of Public Administration and a
Department of Political Science. These
are supplemented by a research entity,

the Comparative Development Studies
Center, and an executive training center,
the Publi-i Executive Project.

In Fall 1976, 394 students were
enrolled in the B.A. program in Political
Science, 33 students in the master's pro-
gram, and 23 at the Ph.D. level. in the
Department of Public Administration,
231 students were enrolled in the MPA.

't t:



program, and 37 were ..,,orking toward
the D.P.A. degree. In addition to these
degree candidates, the Public Executive
Project continues to serve over 600 state
and local government officials per year in
its programs.

GOALS

I. To provide traimnb which enables both
graduate an'' undergraduate students
to play useful roles in public and pri-
vate institutions which formulate, con-
trol, or influence public policies at all
levels.

I. To edurate graduate students for col-
lege and university teaching and re-
search in government.

3. To provide selek. .aduate courses in
administration tUf other professional
programs of the University such as
Social Welfare, Library Science, and
Education.

4. To .conduct reseirch designed to ad-
vance knowledge. as well as to analyze
significant issues of governmental
policy and administration.

5. To disseminate knowledge to the pub-
lic through written materials, continu-
ing education courses, provision of
technical assistance on governmental
programs, and other means.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION
Department of Political Science:

I. Continually assess and improve the
undergraduate educational experience,
including development of an honors
program for superior students.

2. Develop and implement a .second
undergraduate major in Public Affairs
for students interested in specific
aspects of public policy.

3. Continue to provide doctoral students
with the skills and knowledge nee.,
sary for teaching and theoretical
studies, while increasing the emphasis
on skills required to pursue careers in
governmental research.

4. Accelerate the development of special.
ized courses in the field of public
policy analysis and evaluation

5..*-clueve greater integration of graduate
and undergraduate offerings and to
provide viable options for those seek-
ing the Ph D. in the policy area.

6. Develop and maintain relations with
other campus units in order to avoid
duplication of eff At and to maximize
the use of available personnel and re-
search opportunities.

7. Continue to coordinate course offer-
ings and faculty recruitment efforts
with the Department of Public Admin-
istration.

8. Give increased attention to interactions
with state and local government and
with the local community generally,
including increased emphasis on public
policy research, continuing education
offerings, internship opportunities for
students, and participation in sym-
posia and seminars designed to
enhance citizen understanding of
public policy issues

9. Develop appropriate relationships with
the new Cente- for Governmental Re-
search and Services in order to facili-
tate faculty and student research on
public policy Issues.

W. Expand faculty capabilities in se-

leLted fields. and.seek to increase the
number of graduate assistantships.
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140 Department of Public Administration:

1. Continue to strengthen the doctoral
program' implement core courses

already authorized: develop new

courses as appropria e, increase study
opportunities for part-time students,
consider developing a certificate pro-
gram beyond the master's degree; con-
sider developing a specialization in leg-
islature adminrtration; recruit more
minority group students and women;
recruit more full-time American stu-
dents, review the Department's partici-
pation in the Political Science doctoral
program.

2. Implement needed changes in the

master's program achieve and main-
tain an enrollment of 250 falltime-
equivalent students. centralise and

better control the student internship
program. initiate courses in administra-
tion for other campus units. explore
ways to make the summer program
more effective. strengthii offerings in
legislative administration.

3. Enlarge and make more effective the
continuing education program

attempt to offer off-campus courses,
develop special program for mid-career
.tudents. establish seminars for senior
officials and legislative staff orgamie

colloquia and lecttire series on timely
themes. eplore the possibility of tem-
porary assignment of faculty to gov-
ernmental positionsins

4. 1ncourage both bash. and applied re-
search activities and obtain new

funded projects to increase the faculty
time available for research

5 Continue to conduct research in such
areas as delivery of mental health ser-
vices. comparative budgeting systems,

productivity in higher education, prob-
lems of income maintenance policy,
manpower planning in public employ-
ment. and other areas.

6, Develop research programs in informa-
tion systems, environmental protec-
tion, administration of energy pro-
grams, welfare system management,
school finance, local government

finance, urban management, and trans-

portation.

7. Collaborate with Vie new Center for
Governmental Research and Se:vices
to provide research and consultation
on state government problems.

8. Add new faculty strengths in policy
analysis, administrative behavior,
public management, and legislative ad

ministration.

9. Continue to hire adjunct professors
from among practitioners to provide
courses that draw heavily on govern-
mental experience.

10. Continue to participate actively in

professional societies and other aspects
of the professional life of local and na-
tional communities

Public Executive Project.

I. Assess and make improvements in the
courses offered by the Project. de-
velop and test at least one new course
per year, refine and improve previ-
ously tested courses, develop appropri-
ate mechanisms for awarding continu-
ing education credits to participants.

2. Refine and integrate existing inter-
agency courses to focus on (a) execu-
tive leadership and the management of
human resources, (b) policy and pro-

11 -)
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gram development, and (c) advanced
management systems appropriate to
public agencies.

3. Reduce the cost per student by ten
percent over the next three-year
period.

4. Assess the educational needs of agen-
cies and officials on a continuing basis
and design individually tailored
courses as appropriate.

5. Expand course participation by ten
percent each year

6. Assist and support other campus units
in expanding continuing education
programs in public management,

7. Work with faculty to conduct research
oh major problems and issues facing
public managers

8. In cooperation with University offi-
cers, improve (a) the coordination con-

tinuing education offerings on campus,
(b) incentives for faculty participation,
and (c) various procedures which now
must be followed for payment of
honoraria.

9. Develop new sources of support so that
at least two positions may he funded
permanently.

z,...

Comparative Development Studies Center. 141
I Continue to conduct research on prob-

lems of concern to the New York
State Legislature and other state legis-

latures. emphasizing the study of in-
formation systems and stat hng re-
quirements.

2. Disseminate research findings broadly,
and continue to integrate the results of
research into the curriculum of the
School.

3 Expand the Involvement of GSPA fac-
ulty and students in the research proj-
ects of the Center, and facilitate fac-
ulty and student research by acting as

a liaison with legislative staff and with
external organizations as appropriate.

4. Develop training programs and work-
shops for legislative staff from devel-
oping countries, and act as a clearing-
house for legislative reforms and inno-
vations, both nationally and inter-
nationally.

5. Develop new programs in the area of
human rights in order to facilitate im-
plementation of government programs
and development strategies.

6. Increase funds available to the Center
in order to expand the staff available
for program development and research.

School of Library and Information Science
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977.78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The aim of the School of Library and
Information Science is to provide a sound
professional education for students inter-
ested in careers in libraries and other in-
formation agencies through basic courses

in the selection, organization and inter-
pretation of recorded information, as well
as through courses dealing with problems
unique to various types of organizations
and clienteles The objective of instruc-
tion in this field is to communicate prin-



142 ciples and theory, and to be concerned
solely with those aspects of information
services which are professional in nature.

While the School has historically pro-
vided an educational program for persons
seeking professional positions in libraries,
the meaning of "library" has been ex-
tended to include a wide variety of agen-
cies whose functions include the system-
atic handling of recorded information.
The focus of the School's curriculum is
recorded informationits creation, collec-
tion, organization, maintenance, dissemi-
nation, utilization, and interpretation.
Thus the School aims to educate informa-

tion professionals, to develop the stu-
dent's awareness of the many opi )rtuni-
ties for research and investigation in the
wide field of information service, and to
give insight into the techniques employed

in defining problems and in gathering and

analyzing data
The School offers a graduate program

which leads to the degree of Master of
Library Science. In Fall 1976, 230 stu-
dents were enrolled in thee master's pro-

gram

GOALS

1 To provide for students an edu, Mon
for professional careers in librarianship
and information science.

2. To enlarge through research and

through scholarly and creative proj-
ects, the body of knowledge of librar-
ianship and information science.

3. To provide programs and projects of
service to libraries and other informa-

tion agencies.

4 To provide programs of contin ig ed-

ucation for librarians and other infor-
mation specialists.

1 1 ;

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

1. Increase and intensify the information
science orientation in the master's de-
gree program
a. Reinforce the program's existing in-

formation science elements through
better integration of current offer-
ings.

b. Develop new courses that are spe-
cifically information science-

oriented (for example, Data Base
Organization and Management).

C. Reinforce the program's instruction
in communication theory by ex-
panding the communication content
of existing courses.

d. Work with Computer Science, Rhet-
oric and Communication, and other

units on campus to develop joint
courses in information science.

2. Convert the school media specializa-
tion in the master's program to a com-
petency-based mode whereby student
achievement is measured against dem-
onstrable perforrriance criteria; prepare
a plan for approval by Fall 1979.

3. Develop an interdisciplinary master's
program in archives and records man-
agement.
a. Identify program needs within the

Capital District and work with the
Ncw York State Archives, Albany
Institute of History and Art, and
other agencies io determine pro-
gram content and mode of coopera-
tion,

b. Expand the existing independent
study and internship program in

archives and records management.

4 Develop a sixth-year certificate pro-
gram for practicing library and infor-

mation science professionals.
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a. Develop areal of specialization for
the program, for example, (1) li-

brary-information agency adminis-
tration and management, and (2)
school media service leading to a
supervisory certification.

bidentify program structure end
courses and initiate actio'i for
appropriate approvals.

5. Study the feasibility of a doctoral pro-
gram in library and information science.
a. Determine need for the program and

resources required.
b. Consider the possibility of a cooper-

ative doctoral program with another
school or department.

6. Foster research among the faculty:
a. Encourage research on (1) the crea-

tion, processing, storage, retrieval,
and delivery 'of recorded informa-
tion, and the design and analysis of
supporting systems and networks;
(2) the conditions under which in-
formation is created, recorded, and
distributed to potential users; (3)
the information needs of various
publics; and (4) the organization
and administration of information
agencies and networks, and the role
of the professional person in infor-
mation science.

b. Place increased emphasis on the
analysis of information policy and
of public policy issues related to in-
formation processing.

c. In cooperation with University
officers, consider establishing a re-,

search office in the School.
d. Develop means to enrich the re-

search orientation of the School, to
attract further resources and person-
nel for research, and to encourage
interdisciplinary and inter-campus
research activity.

e. Make available to faculty adequate
time, facilities, and staff support to
seek funding for scholarly and crea-
tive projects, including determina-
tion of budgetary and workload
guidelines necessary to support re-
search.

7. Offer the assistance of faculty and stu-
dents to libraries and other informa-
tion agencies: ,
a. Continue to produce and distribute

documents which have proved use-
ful to the library and information
community (e.g. Capital District In-
formation Sources; Albany Munici-
pal Documents: a Directory of
Sources).

b. Compile and circulate a brochure
describing faculty competencies and
availability for service to the library
-information community.

c. Organize conferences for-the library
-information community to discuss
major topics of concern.

d. Continue to involve students, with
faculty guidance and assistance, in
activities of a service nature with li-
b-aries and otheragencies.

e. Continue to encourage faculty to
take leadership roles in professional
associations.

v
8. Provide programs of continuing educa-

tion for librarians and other informs-,
tion specialists:
a. Study the continuing education

needs in the region.
b. Participate in the Continuing Li-

brary Education NeRwork Exchange
(CLENE).

c. Seek external funding for continu-
ing education.

d. Expand the one-day workshop
series and experiment with work-
shops of greater strength.

I el *-;
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144' e. Continue the program of mini-
courses, and offer regular credit
courses at more convenient hours
for professionals.

f. Study the feasibility of offering
workshops and courses at off-
campus locations.

School of Social Welfare
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The School of Social Welfare offers an
undergraduate program leading to the

Bachelor of Science degree and a graduate
program culminating in the Master of
Social Work degree. The undergraduate
program prepares students for beginning
practice in social work, or for graduate
study. It also can serve jhe liberal educa-
tion needs of students generally inter-
ested in the social science or the human
service professions. The master's degree
program prepares students for leadership
positions in the profession which require
advanced practice ikills, research'capabili-
ties, or management and policy analysis
skills. A doctoral program-in Social Wel-
fare has been approved by the Board of
Regents of the State of New York but is
not yet offered by the School.

In Fall 1976, 115 students were
enrolled as majors in the B.S. program
and 270 were working toward the M.S.W.
degree.

GOALS

1. To prepare social wcrkers at the pro-
fessional level who will provide ser-
vices to individuals, groups, and com-
munities in areas of recognized social
need.

2. To conduct a broad range of theoreti-
cal and applied research studies de-
signed to advance knowledge and to

foster its application to societal prob-
lems and issues.

3. To mist groups or agencies in the
development, analysis, evaluation, and
administration of policies which gov-
ern the content and delivery of social
services.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION
.

1. Offer
.-.

an increased number of courses
which focus on social policy issues.

2. Strengthen the Management and Policy
concentration within the M.S.W. pro-
gram. Course materials in social plan-
ning, administration, and organiza-

tional analysis need to be more closely
integrated.

3. Move toward a graduate enrollment
mix of 65 percent Direct Practice, em-
phasizing direct relations with clients
in a clinical-oriented setting, and 35
percent Management and Policy, ern-_
phasizing the administration of social
service programs (present mix is 80-20).

4. Articulate more precisely the relation-
ship between the B.S. and M.S.W. pro-
grams and the types of students and
educational purposes to be served by
each.

5. Increase the quality of field instruction
experiences for students and provide
for better means of student evaluation
and assessment.
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6. Increase opportunities for students to
pursue policy-oriented research under
the guidance of faculty and field per-
sonnel.

7. Increase the use ofultdio visual aids in
both classroom and field training.

8. Continue to explore ways by which the
needs of part-time stu&nts can be
more effectively met.

9. Encourage and expand the volume of
research efforts which focus on public
policy issues in aging, mental health,
and social services.

10. Continue to encourage research re-
lated to the processes of manage-

ment, organizational analysis, and
program evaluation in social welfare.

11. Increase the School's continuing edu-
cation efforts with social service per-
sonnel in Northeastern New York;
explore continuing education needs
with other organizations or agencies
(e.g., the National Association of So-
cial Workers) and expand current
programs as resources permit.

12. Study the feasibility of implementing
the already approved doctoral pro-
gram in Social Welfare.

13. Correct the imbalance in faculty
ranks by recruiting senior faculty
where possible.

College of General Studies
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The College of General Studies pro-
vides continuing education opportunities
for adults in the Capital District who wish
to develop their cultural and intellectual
horizons or their professional and occupa-
tional competency. Professionals, semi-
professionals, tradespeople, craftspeople,
and retired people are among the more
than 5,000 adults who attend the Col-
lege's credit and non-credit programs each
year.

The College does not offer its own
credit courses, but serves as a facilitating
mechanism for students who want to
enroll on a non-matriculant basis in
courses offered by the other schools and
departments of the University. f a stu-
dent later wishes to apply for mat iculant
undergraduate status, and is accepted for
transfer, all course credits earned as a
General Studies student may be applied
toward the baccalaureate degi e.

The College offers non-credit courses,
seminars, conferences, and workshops
during the day, evenings, and Saturdays,
on both the uptown and downtown cam-
puses. Non-credit programs are open to
all adults. Normally, no grades are
awarded and no examinatiors are given in
the non-credit courses.

The College of General Studies also
develops programs cooperatively with
professional and cultural organizations,
business, and units of local and State go.-
ernment to meet their specialized educa-
tional needs. These professional programs
award continuing education units when
appropriate.

GOALS

I. To provide lifelong learning opportuni-
ties for adults in the region, the State,
and the nation, including short
courses, conferences, and seminars for
personal or professional enrichment.

11
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2. To broaden the credit and non-credit
educational opportunities available on
-campus to interested adults.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

1:Provide increased opportunities for
adults to enroll in evening and Satur-
day courses:
a. Seek revision of current Income-

Fund-Reimbursable rules to permit
self-financing of the evening credit
program.

b. Encourage schools and departments
to schedule a greater number of
courses on evenings and Saturday.

c. Seek to increase the number of fac-
ulty available to teach credit courses
offered through the College.

...a. 2. in cooperation with the Graduate

Office, identify existing graduate

courses in which non-degree student:

can enroll.

3. In cooperation w,th University

officers, establish a representative

bad* for the purpose of planning,

developing, and coordinating a lifelong
learning program for the University.

4. Continue to participate in the Hudson-
Mohawk Consortium and other organi-
zations in the region concerned with
providing lifelong learning opportuni-
ties.

5. Seek external funding to enable the
economically and educationally disad-
vantaged to avail themselves of lifelong

learning opportunities.

6. Give increased attention to identifying
and meeting the educational needs of
area residents:
a. Continue to study target popula-

tions and specific learning needs.
b. Continue to examine current offer-

ings and course designs, and make
improvements as necessary.

c. Develop improved promotional
methods to make the general public
aware of educational oppoitunitues.

d. Develop improved counseling ser-
vices for adults.

Academic Support Units
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

Direct support for the teachix g i.d re-
search programs of the campus is pro-
vided by eight units reporting to toe Aca-

demic Vice President: the Unh etsity
Libraries; the Educational Commcnica-
tions Center; the Office of Undergraddate
Admissions; the University College; the
Office of International Programs; the Ed-

ucational Opportunities Program; the

Office of the University Registrar, and
the Office of Summer Sessions.

The University Libraries serve the

informational needs-of faculty,- staff, stu-
dents, and the general public. This unit is

1 -,
-,

organized into (I) bibliographic develop-
ment, responsible for developing the
library collection, providing liaison with
departments regarding scope and main-
tenance of the collection, and providing
bibliographic instruction and consulta-
tion; (2) bibliographic operations, respon-
sible for procuring, processing and cata-
loguing, and for managing the circulation
of all books and serials; (3) reference ser-
vices, including general reference, govern-
ment pubhcationS,' and information re-
trieval; (4) special services, Including the
Downtown Campus and School of
Library and Information Sciences

-.



...
Libraries, the University archives, learning

resources center, film library, and special
collections; (5) administrative services, in-
cluding accounting, shipping and receiv-
ing, building and equipment control,
public relations, and a pnnt center, and
(6) systems development, to introduce
advanced data processing techniques into
library operations...In 1976.77, the Uni-
versity Libraries employed 134.2 full.
time-equivalent personnel.

The Educational Communications
Center is an au,lio-visual media and com-
munications resource for the campus. It is
organized into units for (1) service in
graphics and photography. (2) instruc-
tional development. (3) television produc-
tion, (4) motion picture production. (5)
technical operations, and (6) language
laboratory management The primary
purpose of each of these units is to assist
schools, departments, and individual fac-
ulty members who are developing and
implementing new aids to teaching, or
who need the Center's resources in ongo-
ing teaching activities. In 1976-77, the
Center employed 38 full-time-equivalent

. personnel

The Office of Undergraduate Admis-
sions is responsible for the recruitment
and selection of all undergraduate stu-
dents (freshmen, transfers, and special
students), except those non-degree stu-
dents admitted through the College of
General Studies. 11 .charging this re-
sponsibility the offi, ,irks closely with
gover,,ance bodies and with other oper-
ating units on campus, with the Central
Admissions Processing Office in SUNY.
with guidance representatives from high
schools and community colleges, and
with students and parents interested in
the pursuit of higher education at the
University. The Office has a special
responsibility for assisting in recruitment
of students for the Educational Oppor-
tunities Program. In 1976-77, 17 5 full-

lime-equivalent personnel were employed
by the Office.

The University College is responsible
primarily for the academic advisement of
freshmen students and others who have
not yet decided on a major field of study.
In cooperation with academic depart-
ments, the staff of University College pro-
vide a broad orientation to the policies of
the institution, as well as counseling re-

garding the requirements fur study in
various fields. Special advisement is pro-
vided for those students interested in
pre-professional programs including pre-
law and pre-medicine. The College serves
as a repository of undergraduate regula-
tionr and procedures and their interpreta-
tion. In 1976-77, University College
employed 12.25 full-time-equivalentpei-
sonnet.

The Office of International Programs
provides campus administrative support,
as well as liaison services with other
campuses, to help students acquire an
understanding and appreciation of world
cultures. The Office directs Albany's ex-
change programs in France, Spain, West
Germany, Israel, 'Singapore. and the
Smiet Union: it also assists Albany stu-
dents in administrative and procedural
matters associated with study abroad
under programs sponsored by other insti-
tutions. In 1976.77, 3 full-time-equiva-
lent personnel were employed by the
Office One other part-time person is
supported from income.

The Educational Opportunities Prc-
gram provides administrative and progran
support so that highly motivated but aca-
demically and economically disadvan-
taged students can obtain baccalaureate
degrees and prepate to move into the aca-
demic, social, and economic mainstream
of the nation. Its direct activities include
instruction and counseling services, in ad-
dition, the Progrim maintains close work-
ing relationships with the Office of
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Undergraduate 'Admissions and the Office

of Financial Aid. In 1976-77, 22 full-
time-equivalent staff were employed by

the Program.
The Office of the University Registrar

seves student, faculty and administra-
tion by maintaining the academic records
of all students from registration through
graduation and by managing the process
through which courses are scheduled, stu-

dents enrolled, grades recorded, and

diplomas prepared. In discharging its

functions, the Registrar's staff works
closely with the Cizniputing Center,

which bears resp'onstbility for maintaining
the student data base, all undergraduate
and graduate admissions offices in estab-
lishing student records, all schools and de-

partments in scheduling classes each

semester, all faculty in processing and
aintaining class enrollment records and

fin ades, each academic urut in proces-

sing candidates fpr degrees, and all stu-

dents in the maintenace, verification, pro-
tection, and use of individual records
The Office employed 24.25 full-time-

equivalent personnel in 1976-77.

The Office of Summer Sessions is re-
sponsible for organizing and presenting an

academic program which will providz

credit-bearing experiences during the

summer months for regular students, and

for students who attend other collegiate
institutions but wish to study in the

Albany area during the summer, The

Office also helps organize and operate
special summer programs of community
nterest, either for credit or non -credit

The Office employed 175 full- time-equi-
valent personnel in 1976-77.

GOALS

I To develop and maintain selected pro-

grams and services: which contribute

directly to the intellectual develop-
mc it of students.

1 U

2. To provide administrative services to
faculty and students which either di-
welly support the learning process e.
are necessary to its existe:ice.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

University Libraries:

1. In the Bibliographic Development

Unit, develop the collection of library
materials needed to support the teach-
ing and research needs of the iz iemic

community, a crease interactions with
academic departmen's to learn of their
needs and to Insure their understand-
ing of library policies and procedures,
provide bibliographical instruction and
consultation in specialized subject

areas, and develop cooperative pro-
grams with other information centers
to improve accessibility to library
materials not available on campus

2. In the Bibliograpioc Operations Untt,
eliminate cataloguing backlogs,

enhance computer c%pabilities for pro-
cessing library materials: develop more

effective policies and procedures to
protect library collections from loss,
improve communications with the fac-
ulty, reduce the cost of the reserve
book operation, operate a more effi-
cient inter-library loan program, re-
duce the delay between receipt of
material and its availability to patrons,
and provide display shelving for cur-
rent issues of periodicals and journals.

3 In the Reference Services Unit, develop
and maintain a reference collection, in-

chiding government publications,
which is suitable to a ,:lajor research
university, improve the quality of ref-
erence se /ices provided to faculty and
students, and Increase patron access to
computer-based reference resources.

4. In the Special Services Unit, oversee
the operation of the Downtown Cam-



pus Library the University Archives,
Special Collections, the Film Library,
the Learning Resources Center, and
the School of Library and information
Sciences Library, rearrange physical
i'a,lities as user needs dictate, and
develop an informational program to
increase awareness of services offered

5.1n the Administrative Serves Unit,
provide appropnate support services to
ail library units in order to enable the
achievement of library goals

6 In the Systems De.c:opment Unit,
develop, test, and implement advanced

computer-based systems in all units of
the University Libraries, and provide
wooing to staff as uecessary

7 Increase the amount o' ext^ »i lords
available to support Lib...ry
Lions

8 Improve physical access to all library
materials

Educational Communications Ceuter

I Increase interactions with the academic
community, to contribute to the
effectiveness of in ucticin and to
offer new learning opportunities for
%indents

2 Pr .tde audio-visual and related tech-
nological seivices to state agencies in id

other organizations as appropriate

3 Compete the cataloguing of materials
produced by the Center in order to
make such materials more accessible to
faculty and students

4 Continue providing sup-
port thcoug' film, television, graphics,
and still ph. -igraphy, and perform
regular maintenance for all audio-
visual equipment on campus

5 Consult with faculty on such matters

as the solution of instructional prob-
lems, preparation of grant proposals,
and purchases equipment.

6 Increase the amount of external funds
available to support the operation of
the Center

Office of Undergraduate Admissions

I Develop new methods for distributing
information about the University to
potential students, increase visitations
to high schools, community colleges,
and other organizations, and work
with faculty and University officers to
develop program content for visita-
tions and orientation sessions

2 Work with other campus units to
enhance study opportunities for (a)
local high sc.iool students who wish to
enroll in the University, (h) the eaucii
tiona :y disadvantage (c) stoJents
with snecial talents, and (d)area rear-

dents who wish to attelid or, part-
time basis

3 Improy- the selection techniques
employed for applicants. assist in the
development of a computer-based ad-
missions process, imp.ove techniques
for evaluating standardized examina-
tions, experiential credit, and other
sources of external credit

4 Assist with development of new 2dlse-
men t programs for all students

5 Work with other co ipus units to assess

reasons for student at Tilton prior to
graduation, and develop means for in-
creasing the retention rate of qualified
students

6 Advise and assist governance bodie,
and other units involved in the formu
lation of undergraduate academic poli-
cies.
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15' University College:

I Prepare resource materials for use by

students and advisers, Including
standard advisement manual and pc

odic newsletter;

2. Develop a program to assist students
who are uncertain about future career
plans in the selection of appropriate
fields of study

3 Review and evaluate advisement ser-
vices to identify areas needing Im-
provement, effect changes as necessary.

4 Work with the career and psychological

counseling units on campus to develop

a more coordinated approach to meet-

ing th, counseling needs of students.

Office of Intern-itional Programs.

I Brost' li the study options in existing
overseas programs in order to increase
participation by students from a wider
range of disciplines on campus

2 Increase the opnortunities for study in
East and Sou' ast Asia and in Austra-

lia

3 Develop new opportunities for lacalty
exchanges with forcigr universities

4 Work with the Advisory Committee on
International Studies to initiate inter-
disc:what y courses focused on charg-

ing economic and social conditions in

cultures [oughtn't the world

c Work with external agencies to develop
new approaches for n eeting the rising

Lusts of overseas study

Educational Opportunities Program

I Pr ivide instructional programs and

counseling services to academically

and economically disadvantaged per-
sons who possess the motivation and

compt tence for universityevel 1..-

%../ .,.,

2 Diagnose learning deficiencies and jaw
vide remedial course; for students as

appropriate

3. Increase efforts to identify and attract
students to the program.

4 Work with other campus units to assess
the success of the program and t,)

determine ways to increase the reten-

tion rat among students admitted to

the prop, .mi

Office of the University Registrar.

I Develop syqems for course scheduling
and student registration which will he

more responsive to student needs: in-

crease the probability of obtaining dc-

sired courses, utilize academic space
effectively; eliminate urnecessary

delays in processing requests, and facil-

itate planning by academic depart-
ments.

2 Work with deans and department heads

to develop class scheduling formulae

which will maximize student options,
but also provide adequate blocks of

time for faculty research and advise-

ment activities.

3. Make student academic records more
easily accessible to faculty advisers and

other campus units, and provide

prompt service and information to JtU.

dents and alumni upon request.

4 Work with the Computing Center to

develop cost-effective operating

systems for the office

5 Implement new o ....zational rela 'n-

ships within to Office to increase
effectiveness and efficiency.

Office of Summer Session:

I Work with academic schools and de-

partments to Increase study opportuni-
ties offered at convenient times during



the summer .. nths, and inform
potential students of these opportuni-
ties in timely fashion.

2 Maintain the currently favorable ratio
of income to operating costs.

0 3. Investigate new approaches for com-
pensating faculty for summer teaching,
and recommend needed changes in
policy as appropriate.

4 Increase coordination of credit and

non-credit offerings during the sum-
mer months

5. Inc:lease outside funding for special
programs which would be of benefit to
area residents

Part II: University Research Centers

The University at Alhan has two re-
search centers which are not affiliated di-
rectl, with a single college, school, or de-
partment the Atmospheric Sciences Re-
ceara Center and the Center for Govern-
mental Research and Services Ti...y have
been established to bring a wide tinge of
discipline -based knowledge to bear on
problems of a multidisciplinary nature

The goals and priorities for action of
these two centers are presented below

Other research centers or institutes on
the Albany campus, are affiliated directly
with instructional programs Goals and
priorities of these research entities are
presence in NI t I of this document with
tl,e apr IL,e Instructional units

Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

General Purposes and Programs

I he Atmospheric Sciences Research
Center was established in 1961 as a

SUNY-f 'ide research entity to be located
on the Albany campus Since its incep-
tion, the ASRC has conducted both basic
and applied research on environmental
problems and has become recognized
nationally and internationally in several
major areas of atmospheric science and
alternate energy sources Research is cur-
rently conducted in the areas of energy
and environment, air pollutmn and aero-
sol physics, cloud physics, atmospheric
electricity, atmospheric chemistry, and
bionieteorology and ecology

The Center is broadening its research
efforts into solar and wind energy, and
the study of particulate emissions from

coal- and oil-fired steam generating
plants. Its other energy-related work,
which includes a demonstration reclama-
tion project being cc .ducted in collabora-
tion with the New York State Assembly
Scientific Staff and a major restaurant
chain, has already produced results that
have affected New York State's energy
policies Future effort. will seek to facili-
tate the wide-spread implementation of
alternate sources of energy and energy
conservation measures which are commer-
cially attractive ar,d environmentally
ace ptable. The ASRC will continue to
provide sound assessments of options for
policy determination in regard tc New
York State's environmental, energy, and
related programs. The future of New
York State and the nation quite likely de-

1 5
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152 pends on a timely and well-coordinated
integration of solar energy into our pres-
ent fossil fuel economy The ASRC is pre-
pared to mobilize its resources and join
forces with Indust. other universities,
and State agencies in accomplishing this
goal.

In 1976-77, the Center had 21 fun-

time-equivalent personnel and a total
budget of approximately 51,400,000. Ap-
proximately two-thirds of the Center's
funding was from federal ag _ and

other sources, with the remaining one-
third from State sources.

GOALS

1 To promote and encourage programs
of research in the basic and applied sci-
ences, especially as tlose relate to the
atmosphere and the environment

2 To encourage multidisciplir,ary partici-
pation in research by faculty, students,
and appropnate governmental and in-
dustrial groups

3. To direct research towards pressing
State, regional, and national needs in
energy and atmospheric science

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

1. Continue strong programs of research
in atmospheric chemistry, atmospheric
electricity, air/sea interaction, cloud
physics, aerosol sciences, biorneteorol-
ogy , and ecology

2 Place increased emphasis on energy-
related research, with special attention
to solar and wind energy systems and
energy conservation measures; form an
Energy Institute within the Center to
coordinate and oversee energy-related
work; and increase the amount of
funding for energy research from ex-
ternal sources.

3 Work with governmental agencies and
other organizations to identify critical
problems for research, and develop
jom: research efforts with agencies, in-
dustry, and other universities to facili-
tate the application of knowledge to
State, regional, arid national needs

4. Disseminate the results of research con-
ducted by the Center through publica-
tions, lectures, seminars, and confer-
ences

5 Continue to coordinate staff appoint-
ments and other matters with the De-
partment of Atmospheric Science, pur-
sue joint research projects where ap-
propnate, continue to encourage staff
to teach and to supervise theses and
dissertations of graduate students; and
provide an active learning laboratory
for students in the sciences and in
other disciplines as appropriate.

Center for Governmental Research and Services
Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The Center for 6oyernmenial Re-

seaR ii and ScrviLes will he established on
the Alba,* campus in August, 1977 The
Center will play a major role in aL'Lotut-

plishing that element of the University's
mission which focuses on the analysis of
polic, issues of concern to State and local
governmen t.



The pnmary purposes of the Center
are to (a) identify issues and problems of
major concern to government, particu-
larly at the State and local level, and ib)
facilitate application of the University's
capabilities to those issues and problems
A small cadre of professional staff will he
employed in the Center to provide both
intellectual and administrative leadership
in accomplishing these purposes. An ad-
visory council composed of government
officials, faculty, and others will assist the
director in planning and carrying out the
Center's work. A faculty liaison commit-
tee also will be appointed to °versee the
work of the ('enter and enhance its rela-
tions with the rest of the University.
While the majority of projects will he
conducted within existing colleges,
schools, and depart lents, some faculty
and students may be attached to the ('en-
ter for the duration of major projects

In addition t its strong emphasis on
public policy research, the Center also
will convene seminars focused_on signifi-
cant issues of public concern In such
seminars. leading national authorities will
meet with government officials and fac-
ulty to develop strategies for the address
of major policy qt,estions One seminar
has been held already to address the
energy problem confronting New York
State and the nation and ,o identify new
approaches which can be employed by re-
searchers The Center also will develop d

publication series to insure that the re-
sults of policy research are made available
to government agencies and to concerned
citizens

The initial tiscz1 year budget duthon-
,z.ation for the Center is $70,000. Once
the Center is in full operation. it is

expected that funding from non -State
sources wdli constitute a major portion ill
the total budget

GOALS

I To stimulate fact !ty and student re-
search on mador issues and problems.
by (a) arranging meetings with appro-
priate public officials, (b) assisting fac-
ulty and students in identifying re-
search questions which are appropy
to a university setting, and (c) obtat
mg support for research from appr,
pnate sources.

2 To initiate major research protects di-
rected at public policy issues and to
establish the means fs,r bringing a

variety of discipline-based skills to
bear on problems of multidisciplinary
or interdisciplinary cbdracler.

3. To organize and maintain continuous
liaison with agency heads, legislators,
and public representatives to identify
major ..,sues and problems facing the
State.

4 To maintain a current inventory of lac;
ulty strengths and areas of expertise
and to communicate the existence of
such expertise to appropriate groups
and individuals

5 To coordinate the development of con-
ferences, workshops, and other appro-
priate vehicles for sharing knowledge
generated through the Center's work.

PRIORITIES FOR AC TION

I. Begin to appoint SLOT JS soon J5 funds
:ire available in August, 1977

2 I-1st:Nish an advisory board to assist in
the formulation of policies to guide
('enter operations, also est 'Nish
ally lwnsun committee to oversee the
work of the Center and enhance it' re
lanons with colleges, 5,11001s, Jnd de-
partments

1 5 3
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I 3. Dunnwthe first year of operation
a. Work with government officials and

faculty to identify specific research
emphases for the Center

b Meet with fculty in colleges,

schools, and departments to stun J-

ive ideas for research and to
develop undersianding of the Cen-
ter's policies, organization, and

mode of operation.
c Prepare and submit propOsals for

funding specific projects to external
agencies and organizations

d. Initiate projects, conferences, and
other activities consistent with the
emphases of the Center,

e. Develop the means for insuring that

materials prepared by the Center are

distributed widely to government
officials, members of the ccidemic
community, and other interested

groups.
f. Prepare a pan which identifies

future goals, priorities, and mode of
organization and operation.

4. During the second and third years of
operation
a. Continue to implement the plan pre-

pared in the preceding year.
b, Expand the number of projects and

conferences conducted by the

Center.
c. Expand the resources available to

the Center.

Part III
Division of Research and Graduate Studies

Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The Division of Research and Gradu-
ate Studies is responsible for coordinating
and supporting graduate instruction on
the campus and for facilitating faculty
and student research. The Division com-
prises the Office of Graduate Studies and
the Office of Researei In addition, the
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
reports administratively to the Vice Presi-
dent for Research and Graduate Studies

The Office of Graduate Studies has ad-
nuntstrativg responsibility for graduate
student recruitment and admissions, coor-
dination and oversight of graduate poli-
cies. procedures, and standards. assess-
ment and recording of graduate student
progress in degree programs. coordination
of assistantship and fellowship programs.
and support of the process for evaluation
of graduate pn)gratiis on a regular hams
In addition, the Office provides adminis-
trative support to the tiraduate Academic

1

Council of University Senate and per-
forms a variety of other services needed
to support the doctoral, master's, and 3d-
vanced certificate programs offered by
The University at Albany

The Office of Research assists faculty
and studants in obtaining and administer-
ing research grants and contracts It, addi-

tion, the Office has administrative re-
sponsibility for insuring fl. t University
and agency regulations are followed
throughout the life ola grant or contract,
for developing new incentives for re-

search, and for seeking out sources of
support i.or faculty and student research

1 he Atmospheric Sciences Research
Center, a major research organization of
the University, conducts basic and ap-
plied research related to the environment
Its three-year plan is summarized along
v h those of other research centeis in
Part II of this document



In 1976.77, the Division of Research
and Graduate Studies employed 16 full-
time-equivalent staff, exclusive of the At-
mospheric Science Research Center.

GOALS

1. To facilitate research by faculty and
students and assist in the procurement
and administration of research grants
and contracts.

2. To identify sources of support and in-
crease the amount of external funds
available for research.

3. To provide administrative support to
all graduate programs of the University
and assist in the development of new
programs.

4. To coordinate the application of poli-
cies, prov.dures, and regulations re-
lated to graduate education through-
out the University, including periodic
program review.

5. To advise graduate students of study
opportunities, admissions policies, and
other matters related to the pursuit of
graduate study at the University.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

Office of Research.

I Work with the Council on Research
and with Univ2rs.ty officers to create
new incentives for research and to
eliminate any barriers which may
exist take a lead role in implementing
the Council's recent recommendations
concerning facilitation of research; and
recommend new policies or procedures
necessary to enhance research.

2. Place increased emphasis on informing
faculty and students of research
opportunities; continue to publish a
monthly newsletter about funding
sources, initiate contacts with faculty

who have the interest and capability to
engage in research for which funding
may be available; and advise faculty as
to potential funding sources for spe-
cific projects.

3 Assist faculty members and students in
preparing grant or contract proposals
and in their administration once

awarded; prc ide clerical and adminis-
trative services as required; and advise
faculty and students in writing pro-
posals and preparing forms for outside
agencies.

4. Woik with the new Center for Govern-
mental Research and Services to facili-
tate research on state and local govern-
ment policy; develop and implement
techniques to assist in matching gov-
ernmental needs with faculty and stu-
dent interests; and initiate projects in
consultation with the Director of the
Center as appropriate.

5. Place increased emphasis on facilitation
of projects which cross disciplinary or
departmental boundaries; assist in the
wnting of multidisciplinary proposals
and in determining appropriate fund-
ing sources for such projects.

Obtain increased support for research
all sources, especially from the

private sector: arrange visitations of
faculty and students to foundations
and other organizations: and commun-
icate the research capabilities of the
campus to al., .opriate funding agen-
cies.

7 Continue to work with the SUNY Re-
search Foundation to improve the
effectiveness of research administra-
tion; seek increased funds from the
Foundation and other sources to sup-
port the preparation of proposals and
to assist in publishing the results of re-
search.
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156 8. Maintain interactions with other area
institutions to identify joint research
projects which may be of benefit to
the community, and continue to pro-
vide fundit g information of interest to
not-for-profir organizations in the

community.

9 Continue to insure that all grant and
contract proposals comply with Uni-
versity regulations and with those of
the sponsor, and that appropriate re-
view procedures are followed.

Office of Graduate Studies;

I Coordinate policies, procedures, and
standards for graduate student admis-
sions with the Graduate Academic
Council and with all schools and de-
partments, continue to administer cen-
tralwed admissions programs for the
colleges of Humanities and Fine Arts.
Science and Mathematics, and Social
and Behavioral Sciences; oversee Inter-
national student admissions, and ad-
vise individual students as to adminis-
trative procedures and regulations for
graduate study at the University

2 Assess and record graduate student
status, including such matters as trans-
fer credit, depee clearance, and with-
drawals, administer assistantships, fel-
lowships, and trainee programs fur the
University, and insure that campus-
wide policies and procedures related to

graduate study are followed by all
units

3 Work with colleges. schools, and de-
partment., to achieve graduate enroll -
merit goals and to attract students of
high quality, coordinate the prepara-
tion of publications which describe op-
portunities tor graduate study, anti
place special emphasis on recruitment

of qualified minority students fur

graduate programs.

4. Work with the Graduate Academic
Council, the College of General

Studies, and University officers to in-
crease lifelong learning opportunities
at the graduate level; encourage the en-
rollment of more part-time degree and
non-degree students, and communicate
the availability of such study oppor-
tunities to the general public.

5. Work with the Graduate Academic
Council and University officers to
implemen the new Master of Liberal
Studies program; provide administra-
tive and clerical support for the pro-
gram, coordinate recruitment efforts
and admissions, and continue to pro-
pose new programs which meet the ed-
ucational needs of area residents.

6. Continue to coordinate the external
evaluations of Praduate programs, and
prow& analytic and administrative
support for departmental self-studies
and reports required as a part of such
evaluations

7 Cooperate with other area institutions
to facilitate cross-registration at the
graduate level and thus hr iaden study
opportunities available to students. en-

courage external authorities to ap-

prove the reciprocal tuition arrange-
ments needed to effect such a program
at the graduate level.

8 Place increased emphasis on the devel-
opment and implementation of com-
puter-assisted systems to facilitate ad-
missions and record-keeping.

9 Work with Institutional Research and
other offices to prepare and distribute
statistical summaries and analytic re-
ports related to graduate study, and
recommend new policies and proce-
dures to University officers as appro.
priate



Part IV
Division of Finance and Business

Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

The Division of Finance and Business
is responsible for providing financial and
other support services for the University's
primary functions of teaching, research,
and community service. In many respects,
the campus resembles a small city, with a

population of almost 20,000 students and
employees, almost 6,000 of whom are in
residence. Many of those services pro-
vided by a city must be provided by the
University such as police and safety,
Public works, sanitation, revenue collec-
tion, and transportation The Division of
Finance and Business provid.?.! these and
similar services, performs the purchasing,
budgeting, accounting, and personnel
functions necessary to sustain the enter-
prise, supports campus efforts to achieve
the goals of affirmative action and equal
employment opportunity, and directs
many actions necessary to Justify and
secure funding support from State bud-
getary authorities About 75 percent of
the staff assigned to this Division is

engaged in maintenance and operation of
a physical plant that includes 65 buildings
and 525 acres of land

The Division comprises the following
offices !tudget. Controller (Accounting,
Student Accounts, Bursar, Payroll, Spon-
sored Funds), Business Affairs (Physical
Plant. Personnel, Purchasing, Management
Analysis), ' Public Safety. Affirmative
Action, and Internal Audit, In addition,
the DivIsion provides administrative liai-
son with the activities of University Am-
diary Services, a non-profit corporation
which operates the bookstore, provides
food facilities and oilers other sersite
faculty and students While Servicing rile
University, the Division interacts with

eleven Stat agencies that oversee, to
some degree\ what he University does
and how it performs as a State agency

In 1976-77, the Division had 661 full-
time-equivalent employees and a total
operating budget of $11,300,000 Of the
toal budget for the Division, $4,800,000
constituted support funds for general
campus purposes (e.g , utilities, tele-
phone, bus service)

GOALS

1 To assist campus administrators in se-
curing financial support for the institu-

' non and its programs,

2 To insure responsible stewardship of
funds, effective use of financial re-
sources, and the discharge of obliga-
tions of accountability.

3 To acquire and provide supplies, equil
ment, and support services to institu-
tional departments in a timely and
economical manner.

1 To provide managers and others with
meaningful financial and other data to
ensure the most effective use of hu-
man, material, and fiscal resources

S To prusidc for the recruitment, reten-
tion, and training of the work I orie
necessary to support the institution's
programs, in accordance with the ob-
tectives of equal oppoT Ilinits and

Allmon e action

( To insure that pia 'KA taLihnes ate
adequately maintained and asinlable to
meet the program needs of the institu-
tion and to meet our trust ,is a ,ush-
titan of State assets

1t

ri0 t)
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158 7. To insure a healthy and safe environ-
ment for students, faculty, staff, ai,J
the general oublic in areas under cam-
pus Jurisdiction.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

For the Division as a Whole:

I. Work with the Computing Center and
other offices to develop an integrated,
computer-based financial reporting
system.

2. Work aggressively for the elimination
or reduction of external ccntrols that
inhibit effective and efficient manage-
ment.

3 Encourage application of affirmative
action principles and procedures in all
areas of the University community;
and work to develop more effective
strategies for their implementation.

4 Increase active participation of divi-
sional staff in SUNY-wide activities
and in campus governance.

5. Acquire increased resources to support
teaching, research, and learning, either
by direct efforts or through provision
of information on sources and ways by
which resources can be obtained.

6. Maintain and extend external relation-
ships that satisfy needs of accountabil-
ity, add to campus credibility, and
facilitate the work of faculty and stu-
dents

7. Encourage and support programs that
will afford students an opportunity for
educationally related internships and
other work experiences using the Divi-
sion's offices as active learning labor.!-
tones.

8. Implement an intensified management
improvement/cost reduction program
on campus to minimize administrative
costs and obtain greater support for
academic programs.

Budget Office:

I Develop and manage the budgetary
process, and insure that budgetary
allocations reflect campus goats and
priorities.

2. Provide leadership for tile planning, ac-
quinition, and allocation of the State
resources nettssary to meet the Uni-

'ersity's obit coves.

3. Promote effective and efficient use of
budgetary resources once allocated.

4. Manage the Income Fund Reimbursa-
ble (IFR) program to optimize the
sources and use of outside funds, and
work with external authorities to de-
velop new policies and procedures for
the use of such funds.

5. Provide wider opportunities for partici-
pation of campus constituencies in f!-

nancial planning and resource alloca-

tion.

Accounting:

I. Develop an integrated management ac-
counting and control system for all
funds for which the campus is respon-
sible.

2 Provide accurate and timely financial
and statistical information to aid in
the understanding of campus finan-
cial activities by management and
other University users.

3. Discern changing trends and provide
analytical interpretations for manage-
ment review and decision purposes.

4. Contribute to the learning process of
students through an internship pro-
gram.

Student Accounts:

1 G ti

I Develop a more efficient system for re-
porting revenue to external agencies.



2. Establish procedures by which all in-
formation relating to a student's
account is accurate and readily
accessible.

3. Participate with other offices in insur-
ing that information is provided to stu-
dents, faculty, and client agencies in
timely fashion.

4.1n conjunction with the Computing
Center, develop a computer-based stu-
dent accoui is system.

Bursar:

1. Disburse promptly all funds due to stu-
dents (including Federal and State aid
checks) and to on-and-off-campus
agencies, including the State Treasuly.

2. Provide the Student Accounts system
with current, accurate, and complete
information on revenues collected and
disbursement.

Payroll.

1. Prepare payrolls and rel:tect reports in
an accurate and timely manner.

2. Process and distribute (or deposit) pay-
checks, maintain up-to-date employee
payroll files; reply to wage and
employment inquiries promptly.

Sponsoret; Funds:

I. Manage the business affairs of spon
cored research programs on the Albany
campus; work to eliminate administra-

' tive barriers to research.

2. Expand computer terminal operations
to insure more timely information
about the financial status of grants and
contracts.

3. Achieve a closer wo-1 mg relationship
with the Offi-e for Research so that
the administrative needs of research
faculty are met.

Physical Plant:

1. Create and maintain a healthful, clean,
safe, and psychologically and physi-
cally supportive campus environment
for the University community, includ-
ing educational, research, housing, and
recreational facilities.

2. Protect and increase the life span of
the institution's plant investment
through better management of re-
sources, including (a) a strengthened
Maintenance Operations Center, with
improved data reporting and comput-
er-assisted management; (b) improved
purchasing procedures, and, (c) more
effective personnel management,
through training programs, procedures
manuals, performance review, and hir-
ing and assignment of personnel.

3. Expand existing cost reduction and
cost avoidance programs including
those for energy conservation, preven-
tive maintenance, cost-sharing with
sponsored research, and efficient cus-
todial management.

4. Expand interaction between physical
plant activities and the remainder of
the campus through a student work
force and student apprenticeships,
more active participation in campus
governance, support of affirmative
action, and a damage control program
emphasizing resident responsibilities.

Personnel:

1. Formulate and implement a manage-
ment development and training pro-
gram for professional employees.

2. Continuously improve procedures
necessary to manage the campus work
force, with the objective of minimizing
administrative burdens on teaching
and other support units, maintain
accurate personnel data, improve the

16
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160 timeliness of routine administrative
tasks associated with recruitment,
appointment, promotion; retirement,
and other personnel decisions.

3. Advise and assist other staff officials in
handling personrmel problems in their
particular functions, including em-

ployee evaluation, classification, dis-
ciplinary procedures, and other mat-
ters

4. Counsel and advise candidates and
employees on fringe benefits and their
rights and obligations as University
employees.

Purchasing:

1. Procure the supplies, equipment and
services required by the various depart-
ments at the most economical price
and in the most expeditious manner
possible, including direct services of
central stores for common quantity
items. '

2. Provide prompt copying and press

work of high quality at the lowest cost
to the University.

..

3. Provide efficient mad services for fac-
ulty, students, and staff.

4. Provide adequate communication ser-
vices at the lowest cost.

Management Analysis:

1 Provide management with an independ-
ent evaluation of the effectiveness and
efficiency with which administrative
operations are being performed.

2. Identify potential administrative prob-
lems and search for solutions.

Public Safety:

1. Undettake activities that support th,e
campus community concern for a re-
sponsible and safe environment:
encourage and facilitate programs that

1 u2

will reduce opportunities for crime,
and preserve public order insofar as
practicable and necessary through edu-
cation, response, and patrol.

2. Inspect facilities for fire and other haz-

ardous conditions; investigate acci-

dents on University property and rec-
ommend alterations to plant to pre-
vent recurrences.

3. Regulate and control vehicles through

parking regulations, registration, and
issuance of tickets.

Affirmative Action:

1. Insure that campus policies and educa-
tional opportunities recognize the

problems and possibilities emerging
from the changing roles of minorities,
women, and other affected groups,
whether employees or students.

2. Work to create a University environ-
ment that responds to social concerns
and provides equal opportunity to all
its constituents without regard to age,
color, creed, disability, marital status,
national origin, race, or sex.

3. Research and interpret Federal, State

and University Equal Employment and

Affirmative Action regulations and
make recommendations for the formu-
lation of campus policy and programs.

Internal Audit:

1. Determine the adequacy of internal
controls, particularly tho,- relating to
accountability standards.

2. Verify the existence of assets and the
existence of adequate safeguards for
them; prevent and discover freuds.

3. Report findings to management and
recommend corrective action where
necessary.



Part V
Division of University Affairs

toals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRANS

The Division of vsisity Affairs is
organized to suppor the campus in
achievement of its finciamental purposes
of teaching, research, and community ser-
vice. It is responsible for (a0providing
programs and services to students and to
thorgeneral public which enhance per-
sonal 'growth and development, and (b)
relating the University to the larger com-
munity, by developing a common sense
of purpose and by making the University
and the community more aware of their
interdepender 7.e and mutual concerns.
The Divisidn also serves as administrative
liaison with the University Senate and the
Student Association, and as the institu-
tional liaison with the University Council,
the Alumni Association, the Benevolent
Association, and the University Founda-
tion. The Division has two major com-
ponents, the Office of Student Affairs
and the Office of University Relations

The Office of Student Affairs is re-
sponsible for programs and services pro-
vided for students, including counseling.
health service, residences, placement, ath-
letics and recreation, and, in general, a

full range of student activities designed to
enhance personal growth and develop-
ment. The Office oversees administration
of the Campus Center and provides sup-
port for a broad range of non-academic
and non-athletic student activities, and it
supports the student judicial system. The
principal mission of student affairs is the
enhancement of growth and development
of the whole person, and to that end the
Office of Student Affairs places its major
emphasis upon coordination of the di-
verse activities falling under its jurisdic-
tion

The Office of University Relations ful-
fills its obligations to the community by
planning and administering (a) a com-
munications program to develop public
understanding and support; (b) a wide
range of public events, conferences, and
services for area residents; (c) programs
designed to facilitate application of
krowledge and skills to community prob-
lems: (d) processes of interaction with
collective bargaining units on campus; (e)
fund-raising campaigns on behalf of the
University, and (f) other programs de-
signed to facilitate University-community
relations. These interrelated programs are
administered through the offices of Com-
munications, Conference and Program
Services, Alumni Affairs, Campus Rela-
tions, and Development In addition, the
Office of University Relations serves as a
liaison office with the Regional Advance-
ment Service.

In 1976.77, the Division employed
145 full-time-equivalent personnei, 116
of whom had duties in Student Affairs.

GOALS

I. To provide programs and services de-
signed to contribute to the intellec-
tual, emotional, social and physical de-
velopment of students

2 To expand the presence and contribu-
tion of the University in the larrr
community

3. To maximize the integrity and capabil-
ity of the University as a self-governed
community, consistent with applicable
laws, contracts, and policies

4 hi increase both tax-assisted and pri-
vate !manual support tor the Untver-
say

16
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162 PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

STUDENT AFFAIRS

Divisional Priorities:

I. Maintain high-quality programs and

services (for students, alumni, fac-

ulty, staff, and University guests)
through the following units of the
Student Affairs Division Dear 's

Office, Student Life, Residenc.!s,

Counseling, Student Health, Career
Planning and Placement, Student
Activities, CAnpas Center, Financial
Aids, Intr.:mural Sports, and Inter-
collegiate Athletics.

2. Explore non-State sources of program
funding it support of student devel-
opment programs and services

3. Develop and implement a comprehen-
sive evaluation system for assessing
the quality and effectiveness of the
Student Affairs Division and its units
(as recommended in the State Uni-
versity of New York Master Plan of

1976)

4 Provide campus leadership and devise

and conduct a comprehensive assess-
ment of consumer /client needs as
they relate to Student Affairs.

5. Provide for Increased involvement of
students and faculty in the planning
and evaluation of Student Affairs

programs and services.

6, Provide leadership for the develop-
ment and expansion of career devel-

opment programs and services for

students and alumni.

7 Study the reasons for institutional
du-satisfaction as evidenced by stu-
dent voluntary withdrawal.

8 Develop strategies to personalize the

,.ampus experience for students.

9. Participate with. the Admissions

Office in the recruitment and reten-
tion of new students, both under-
graduate and graduate.

10. Identify efficiencies which would free

resources to strengthen support of

other divisional programs/services.

11. Continue to initiate, develop and eval-

uate specialized services for student

sub-groups (e.g., disabled, veterans,
foreign, older returning, minorities,
women) in order to minimize barriers

to their full, productive participation

in the University experience.

12. Provide continuing campus leadership

in the area of archne,.tural modifica-

tion for the disabled.

13. Study and devise new recods and rec-

ords storage and retrieval systems.

14. Continue to develop and support stu-
dents and their organizations thro..gh
effective advisement, consul' -non,

and personal development nrograms,
including leadership training.

15. Study the effectiveness and determine
the future needs of programs in
intramural sports, intercollegiate ath-
let.cs, and recreation for men and
women.

16. Cooperate fully in the development

and implementation of computer-
based student data systems.

Resident Program:

I Cooperate in divisional identification,
planning and evaluation of mechan-
isms for meeting student needs.

2 Examine means expand and

improve assistance to students re-
garding off-campus living, including
the use of trained para-professionals.

10 ;



3. Study strategies for achieving an
effective and efficient residence hall
maintenance plan in cooperation
with the Plant Department

4. Cooperate in the Student Information

Management System effort in order
to automate assignment and record-
keeping processes

5 Increase efforts to evaluate program
eff.:...tiveness.

6 Develop a recommendation in sup-
port of increased Resident Assistant
stipends.

7. Complete a comprehensive plan for
student lounge renovation.

Career Planning and Placement Program.

1. Identify the suppo'rung roles faculty
members, maim, and parents of stu-
dents can play in both attracting re-

cruiters and assisting student and
alumni placements.

2 Provide a greater opportunity for fac-
ulty, alumni, and students in the
planning and evaluation of placement
programs/services.

3 Develop a mutually beneficial rela-
tionship with the Alumni Office

4. Participate in the formation of the
new organization for SUNY Ci reer
and Placement officers and staff

5. Develop strategies to implement e

panded communication with Busi-
ness, government, and education
leaders,

Counseling Center Program.

1 Continue to identify the unmet coun-
seling needs of students

2 Expand support of clinical training
expelence to qualified graduate stu-
dents in psychology and counseling.

3. Explore reciprocal relationships with
community counseling and mental
: -..lth organizations.

4 Shift el..,,naais into non-trachtiod
and fut, oriented counseling areas

5 Implement new approaches to c:..eer
and life planning counseling.

Campus Center Program:

1 Ident-fy -strategies for the effective
management and maintenance of the
Campus Center

2. Automate the reservat.on processes.

3. Develop a comprehensive plan for
more effective assignment of space in
the Campus Center

4 Cooperate with the Space Manage-
ment Committee in the review anti
revision of policy and procedures
governing the use of campus facilities
by non-University organizations.

5. Develop process fur evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of the Campus Center and
its services.

6. Develop a plan to meet the staffing
requirements based upon increased
use of campe" facilities by both
internal a a external groups.

Financial Aids Program.

I Cooperate with the Student Informa-
tion ,Management System group in
achieving autJmation as soon as rea-
sonable.

2 Investigate means to further on-
Lampus and off campus employment
opportunities for students.

3 Continue to identify and develop
me s of optimizing aid to all eligible
students, particularly those in 'tu-
dent sub-groups needing specialized
services,
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Student Health Program.

I Continue to provide high-quality

health care for students

2 Continue to provide high-quality
emergency service for faculty, staff,

and others on campus

3. Develop strategies for respoeding to

proposals/Implementation of

SONY -wide $tudent Health fee-

4 Establish a community advisory group
to evaluate presen: services and to
participate in planning for the future
health care needs of the campus-

5 Develop a plan for the evaluation of
the salaries of physicians in the Stu-
dent Health Service and address any
salary inequ ties which may be iden-

tified

OTHER PROGRAMS WITHIN
UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS

Communications Program.

i Keep members of the University com-
munity informed about matters of
campus significance so that they may
participate responsibly and knowledge-

ably in its affairs

2. Prepare, edit, and publish bulletins,
catalogs, and other m, coals describ-
ing the programs offered by the Uni-
versity

3 Produce regularly scheduled newslet-
ters for key constituenJes, including
the Tower Tribune for members of the

University community, the Canllet,,
for alumni, the Partin for parents of
current students, and the S(-,V }.,1

for business and government
of ficials

4 Prepare and distribute news releases
and other materials for newspapers

and electronic media

5 Prepare special materials for fund-rais-
ing programs, including the Annual

Fund, Capita! Partnership, and De-
ferred Giving

6 Develop improved methods for com-
municating the accomplishments of
the University to the general public.

events Program

I Work with community leaders and Uni-
versity officers to develop and coor-
dinate major public events, such as
sp :'al exianitions, recognition events

s Citizen Laureate Awards

Dinin -), Community-University Day,
and Commencement.

2 Form task forces and committees to
plan and execute major events, and:
communicate to the public and to the
University community an accurate cal
en dar of events.

Conference and Program Services -

I. Make the facilities of the University
available to qualified external or inter-
nal groups and organizations, and
issist such groups in planning their
activities on the campus

2 Plan, organize, and conduct such pro-
grams as the University Lecture Series,
Speaker's Bureau, and special semi-
nars, films, and performances of inter-
est to the public, and place increlsed
emphasis on obtaining external sources
of support for such programs

3 Manage the Alumni House as a confer-
ence center for the benefit of the
alumni, the campus, and the com-
munity.

Public Service Program

I Facilitate the involvement of the .
versity in community affairs, including



determination of ways by which fac-
ulty and students may apply their
knowledge and skills to community
problems.

2 Work with the School or Business and
the University Foundation to oversee
the operation of the Regional Ad-
vancement Service, and continue to
develop ways by which the Regional
Advancement Service' can addiess
economic issues of Lontern t( the
region and the State

3 Coordinate conun II III I v fund-raising
programs on unpus, includint the
tinned Way, Cancer Crusade, and
other charitable activities, continue to
represent the University in other com-
munity organwations and protects,
such as the Albany Area Chamber of
Commerce, and the Hudson-Mohawk
Community Foundation

Campus Relations Program

I I' xercise administrative leadership in
relations with reL ()plied bargaining
units on campus, including contract
implementation, local negotiations and
consultations, and operation of the
grievance system

2 Provide administrative support and
consultation to the University Senate,
the Student Association, and other
components of the campus governance
system

3 Insure that appropriate legal counsel is
made available to University officers in
,tarrying out their duties

Advancement and Development Program

1 Increase the an'ount of non-State
financial support available to the Uni-
versity by .planning and coordinating
fund-raising programs in the com-
munty, Including the Annual Fund,
the Capital Partnership program, and
the Deterred Giving program

2 Provide administrative support and
consultation to the Alumni Associa-
tion, the Benevolent Association, and
the University Foundation in order to
enlarge the opportunity for alumni
and friends to participate in campus
activities

3 In conjunction with the Office of the
President and the Unive(sity Council,
plan and conduct programs of Inter-
pretation for governmental agencies
concerned with University develop-
ment and management.

Part VI
Division of Planning and Information Systems

Goals and Priorities for Action: 1977-78 through 1979-80

GENERAL PURPOSES AND PROGRAMS

In January 1076, a Nanning and Infor-
mation Systems group was created. The
grcup comprises the Computing Center
and the Office of Institutional Research,
the heads of which r..port to the Assistant
to the President for Planning and Infor-
mation Systems. The major purposes of

this reorganization are to establish a

formal planning process on campus and
to manage more effectively the storage,
analysis, p. iessing, and reporting of in-
formation.

The Computing Center's major respon-
sibility is to provide effective and effi-
cient computing services to the academic

1 I..t../ s
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166 and administrative programs of the Uni-
versity. In addition, tit Center provides
services to a large niimaer of educational
and governmental institutions throughout
the State and conducts an active research
and de%elopment program to advance the
state-of-the-art in computing and infor-
mation-processing technology. There are
rive major units within the Computing
Center Academic Services and Systems,
Operations and Pt,duction Scheduling,
Data Base Management Systems, Admin-
istrative Systems Development, and Net-
work Services.

The Office of Institutional Research is
the primary support group for the plan-
ning process, including responsibility for
process design and for generation of the
analytic studies needed to support plan-
rung. In addition, the Office performs
cost and workload analyses to enabie
informed decisions on resource alloca-
tion, plepare;. numerous statistical reports
fo outside agencies, and assists in the co-
crdmation and management of space allo-
cations on campus.

In 1976.77, the Planning and Informa-
tion Systems group employed 58 full-
tune equivalent personnel, 54 of whom
were m the Computing Center.

GOALS

1 To develop and coordinate an ongoing
planning process for the campus,
eluding maintenance of the campus
Mission Statement and three-year de-
velopment plans of operating units.

2. To pt-pare analytical studies needed to
support the planning process and to
facilitate both long- and short-range
policy formation.

3. To develop the information systems,
both computer-assisted and manual,
which are necessary to provide timely
and a,curate data to decision-makers.

1 /
`-

4. Through the Computing Center, to
provide the data processing services
necessary to support Instruction, re-
search, and administrative functions
on the campus.

S. To perform special non-recurring ana-
lytical studies as needed by the Presi-
dent, vice presidents, deans, and de-
partment heads.

6. To provide computer resources to
other educational institutions m the
region and to governmental agencies.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

Computing Center:

I Make the computer system more

widely available and usable to the stu-
dent body.
a. Expand the availability of terminals

to students on the campus by
acquiring space to house them, and
financial sources to fund them.

bincrease v:ork experience for stu-

dents by increasing student employ-
ment in professional capacities and
by expanding course-related work
experience in conjunction with the
Computer Science Department.

2. Improve the nature and extent of ser-
vices for instruction and research and

accommodate increasing needs for

computational capability.
a Concentrate on information

handling services for research, main-
tamg at least the current level of
support for large scale computa-
tional problems, provide limited
mass storage file space for all users,
Including students.

b. Add PASCAL to the general service
repertoire and to the time sharing
system if feasible.

c Expand the number of ports for

higher speed data service.



d. Acquire and install a new optical
mark sensing device and develop a
roster of services to support test
scoring, survey analysis, and other
activities.

e. Develop connection to natumal net-
work service and develop "host-
Ante:face" software and related pro-
gramming and needed roster of ser-
vices.

3. Advance the growth of administrative
computing and apply current technol-
ogy in support of the administration.
a. Accelerate the development and im-

plementation of contemporary, Uni-
versity administrative systems which
support both management and ad-
ministrative user needs.

b. Define required data bases and the
storage and control procedures re-
quired to support overall adminis-
trative needs.

c. Develop and expand training pro-
grams for customer/user employees.

d. Employ methodologies which will
provide greater back-up support for
specific computer applications such
as the team approach in systems de-
velopment and staridaid documenta-
tion.

e. Develop an automated system for
production scheduling.

f Conduct investigation into Plan-
ning information Systems and the
proct:ses of creatin't usable archival
data bases.

4. Continually enhance the nature of ser-
vices rendered tnrough research devel-
op:rent. to permit those served to re
main aware of rapidly auva,icing f, nn.
tiers of computer technology and bur-
geoning workloads
a. Examine feasibility of and, if appro-

priate, construct a local campus
data communications network to tie
together terminals, certain mini-

computers and the equipment of
the Center, reducing the need for
telephone service and improving
overall data communications ser-
vice.

b. Carefully assess program library
holdings and expand as needed, pay-
ing added attention to the develop-
ing needs of regional customers.

c. Asses:, the feasibility of providing
computer assisted instruction tech-
niques.

d Increase staffing of computer opera-
tions on first and second shifts, and
establish weekend and holidays shift
coverage.

5. Support the University mission of ser-
vi.. to the community and the nation
in ways which complement a national
reputation for quality.
a. Broaden the scope of the regional

program for colleges, universities,
and secondary schools.

b. Pursue the Scientific Computer Sup-
port Center concept for ser.ing
5. ate agencies, building a service
program of excellence.

c. Develop mechanisms to obtain max-
imum possible transfer of intellec-
tual byproducts from regional ser-
vices to appropria.e academic and
administrative programs of the cam-
pus.

d. Develop, apply, and market the
Center's capability with data base
management systems, and develop
Joint programs with customers
where feasible.

e. Encourage professional staff to pre-
sent papers at professional meetings
al :I to publish in appropriate media.

6. Effect equal opportunity and treat-
ment for all and support Affirmative
Action Programs.

a. Attract minorities and women into
the profession of Computer Science.

1 6
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168 b Assure that a fair and reasonable
percentage of the students holding
educationally meaningtul jobs in the

Center are minorities and women
k. Increase the proportion of minori-

ties and women in the Center to re-
flect the workforce population in
our employment areas

7 Maintain control of costs
a Assist users in maintaining and m.-

proving economies in their work
h Improve cost iontrol mechanisms

within the ('enter

Institutional Research

Conim tie to develop impn,ved

methods of forecasting and monitoring
enrollment levels throughout the cam-
pus. prepare periodic projections of
enrollmnts to support aLadeink and
financial planning, and develop a

mot or enrollment protections and
targi.i-sating dt the school and depart.
mental level

2 Work with far.olty. staff, and s udents
to refine and maintain the planning
process already begun, and develop im-
proed techniques fo integrating the
planning and budget cv des, in order to

ensure that budgetary decisions raw
the priorities of the institution

3 Develop analytiL studies and reports to
support the planning and evaluation
process. place increased emphasis on

maiy of external economic,
political. and legal trends which ailed

the future mission of the University,
and continue development of the com-
puter-based financial simulation model
in order to assist University officers in
determining financial strategies for the

future.

4 Prepare cost and workload studies and
other analyses neethd to support

budgetary decisions, and work with
the Officsi of Academic Affairs to de-
termine analyses reqtred in support
of decisions on resource allocation

S Develop new methods for assessing the
old results of University activities, in-
cluding outcomes of the learning proc-

ess

6 Assist in the coordination and manage-
ment of space allocatio is on campus,
including the development of space
utiliration studies and assessment of
space needs of units

7 Assist in the development of informa-
tion systems on campus, including par-
ticipation with the Computing Center
and user offices in planning and imple-
menting specific projects

Continve to prepare and submit re-
p:ins and statistical data required by
external agencies

Se ye as an academic resource for insti-

tutional research and related func-

tions. and continue to participate in
the profession of institutional reseaich
through publication and through ser-
vice in national organuations

l)
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Developing an understanding of its mission is as important for a system of higher
education as it is for an individual institution. Although many of the considerations
and procedures are similar for mission studies at the two levels of organization,
there are a number of special needs at the system or state level., This supplement
reviews those institutional considerations that are applicable at the system level
and describes the particular requirements of system-level mission review
pariicularly where it is a part of a master-planning activity. It should be noted,
however, that while the body of this document discusses mission review as "the
foundation for strategic planning," no similar link between mission review and
strategic planning at the state level is proposed here. Instead, mission review in the
more traditional sense is described. Therefore, this section has been segregated
froth the rest of the book.

System-level planning has been conducted in 1 arious ways (Halstead 1974),
but the concept of strategic planning has not been well developed. Historically,
when all institutions within a system developed in accordance with the same
general model, it was common to formulate the system's mission by compiling
each institution's statement. With the increasinglydiversified demands for higher
education, however, pressuresgrew Lt the system level to differentiate the services

I. Tine term system level will be used in lieu of stoke level in this supplement, since these terms are almost
synonymous in many states. We recognize that the terms may describe two distinct levels of and perspectives
onmission review in & particular state. Nonetheless, many of the consideations in a mission review should be
similar for these two types of agencies. This book has not attempted to presume what the appropriate relationship
between two such agencies should be in mission review

1 7')A.



172 provided by the institutions within the system. Thus, there has been a growing role

for system-level leadership and involvement in comprehensive and master-
planning activities. The basic goals of this involvement have been to ensure that all

state needs are considered, that there is no unnecessary duplication of services,

and that each institution is making a valuable contribution within the system.
Although mission studies for systems of higher education have sometimes

occurred at a centralized level, with little input from constituent institutions, the
resulting assignments were frequently difficult to implement since the institutions

were not involved in the review and thus felt no sense of commitment to their

assigned mission. Conversely, many institutions have developed mission state-

ments with little concern for system-level needs and capabilities. More successful
mission review seems to result from joint institutional- and system-office efforts.
Reference to system-level mission review in this chapter relates primarily to a
formal system-level process that relies on significant institutional involvement,
rather than to an appro -ich in which a number of institutional statements are

simply compiled.
Since many considerations in systemwide mission review parallel those dis-

cussed in chapter 4 on institutional-level planning and mission review, this supple-

ment will not treat those topics as exhaustively. Instead, it will point out where
similarities exist and then identify slight variants of these concerns at the system
level Even though there are similarities in the two organizational levels, several

significant differences exist. A closing section will describe additional considera-

tions that arise from the different perspective on mission review found at the

system level Table 3 summarizes the similarities and differences between plan-

ning tasks at the two levels.

Similar System/Institution Considerations

The seven topics for consideration in carrying out a mission reviewas treated
at length in chapter 4 and outlined in table 3again provide a useful framework.
Each is chscus,ed below in the context of similarities between institution- and

system-level review.

DETERMINING AND DEVELOPING READINESS

Developing readiness to plan is a consideration common to both system-level

and institutional mission review. Events or conditions that might lead to compre-

hensive mission review at the system level could include a change in the executive
1 - I -,



TABLE 3 173

Comparison of System and institutional Mission Studies

Area of Consideration Similar Concerns Special System Concerns

Determining and
developing readiness

Clarifying specific uses

Organizing for
self-study

Determining
participation

Providing analytical
support

Communicating
progress and results

Maintaining viability

Positive attitudes
Other planning requirements

Understanding all expectations
Relation of primary to secondary

purposes

Leadership and staffing
Decision framework
Assumptions
Methodology
Scheduling

Role of internal participants
Role of external participants

Historical-development understandings
External-environment information
Orriarlational-capacity information

Internal communications
External communications

Implementation
Monitoring

..

Legislative initiatives
Political strength of central staff

Relation of institutional to system
review

Program-duplication concerns

More time-cdnsuming process
More politic I decfsionmaking
Degree of centralation

Greater reliance on public
participation

Statewide perspectives
Comparison of institutional potential
Definition of regions

More dispersed audiences
Communicating with strangers

Master-planning applications



174 leadership of the system or the imposition of master-planning requirements by

legislative bodies. Just as in institutional-level studies, a positive attitude among

staff and other participants and an ability to make the necessary staff and resource

commitments are essential to readiness.
A negative attitude may result from previous but similar activities resulting in

mission statements that were either ignored or that led to restrictions on institu-

tional development. Strong executive leadership at the system level can help

develop readiness by directly addressing these and other concerns. The kinds of

policies and decisions that will be influenced by the mission review should be ex-

plained. Although certain restrictions may be imposed as a result of the system-

level review, alternative areas of development may be identified and encouraged.

These alternatives should be stressed. For example, the development of new

doctoral programs may be restricted, but programs to provide inservice graduate

educatioa in some professions may be expanded. Explaining these alternatives and

the reasons for implementing them can help to createda better attitude toward a

system-level mission study. It should be openly acknowledged, however, that

whenever funding is limited and developmental restrictions must be imposed,

conflicts will arise. The process, by its very nature, will also produce tension.

A major task in system-level mission review is to prevent this from diverting atten-

tion from the overall development of the system.
Another important consideration is to determine the readiness of the central

staff and its board to reach significant mission decisions. Concerns about the time

and resources required are in this respect similar at both the system and it itu-

tional levels. The divisive nature of making mission distinctions among insti-

tutions, however, often leads to a much greater need for political readiness at the

system, level. Unless the system officers and board members have a sufficient

political and legal base from which they can work, the mission review may prove

to be fruitless and even threaten the continued viability of the system organization.

In the assessment of readiness, it is probably unavoidable that some institu-

tions will be less prepared to participate than others. One or more of the insti-

tutions will probably have experienced a recent major self-study process, such as a

reaffirmation of its accreditation. It may thus be difficult for these institutions to

generate a great deal of enthusiasm for participation in a system-level study. In

such cases, it may he possible to build upon these institutional-review efforts

rather than to repeat them. Although there will probably never be a perfect time to

conduct a mission review, an attempt to assess readiness can identify major dif-

ficulties that can be addressed or resolved in designing the process.



CLARIFYING SPECIFIC USES

. Considerations in clarifying uses of the mission statements are very similar for
institutional and system studies. Clearly specifying the intended uses of the state-
ment is essential if each of the intended uses is to be accomplished. Identifying
uses early during the process is also important since they may affect the procedural
aspects of the effort. For example, the stimulus for the process may be a legislative
mandate for a systemwide strategfc or master plan. If little time is atailable, this
type of plan could be developed simply by using participt44from the legislature,
the system office, and each institution. But if another intended use is to obtain
statewide understanding and support for the system, partiOation should proba-
bly be expanded to include representatives from business, industry, state agencies,
alumni, and the general population. This type of participation also has implications
for the length of time required to allow fortii{tfroughdeliberations, the nature of the
decisionmaking framework, and staffing requirements. Thiscrdetermining the
specific uses of a systemwide effort is an essential consideration early in the design
stage

A number of issues arise at the system level at any given time that might be
resolved by mission review. For instance, what is the role of the central staff
vis-a-vis institutional management? What can be done to minimize program dupli-
cation? What role characteristics are important for budget-formula guidelines?
What can for should) be done' about differing enrollment prospects for the indi-
vidual institutions? Unless each of these issues can be defined clearly at the outset,
it is unlikely that the mission review will respond to everyone's needs.

.

ORGANIZING FOR SELF-STUDY

. In general, considerations in organizing for self-study are similar for institu-
tional- and system-level mission efforts. Determining leadership and staffing
requirements, specifying the decisionmaking framework, identifying preliminay
assumptions and issues, choosing methodologies, and scheduling should all be
carefully considered in developing the systemwide process. Not only must leader-
ship and staff be provided at the system level, it is also important to have strong
campus-level leadership and participation as the system's tole and scope is
developed. Since the systemwide recommendations can only be implemented
through the joint efforts of the institutions and the central agency, committed
leadership at both the system and institutional levels is important. A useful ap-
proach in achieving this type of participation is for the system office to request that
the chief executive of each campus establish a task force to monitor the system

..:..,_
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176 mission study and then to convene the chairpersons of these groups as a system-

level advisory group
Specifying the decisionmaking framework is a most significant step in a

systemwide mission review. Just as in an institutional review, misunderstandings
and problems can arise when participants do not clearly understand the decision-
making framework to be followed in the mission process Although final responsi-

runty for many types of decisions at the system level may reside with a lay govern-

ing or coordinating hoard, these groups may decide to play only a reactive role in

the mission study. In these circumstances, all participants should be aware of the

various groups or individuals who will have responsibility for preparing, review-

ing, or modifying recommendations as they are developed. Clearly identifying
these decision points can help evt.ryone involved understaid the nature of the
deliberative process and can assist in reducing some of the conflicts that normally

arise in system-rcview activities
Identifying basic assumptions can he one of the most significant activities

undertaken as a system organizes for mission review Although broad input should

be sought at this stage, formulating assumptions should be the primary responsi-
bility of the policymaking body for the system These decisions normally provide

an overall framework and set priorities among areas that might by considered for

change, thus gwing direction to the effort. For example, an assumption might be so

sweeping as to ri_strict consideration of additional expansion of campuses or levels

of programs. Thus, developing such assumptions should receive considerable at-

tention by those responsible for coordinating or governing the system.
Another consideration related to organizing the self-study process is deter-

mining the methodology to be used A recent trend has developed to make the
system mission report something more than the mue aggregation of institutional
statements as the number of institutions and the diversity of demands for services

has increased. Instead, increasing reliance has been placed on centralized review
activities. In particular, unnecessary duplication of programs and services has

come to require central or system-level attention. Thus, one basic issue in deter-
mining methodology concerns the relative responsibilities of the institutions and
the system office in the study process A common approach is to use an open or
deliberative process to develop a general framework of policy guidelines for the

entire system. This process normally involves, at a minimum input from both
institutional representatives and system-level staff, with final decisions made by a

system board Participation is sometimes increased to include representatives of
various publics, including elect( officials. When the system guidelines and
policies have been agreed upon, institutional mission statements can be developed

within that framework. Statemen.s are then submitted for final revie'v and
I'.,l II,



apprbval by a systemwide body. This methodology increases the likelihood that
the review activities of the constituent institutions will be consistent with the
needs of the system.

Iii the area of scheduling, systemwide review activities normally take a inuch
longer period of time than do institutional efforts. This prolongation derives from a
broader base of participation than normally occurs in institutional self-study. Ir.
system-level studies, tentative recommendations on many issues are frequently
subjected to thorough campus-level discussion before final positions are taken.
Although it is difficult to anticipate all time requirements accurately, it is essential
to identify deadlines for various aspects of the review process in order to ensure
reasonable progress by 'he various participants involved.

DETERMINING PARTICIPATION

Several brief references have already been made to participation in a system-
leliel review activity. It is generally desirable at the system level to have broad
participation because the process addresses policies that directly or indirectly
affect all citizens. One important consideration in determining the extent of parti
cipation is that missibn deliberations provide a good opportunity to educate people
about both statewide needs for higher education and the system's capacity to
respond. Thus, a system may choose to enlist a number of business and industrial
leaders, citizens from the public at large, and legislative leaders 'to assist in the
review. Although these groups are ofte'n represented in institutional-review
efforts, their role is usually much greate- in system studies.

The use of external consultants seem' Specially common at the system level.
Their contributions are most valuable when the central staff is comparatively
small or when highly complex or controversial issues must be resolved. Although
consultants can provi a great deal of insight into how similar topics have been
approached in other systems, they can seldom be expected to understand all of the
conditions in the local situation. Therefore, consultants should have an oppor-
tunity to exchange viewpoints not uniy with the system staff but also with system-
wide committees.

ANALYTICAL SUPPORT

Most of the kinds of data and analyses ni-'-ded for a systemwide study are
similar to those for an institutional study. Consideration should be given to pre-
vailing educational and social policy and to the historical development of the
system. Past needs, demands, and reasons for institutionaldevelopment should be

.1. 1 j
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1 78 compared with those that currently pr'evail. This comparison establishes a common
reference point for considering anticipated needs or new demand- for services
Also, analyses of the current higher-education environment, including assess-
ments of state and national manpower and demographic trends or a sampling of
the public'- opinions about goal:. r9r higher education, should be conducted to con-
sider new ,,ipportunities As mentioned in chapter 4, reources and other services
are availaF le that can assist in obtaining this type of information and in performing

the necessary talyses.
The final area of analysis requir,d for a system mission review is the capacity

of the system and the distinctive competencies of each campus to respond to
higher-education del lands This includes g;ving attention to such areas as the
number and distribution of programs, faculty, and facilities A useful paradigm for
considering system-level information needs about environment and capacity is
discussed by Bassett (1979). The differences between anticipated demands for
services and the system's capacity to respond provide useful topics for futLre
change or development

An anuiytical problen-. demanding particular attention in system-level mission
assessment is the geographic distribution of needs and capabilities. Although
system capabilities may match or exceed demand when data is aggregated at the
state level, the needs of individual regions are frequently unmet This suggests that
attention to dita ,,ollection and analysis at the regional level, and even the defini-

te of regions, is a key consideration in sy, .ern-level mission studies.

CON1MUNICATING PURPOSES, PROCESS, PROGRESS, AND RESULTS

Great-r emphasis should generally be given to communicating purposes,
process, progress, and results in a systemwide stud; than in an institutional study.
This is due primarily to tle increased difficulty of sharini, such information over a
broad geographical area and among many people who represent the various consti-
tuencies and publics servea by the system It can be a particular challenge when
many of tl'e participants have not been previously acquainted with each other.
Considerat on should be given to holding discussion meetings throughout the state
rati,cr than it a single 1Jcation These meetings should be widely advertised
'hrnugh various forms of the mass media and the results of the meetings similarly
announced

When the issues have be It thoroughly debated and decided, final publications
sl-v)tild be shared with all those who played an :ctive role in the process. As

pre i )usly discussed, nowever, a summary publication is sufficient for most

1



interested individual_ A more comprehensive document generally is needed only 179
by those who will use it for detailed planning and implementation activities

MAINTENANCE THROUGH REASSESSMENT

Finally, the maintenance of a systemwide mission through use and reassess-
ment is extremely important. The mission s.--.temf nts should provide the mecha-
nism for evaluating program requests, reviewing budget requests, and designing
assessment procedures. When the mission statements do not provide guidance for
these decisions, modifications are needed. As statewide needs changeand insti-
tutional capabilities to respond to them also changethe system's mission should
be reassessed. Much of the data necessary to monitor need and capacity changes
are available from annual reports o, various types. The method of monitoring and
reviewing such issues should be identified during the review itself. Without
frequent reference to, and active maintenance of, the mission statements, they
rapidly become "shelf documents" rather than strong foundations for planning
and budgeting.

System Perspective on Mission Review

Although there are many comi.ion considerations in the design of institutional-
level and system-level mission studies, several basic differences arise from the
system perspective on mission review. One of the most fundamental of these is
that the system must consider the total needs of the state and the total capacities of
the institutions. This irequently results in an orientation that emphasizes different
missions for various institutions within the system. This type of differentiation is
seen, at the system level, as a means for ensuring that the state's needs for higher-
education service- are met without unnecessary duplication among the institu-
tions. Not surprisingly, it often results in a rather divisive process. There is often
strong competition among institutions for authority to offer those program:, that
may not be duplicated, such as doctoral work or programs in certain health-related
'occupatiops, specialized technical fields, or major professions.

In an effort to assess the need for comprehensive program offerings at th%;
graduate level, staff of the Washington Council for Postsecondary Education
analyzed the offerings of the leading 92 research universities (Chance 1977). They
found that for 151 fields of study, no institution offered every program; in fact, only
11 programs were offered by more than two-thirds rif the institutions. (Psychology
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180 was the most common program, offered by 96.7 percent of the universities)
Although more analysis is needed, this evidence suggests that the model of the
totally comprehensive university is yet to be realized and, in fact, no particular
program is the key to an institution's becoming a leading research university.

Staff of the Montana University System (1979) approached the problem in a
somewhat different way Their mission report was developed in two parts. Part I

considered the instructional scope of each Institution; part II assessed aggregate
program availability to the state's citizens Table 4 shows this approach in a matrix
format using partial data from the State University System of Florida. When data
for a particular system is ente, ed, on' can scan the figures and easily detect the
extent of institutional development (column totals) and relative availability of
programs crow totals).

A major procedural oifference between system-level and institutionel mission

review is that system-level development usually precedes, or occurs in conjunc-
tion with, similar review activities at the institutional level. On the other hand, the
development of institreional mission statements frequently occurs in the absence
of such system-level activity. As previously suggested, decisions have to be made

concerning the relationship between system-level and institutional-level activities
where there is to be a joint effort. One of the most common procedures is to
examine statewide needs and systemwide capacities to provide service by means
of a broadly based interinstitutional task force. In this case, a primary objective of

the system-level of irt is to develop a framework that can be used by each institu-
tion to develop its mission statement (that is, to lay out the "givens" for each

institution's mission study). An advantage of this approach is that all of the state's

needs and the capabilities of all institutions are considered. Thus, it can result in a
broader range of system service -, with less duplication of effort among institutions.
A disadvantage inherent in this procedure, however, is that institutions can
per Ave it as being restrictive Various missions and respo:lsibilitles tend to be
assigned to different institutions instead of each institution developing its mission

statement independently.
This basic difference in orientation for system-level mission review can easily

result in conflicts during mission development. Unfortunately, most state agencies

are of such recent origin that conflict resolution is not yet handled as readily as i'.. is
in many institutions. Although it 'vill not prevent conflicts, special care should be
given to ensure that those who ultimately must decide the various issues can hear

from a broad range of participants with varying perspectives. This approach may
almost require a rather slow and deliberative process, perhaps including public
hearings at locations throughout the state. But this process ensurescomprehensive

...., t



TABLE 4 181

Program Dup 'cation and Program Availability within a System
(State Univeisity System Academtc Programs Degree Inventory)

HEGIS
Codes

Degree
Program A B C

Institutions
D E F G H I System

1900 Physical Sciences

19W Radiation Physics B 18
1902 Physics BMD BMD B BM BMD' BM B B M 8B/ 6M/ 3D
1905 Chemistry BMD BMD B BMD BMD' B B B M 13 9B/ 5M/ 4D
1911 Astrcnomy B M D 1B/ 1M/ 'D
1913 Meteorology- B M D 1B/ 1M/ ID
1914 Geology BM BMD B M B 48/ 3M/ 1D
1917 Earth Sciences B 1B
1919 Ocednography M D M D 2M/ 23
1925 Forens,c Sctenc B 1B
1927 Chemical Physics M D 1M/ 1D
1930 Geophysical Fluid D 1D

Dy, amiss
1931 Molecular Biophysics D 1D
1933 Clinical Chemistry B 1B
1940 Environmental Studies B 1B
1942 Industrial Chemistry M 1M
1943 Chemical Sciences B

1 B

4B 6B 2B 4B 3B 28 3B 4B 1B 298/20M/15D
4M 6M 4M 2M 1M 1M 2M

3D 8D 2D 2D

2000 Psychology

2001 Psychology General B M D B M D B BMD BM 8 M B B M B 9B/ 6M/ 3D
2003 Clinical Psychology M 1vi
2004 Psychology for D M M 2M1 1D

Counseling
2005 Social Psychology B 1B

2008 Industrial Psychology M M 2M
2015 School Psychology M M M M 4M

1 B 1 B 1 B I B 28 I B 1B 1B 1B 10B/15M/ 4D
1M 1M 1M 2M 1M 3M 3M 2M 1M

2D 1D 1D

1S,9



182 consideration of the major issues and normally results in i-nore informed and better

oecisions.
Dic.:advantages of this technique are that it requires considerable time and can

encourage various forms of public pressure or po:itical intervention on sensitive

issues Fo! example, if a state university system decides that its current capacity to
offer doctoral programs is sufficient to meet statewide needs for advanced
graduate programs, institutions without a signiricant number of such programs
may believe thee are being relegated to a type of second-class citizenship. This can

result in pressures from vocal constituencies to expand the number of these pro-

grams Such public influence may be indirect: editorial positions may be taken by
various news media, or letters and petitions from individuals and organizations

may he sent to the decisionmaking body. In some instances, intervention may be
more direct, such as by enactment of legislation superseding certain decisions.
Although conflicts usually arise when a system attempts to assig.. different mis-

sions to constituent colleges cr universities, such differentiation must be a signi-
ficant aspect of system-level efforts. That is, the diversity of needs and the limited

resources within a state almost require that there be some differentiation among
institutions providing services in response to those needs.

An alternative procedure, which was frequently used to develop earlier
system-level mission reports, is to allow each institution within the system to
develop an individual statement. These statements are then simply compiled at the

central level When necessary, modifications of an institutional statement can be

negotiated after all such institutional statements have been received and reviewed.
The advantage in this technique is that eacn institution can be creative in re-
sponding to the set of needs it has identified as being of high priority. A major
disadvantage in its earlier use, however, was that it frequently resulted in an
attemp: by all institutions to move toward the same success model. At the univer-

sity level, for example, most institutions sought the same mission: that of becoming

or continuing to be a comprehensive institution and oriented to graduate programs
and research. In most states, this resulted in excess capacity for graduate in-

struction and research. Where this procedure has been attempted more recently, it
frequently nas been modified to provide for system-level leadership in preparing

guidelines for the develo,pm,- of institutional mission statements that are con-
sist2nt with systemwide pol 'es

Centralization becomes a fundamental issue when a 4tstem attempts to
determine the relationship between system and institutional review efforts.
Specifically, to what extent should there be centralization and standardization of
the process? Should each institution he allowed, for example, to determine the type

of analyses and kinds of data that will be examined? Generally, then_ should be a



considerable amount of standardization in the types of data collected and the type
of analyses and special studies conducted. This is necessary in order to compare
the various institutions in terms of their current types of services and capacities.
Thus, a prior agreement should be made about the kinds of data to be collected and
the format to be used for presenting such data.

Although system-level mission review can draw upon a number of institu-
tional practices and considerations, several fundamental differences exist. For the
most part, these derive from the different purpos of system efforts. Mission
review at the system level should simultaneously consider all cf the state's needs
and guard against unnecessary program duplication. Even though system mission
reports seldom involve as much specific detail about the uevelopment of an indi-
vidual institution as does the school's own report, the process can often be much
more complex due to the greater number of oarties involved.

I d 4
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